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1 CENTERA MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE REPORTING PERIOD
Summary of the most important achievements and activities in the unit in the given reporting period
(max. 1500 words – please refrain from excessive technical details)
1) Discovery of THz radiation by plasmons oscillating in graphene – the result of the scientific
collaboration of CENTERA researchers with our partner from Tohoku University.
2) Discovery of graphene - based composites providing efficient electromagnetic screening in subTHz atmospheric window 300 GHz – important for future 5 and 6G communication – the results
of the scientific collaboration of CENTERA researchers with University Riverside – California –
USA.
3) Fully Silicon FET transistor-based Terahertz scanner
4) Innovative THz devices technology achievements.
5) Organizational achievements.

1.1 ROOM-TEMPERATURE THz AMPLIFICATION
• Stephane Boubanga-Tombet S, Knap W et al, Deepika Yadav, Akira Satou, Dmytro B. But,
Vyacheslav V. Popov, Ilya V. Gorbenko, Valentin Kachorovskii, and Taiichi Otsuji: Room
Temperature Amplification of Terahertz Radiation by Grating-Gate Graphene Structures.
Phys. Rev. X 10, 031004 (2020);
Published July 6th, 2020
[https://journals.aps.org/prx/accepted/52079K1dC0014a02342729a68f281fe27fbfc8908]
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More than 40 years ago, a new direction in physics opened up with the arrival of plasma-wave
electronics. The possibility that the plasma waves could propagate faster than electrons fascinated all.
Therefore, it was initially expected that plasmonic devices, including detectors and generators of
electromagnetic radiation, would be able to work effectively in the very high frequencies - terahertz
(THz) range, inaccessible to standard electronic devices. However, numerous experimental attempts
to realize such amplifiers or emitters failed: the intensity of radiation turned out to be too small,
plasma resonances too broad, or devices operated only at cryogenic temperatures. Thus, the creation
of compact, tunable, room temperature operating THz amplifiers and sources is still a challenging task.
The arrival of graphene-based systems, with its promise of excellent room temperature electrical and
optical properties, reignited interest in the subject and made it worth revisiting. In this work, we
explore THz light-plasmon coupling, light absorption, and amplification by graphene grating gate
structures focusing on current-driven effects.
We demonstrate gate voltage tunable resonant plasmon absorption, that with an increase of the
current, turns to THz radiation amplification with a gain going up to 9%. The results were interpreted
using a dissipative plasmonics crystal model, which captures the main trends and basic physics of the
amplification phenomena. Specifically, the model predicts that increasing current drives the system
into an amplification regime, wherein the plasma waves may transfer energy to the incoming
electromagnetic waves.
All results were obtained at room temperature. Therefore, they pave the way towards a future THz
plasmonic technology with a new generation of all-electronic, resonant, voltage-controlled THz
amplifiers.

1.2 GRAPHENE-BASED ELECTROMAGNETIC SCREENS
• Zahra Barani, Fariborz Kargar, Konrad Godziszewski, Adil Rehman, Yevhen Yashchyshyn, Sergey
Rumyantsev, Grzegorz Cywiński, Wojciech Knap, and Alexander A. Balandin: Graphene EpoxyBased Composites as Efficient Electromagnetic Absorbers in the Extremely High-Frequency Band.
ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces 067297 (2020); [IF 8.3304]
Published 1st June 2020
[https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsami.0c06729]

Rapid development of the wireless communications, distributed sensor arrays, and portable electronic
devices made the control of electromagnetic (EM) radiation and reduction of EM pollution crucially
important. The electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding is needed to ensure that electronics
operate reliably and without detrimental effects on human health. Different frequency ranges and
types of devices require different solutions for EMI shielding. The shielding of EM energy at highfrequency bands can be particularly challenging. In many cases, additional requirements are imposed
on the materials used for EMI shielding, including thickness and weight limits, mechanical and thermal
properties, and electrical conduction or isolation. Absorption of EM energy rather than its reflection
back to the environment offers benefits in a wide range of commercial and defense applications.
However, many existing EMI shielding materials, e.g., metallic coatings, simply redirect the EM energy
via the electrical conduction-based reflection mechanism. The latter shifts the problem of EM pollution
from one element to another, and while protecting electronic components, it can negatively affect the
human health. The metal-based EMI shielding materials have other problems associated with heavy
weight, corrosion, and difficulty of processing.
We report on the synthesis of the epoxy-based composites with graphene fillers and test their
electromagnetic shielding efficiency by the quasi-optic free-space method in the extremely highfrequency (EHF) band (220–325 GHz). The curing adhesive composites were produced by a scalable
technique with a mixture of single-layer and few-layer graphene layers of few-micrometer lateral
dimensions. It was found that the electromagnetic transmission, T, is low even at small concentrations
of graphene fillers: T<1% at a frequency of 300 GHz for a composite with only ϕ = 1 wt% graphene. The
main shielding mechanism in composites with the low graphene loading is absorption. The composites
of 1 mm in thickness and a graphene loading of 8 wt% provide an excellent electromagnetic shielding
of 70 dB in the sub-terahertz EHF frequency band with negligible energy reflection to the environment.
The developed lightweight adhesive composites with graphene fillers can be used as electromagnetic
absorbers in the high-frequency microwave radio relays, microwave remote sensors, millimeter wave
scanners, and wireless local area networks.
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Absorption shielding efficiency as a function of the graphene filler loading. Note an abrupt increase in SEA at the filler loading,
f, in an interval of 1 wt% < f < 2 wt%.

1.3 FULLY SILICON FET TRANSISTOR-BASED THZ SCANNER
Recently WP3 demonstrated THz scanning with silicon devices: emitter and detector both produced
CMOS technology. This
is very important for
development of cost
effective
scanners
based
on
wellestablished and cheap
technology. The top
part of the Fig. 1 on
the right presents
optical image of a toy
bear whereas the
bottom panel gives
transmission image at
250 GHz. The image
has been taken with
lock-in technique with
100 ms integration
time for each pixel
(step size is 1mm). This
image shows nearly 40
dB dynamic which can
be further improved
up to about 50 dB by
changing the lens from
5mm of diameter to 12
mm as well as shifting
the resonance of the
detector to 250 GHz
from current 220 GHz. Fig. 1: Top: photograph of a bear from front a back sides. Bottom: transmission image at 250
These steps have been GHz recorded with 250 GHz source and 220 GHz detector. The right side presents histogram
of signals in the blocked area which was used for evaluation of dynamic range.
included into design of
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run 7244. Furthermore, preliminary tests of newly fabricated oscillators as the result of design
optimization show about 20-fold emitted powers.
This demonstration is important towards real implementation of cost effective products for opening
of THz market. The tested setup based on 250 GHz source and 220 GHz detector includes CMOS chips
with appropriate parameters (like dynamic range at this frequency). Moreover, detectors and emitters
can be easily integrated with control units and readout circuit, which will be additional advantage for
the future standard elements. Expected the wide range of applications allows us to expect that the
price of individual elements will be significantly reduced with their mass production. We expect also,
that this development makes possible integration such sources and detectors into line sources and line
detectors. Together with appropriate readout circuits and software will mechanically simplify THz
scanners and increase their reliability.

1.4 PROGRESS IN TECHNOLOGY OF INNOVATIVE DEVICES
Development of innovative devices technology is often a long-lasting process. In this report we provide
information on few the most important developments in Silicon and III-V devices technology. They
have brought – at the moment- only limited number of publications but we believe that by developing
these technologies CENTERA ensures itself the solid basis for its scientific and applicative/industry related developments in the future.
Two main domains were considered: Silicon and III-V compounds
Concerning the Silicon, thee most important are:
1) Design and fabrication of THz sensors/detectors using graphene as active layer.
2) Design and fabrication of thin-film Silicon thermoelectric effect-based THz detectors.

1.5 ORGANISATIONAL ACHIEVEMENTS
1) Integration of CENTERA into European Network CELTA – related to THz science and technology
–
and acceptance of CENTERA as an organizer of the CELTA Summer School 2021 (due to Covid19 epidemics postponed till 2022).
2) Organisation of CENTERA THz Days in Warsaw in October 2019.
3) Internal operational improvements adressing issues that arose during the initial phase of
CENTERA development and were indicated by the International Scientific Committee and by the
evaluators of the scientific report from the first year of operation (see page 72).
Please refer to section 12 of this document for detailed information on 1)-3).
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2 INFORMATION CONCERNING THE PROGRESS OF THE RESEARCH
(1000 to 5000 words)
(please, describe the progress in all research groups and doctors with advanced research and
development experience)

2.1 WORK PACKAGE 1 – PHYSICS OF THz
The main subject of the WP1 was studying THz properties of the so called DIRAC matter. This is a
form of matter in which the energy versus momentum spectrum is linear. The classical representative
of Dirac matter is graphene. The WP1 aimed also to expand the research from graphene to HgCdTe
alloys, in which 3D and 2D Dirac- like dispersion can be realized by manipulation of alloy composition
and quantum well width.
2.1.1.1

THz amplification by nanostructures of graphene

The main progress was achieved concerning research on THz amplification by nanostructures of
graphene. This research was performed in collaboration with Tohoku University. CENTERA
researchers participated mainly in the numerical treatment and fitting of the experimental results.
CENTERA researchers provided theoretical model allowing interpretation of the data and successful
publishing in highly-ranked journal Physical Rreview X.
CENTERA researches have studied theoretically terahertz (THz) radiation transmission through
grating-gate graphene-based nanostructures and qualitatively explained experimental results on
room-temperature THz radiation amplification stimulated by current-driven plasmon excitation.
They developed a simple model offering a phenomenological description of the observed THz
amplification. This model shows that in the presence of a dc current the radiation-induced correction
to dissipation is sensitive to the phase shift between oscillations of carrier density and drift velocity.
And, with an increasing current, the dissipation becomes negative, leading to amplification.
Experimental research at CENTERA laboratory concentrated on the preparation of experimental
setup in Warsaw for a more detailed investigation of this kind of amplification. Installation of the
new Time-Domain Spectrometer, alignment and design of optomechanical components for effective
coupling of THz radiation with samples, preparation of chambers with a low content of water vapor
and design/development control programs for equipment were main research activities in this
period. Thanks to them, first practical experiments have begun, focused on measuring the properties
of graphene structures, as well as the primary accumulation of research data.
2.1.1.2

Hg1-xCdxTe materials

Another relevant field is the study of Hg1-xCdxTe materials. The physical properties of these
materials allow to investigate relativistic effects in gapless systems. Studies performed in the
reported period included investigation of symmetry breaking, or in other words, the influence of
crystallographic symmetry that leads to the circular photogalvanic effect. This work was done in
cooperation with the University of Regensburg; the result was published in a specialized journal
(Phys. Rev. Materials).
2.1.1.3

Preparation of 2D structures

Important activity concerned training young researchers in preparation of 2D material structures
– one of the goals of the project is the implementation of the whole process production of van der
Waals heterostructures in CENTERA. Three young researchers from CENTERA collaborated with the
University of Warsaw in order to learn the preparation method of these structures. They also visited
prof. Yahya Meziani’ group at the University of Salamanca, where they learned how their Spanish
colleagues prepare graphene h-BN stacks based structures. Once the equipment (Transfer System)
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will be delivered to CENTERA, the group will be able to start fabrication of van der Waals
heterostructures.
2.1.1.4

HgCdTe structures under hydrostatic pressure

An important branch of research was directed to HgCdTe structures under hydrostatic pressure.
The main idea was to tune the band structure through zero gap states to model 3D and 2D system
miming graphene and or more generally, Dirac matter. These research activities concerned:
a) Characterisation of bulk samples of HgCdTe in LHe temperatures.
b) Magnetooptical and magnetotransport measurements of HgCdTe samples with various
cadmium content in the pressure cell, under hydrostatic pressure.
c) Data analysis and application of simplified Kane model.
During the reporting time we first performed
magnetotransport
and
magnetooptical
measurements
of
THz
transmission
experiments on various samples – in order to
choose the best candidates for pressure
experiments. After this initial characterization
of samples we moved to experiments
performed with the use of pressure cell. An
example of the results is shown in Fig. 2 below
– transmission of 2.9 THz radiation through
the HgCdTe bulk sample changes with applied
hydrostatic pressure.
Samples with cadmium content varying from Fig. 2: Transmission of 2.9THz radiation through the
15% to 17% were investigated using CO2- HgCdTe bulk sample changes with applied
hydrostatic pressure.
pumped laser system and electronic sources in
200 GHz – 6 THz spectral range. As a result we have determined the “rest mass” and “Fermi
velocity” of 3D cane fermions as a function of the pressure. Important evolution was observed while
coming from inverted band structure towards zero gap Dirac-like 3D band structure. Pressure
coefficients of the band gap were determined. The results are under interpretation – in collaboration
with group of Prof. T. Dietl (MagTop at the Polish Academy of Sciences).
2.1.1.5

Nitride-based nanostructures

Exploration of Nitrides-based nanostructures - as potential Terahertz detectors and amplifiers was another important activity of WP1 at CENTERA. Following tasks were undertaken:
a) fabrication of double grating-gate (DGG) high-electron-mobility structures based on
AlGaN/GaN two-dimensional electron gas.
b) fabrication of fin-shaped channel field effect transistors (FinFETs) and transistors with 2
gates connected to the edges of transistor channel (EdgeFETs) based on AlGaN/GaN.
Coupling these devices with bow-tie antennas for sub-THz and THz applications.
c) AlGaN/GaN DGG magnetotransport and photoresponse investigations in quantizing
magnetic field.
Short summary of the results of the research tasks is presented below.
ad a) Symmetric as well as asymmetric AlGaN/GaN DGG were successfully fabricated on different
substrates: sapphire, silicon carbide and bulk gallium nitride; grating period is 5-15µm. Grating
structures were developed for enhanced coupling between 2D plasma modes in the device
channel and incoming THz radiation. Special attention was dedicated to the minimization of
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leakage current from large active grating area (2×2 mm2). Density of leakage current ~2µA/cm2
was achieved.
ad b) FinFETs and EdgeFETs coupled with proper bow-tie antennas were fabricated. Antennas
were designed for 150-700 GHz range of electromagnetic radiation. Impedance of antennas
was previously simulated and coupled with impedance of transistors for increasing of detector
sensitivity.
ad c) AlGaN/GaN DGG magnetotransport and photoresponse were investigated in 0-15 T range
of magnetic field at cryogenic temperatures 2-10 K. For the photoresponse measuring VDI
source of THz radiation with 630 GHz frequency was used. Our preliminary results show strong
increase of oscillated photoresponse with growing magnetic field. Period of oscillating signal
equals to the period of Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations measured in magnetotransport.
Proposed mechanism of detection is a rectiﬁcation of the THz radiation by plasma wavesrelated nonlinearities in the gated part of the channel. The results are under interpretation –
for an example of the results, see Fig. 3 below, showing plasma rectification - photovoltage
induced on grating gate GaN/AlGaN transitor by 0.6 THz radiation as a function of magnetic
field. Strong damping of Shubnikov-de Hass like oscillations at magnetic fields above cyclotron
resonance can be partially interpreted/understood using the basis of Lifshits – Dyakonov
theory.
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Fig. 3: Plasma rectification - photovoltage induced on grating gate GaN/AlGaN transitor by 0.6 THz
radiation as a function of magnetic field.

2.1.1.6

Interaction of THz radiation with various nanostructures

Very strong collaboration with THz Centre in Regensburg led to important research activity on
mechanism of interaction of THz radiation with various types of nanostructures. Three young
researchers gained experience at laboratory of prof. S. Ganichev at Regensburg THz Centre during
visits ranging from a few weeks up to a few months. They participated in the research that can be
classified as four different subprojects:
a) optoelectronic and magneto-optoelectronic phenomena excited by terahertz radiation in
bulk CdHgTe systems;
b) ratchet and magneto-ratchet effects induced by terahertz radiation in mono and bi-layer
graphene;
c) terahertz radiation induced magneto-oscillations in graphene; as well as

d) anomalously strong penetration of THz radiation electric fields through almost
homogeneous, perforation-free gold films deposited on semiconductor heterostructures
with a conductive quantum well placed beneath the film at a distance substantially smaller
than the radiation wavelength.
The results were summarized in seven papers published in leading international scientific journals –
related to THz science and technology.

2.2 WORK PACKAGE 3 – ACTIVE THz CIRCUITS
The group was completed by recruitment of two young postdocs and one PhD student that
effectively work together towards competitive terahertz Integrated Circuits.
2.2.1.1

Developments of ultrasensitive CMOS THz elements

The main progress was achieved in the domain of developments of ultrasensitive CMOS THz
detectors and emitters. The progress concerns simulations, design and submission of new types of
detectors to foundries. A huge effort was necessary to buy crucial software and to get signed the
mandatory agreements with foundries. The activities of WP3 continued with the thorough
investigations of the performance of THz detectors (both broadband and resonant) fabricated
before.
Additionally, we prepared two new fabrication runs using 180 nm CMOS technology. The first
design comprising resonant detectors (patch antenna coupled for top-side illumination and slot
antenna coupled for the illumination from the substrate side) for 250 GHz frequency range was
submitted in December 2019. The designs have been evaluated and the first generation of
improvements was submitted for fabrication in the same technology in May 2020.
The evaluation of results is expected in August – September 2020, which will flow into the second
generation of improvements (we anticipate integrating of micropower low-noise amplifiers which
are necessary for the implementation of multi-element linear arrays). In parallel with detector
developments, we continued with characterizations of sources implemented in 65 nm CMOS
technology. The improved design has been submitted for the fabrication in May 2020 with the
evaluation of results anticipated in September 2020.
In particular, an attempt has been made for fabrication of IMPATT diodes in 180 nm CMOS which at
250 GHz, based on the modeling results, should deliver powers comparable to classical oscillators
implemented in much more advanced technological node. The physical modelling requires full
hydrodynamic treatment in 2D which is also applied for study of carrier heating and concomitant
rectification in field-effect transistors.
2.2.1.2

THz radiation from human body

Also, the first results on passive detection of THz radiation emitted by the human body – with
room temperature operating CMOS were obtained in collaboration with Frankfurt University –
where young PhD student is currently trained.
2.2.1.3 Implementation of THz systems
The third branch of activities comprise implementation of THz systems. These include setup for
homodyne detection, experiments which exploit frequency comb technique for simultaneous
hyperspectral imaging and passive imaging. A dedicated effort has been spent to high frequency
modelling of radiation coupling using CST Microwave Studio and ADS Momentum which resulted
into development of new near-field sensor concept. The sensor comprise vertically coupled
metasurface and resonant antenna complimented with local transistor-based power sensor. The first
implementation is planned for submission in September 2020.
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2.2.1.4

Outcomes of WG3 research

The main scientific outcome continues supporting the statement that well-packaged FET detectors
are direct competitors to other established THz detector technologies. During this reporting period,
this statement was supported with two accepted papers, and one being in the reviewing phase (with
the preliminary judgement: minor revision). The results of homodyne spectroscopy system are in
preparation for publication. Ultrasensitive detector was coupled with the C-MOS based source and
first – fully CMOS technology 300 GHz scanner was built and a spatial resolution of the order of 1 mm
was obtained. Developed preliminary point-to-point imaging system comprising single, lens coupled
CMOS source and lens-coupled CMOS detector reached the signal-to-noise ratio 50 dB for 1 Hz
equivalent noise bandwidth. Further improvements both on the side of source and on the side of
detector have been made and designs have been submitted for fabrication at CMOS foundry. The
important results were obtained thanks to collaboration of WP3 work package Leader Prof. A.
Lisauskas with CENTERA strategic partner Goethe University – FRANKFURT. These are the first
results on passive detection of THz radiation emitted by the human body – with room temperature
operating CMOS were obtained. They were published in:
• D. Čibiraitė-Lukenskienė, K. Ikamas, T. Lisauskas, V. Krozer, H. G. Roskos, and A. Lisauskas:
Passive Detection and Imaging of Human Body Radiation Using Uncooled Field-Effect
Transistor-Based THz Detector. Sensors 2020, 20, 4087 [IF 3.275]
Published
July
22
doi:10.3390/s20154087] ;

2020

[https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/20/15/4087/html;

Below there is a short description of the challenge and the results. CENTERA will follow this direction
by developing advanced sytems for passive detection based on CMOS.The recording of images of the
human body in a passive manner, that is, using its own thermal radiation, is a well-established
imaging modality in the infrared (IR) at wavelengths around 10 µm, where the black-body radiation
of living beings is at its highest spectral intensity. At IR wavelengths, detectors can be operated at
room temperature. Towards longer wavelengths, into the THz and sub-THz regime, the power of the
Planck radiation drops strongly, with the consequence that unaided passive detection at room
temperature, typically using bolometers and microbolometer-based cameras as sensors, is
impractical. As an alternative, active illumination has been explored in the literature.
Passive detection can be maintained at sub-THz frequencies when using superconducting sensor
devices. Passive imaging with the humanbody radiation and penetration through various materials
was shown at 350 GHz and 850 GHz using a detector array of 20 superconducting bolometers. Even
video-rate human-body imaging at 350 GHz was demonstrated with superconducting detectors
cooled below 1 K. While feasible for stationary security applications, cryogenic passive imaging
systems do not lend themselves for most of the potential mobile applications which have been
identified—the sensing of the surroundings of moving cars and airplanes, the visibility through fog,
clouds and smoke, and the identification of boats and oil spills on the sea, to name a few.
Towards millimeter-wave (mm-wave) frequencies, passive imaging with detectors based on
semiconductor diodes at room temperature becomes again possible despite the even a lower
spectral intensity of the Planck radiation. The systems—sub-THz and mm-wave radiometers—use
low-noise electronic amplifiers to boost the weak signals and often also use powerful local oscillators
(LO) for frequency down-conversion to intermediate frequencies where amplification is easier.
The noise-equivalent power (NEP) of radiometer receivers in the W-band (75–100 GHz) is below
10 fW/pHz and can reach 0.28 fW/pHz for special pixel designs. Passive imaging of a human hand
was demonstrated at 220 GHz employing a mm-wave radiometer with a Schottky diode held at
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room temperature exhibiting a 1500-K equivalent mixer noise temperature. Going to much higher
frequencies poses a challenge, as the performance of the amplifiers and mixers deteriorates.
The performance degradation, expressed by the increase of the equivalent noise temperature, does
not allow to work at higher THz frequencies, which is often desirable for a better spatial resolution.
Sensitivity can be recovered through deep cooling of the receivers at the expense of the
complexitiesassociated with cryogenic cooling. For these reasons, it is worth to explore other
detector technologies for their potential of unaided passive detection of thermal radiation. This
paper focuses on TeraFETs, THz detectors based on field-effect transistors (FETs) with integrated
antennas. The sensing principle is full power detection of THz emitter power. TeraFETs as sensor
devices offer the advantage of being directly scalable to large arrays and hence have the capabilities
of THz camera sensing systems.
Over the last years, the sensitivity of TeraFETs has continued to approach the level needed for the
detection of the black-body radiation from warm and moderately hot objects while maintaining the
detector itself at room temperature. Reported in 2016, the emission of a black-body cavity radiator
at a temperature of 1200 K was used for video-rate imaging with a 1 k-pixel complementary metaloxide semiconductor (CMOS) TeraFET camera. Temporal integration of the image frames for 5.7 min
led to a noise-equivalent temperature difference (NETD) of 21 K. With an AlGaN/GaN TeraFET cooled
with liquid nitrogen to 77 K, shadow images of a toy car and a surgical knife were recorded using the
thermal emission of a radiator at 773 K. Remarkably, a pixel integration time of 200 ms was sufficient,
which impressively documents the high sensitivity reached with the present TeraFET technology.
As a step further for this technology, we demonstrate here the first completely unaided passive
imaging of a human hand with an uncooled TeraFET detector. The challenge is the very small
temperature difference of less than 9 K between the palm of a hand and the room-temperature
background. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of passive imaging with the human
body radiation using quasi-optical TeraFET detectors. The enabling aspect of our approach is to work
with an ultra-wide 3-dB bandwidth of more than 1.4 THz. The detector covers the frequency range
of 0.1–1.5 THz, thus bridging the mm-wave regime and the lower THz range, which formerly was
accessible only to microbolometers. TeraFET detectors usually outperform microbolometers at
frequencies below 2 THz.

Fig. 4: The active region consists of an NMOS FET implemented on a 0.28-µm-thick p-doped Si substrate. The transistor is
surrounded by a p +-type body. In the Figure (a) schematic cross-sectional view of the detector chip (not to scale); (b) device
with the monolithically integrated log-spiral antenna mounted on a carrier substrate and placed on a hyper-hemispherical
lens (diameter of the spherical part of the lens: 12 mm).
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Fig. 5: Thermal images recorded with the broadband Si CMOS TeraFET detector at room temperature. (a) image of the
thermal emission pattern of the heated ceramic source; (b) image of sections of three fingers of a human hand. The image
is superimposed on a photograph of the hand. In both cases, mechanical chopping of the thermal radiation was applied.

As already mentioned in section 1 (see p. 4 and Fig. 1), recently WP3 demonstrated THz scanning
with silicon devices: emitter and detector both produced CMOS technology. This is very important
for development of cost effective scanners based on well-established and cheap technology that
could open new THz markets.
The results have been announced in five conference contributions (which have been delayed due to
COVID-19).
Group members also participated in the submission of two research proposals.

2.3 WORK PACKAGE 4 - PASSIVE THz COMPONENTS
The main activities of WP4 were concentrated around building the research group, purchasing
equipment units, setting up structure of the laboratory and building strategic collaboration with
several Universities and research institutions. Currently the group has one PhD student and two
young postdocs. The scientific activities of the group resulted in the development of the new
technologies of transferring metamaterials to various substrates.
2.3.1.1

Development of carbon-based nanomaterials transfer technology

One of the technological challenges of WP4 group is fabrication of carbon-based materials for THz
components (detectors, metasurfaces, and filters). Due to the fact that the application of graphene
on copper and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) film on polymer membranes is limited, it was necessary to
develop a technology for transferring these layers to other arbitrary substrates. Such approach is one
of the most frequently used and cost-effective method for the broad range of applications. The main
focus was brought to the development of the following transferring techniques:
• Electrochemical delamination (ED) process in low-concentration aqueous solution of
potassium chloride for graphene layer transfer,
• Dry transfer method for the CNTs film.
The above methods have been optimized to obtain the high quality continuous and homogeneous
film without contamination. The WP4 group is also responsible for the characterization of the
nanostructures using the purchased equipment (such as optical microscope, Raman and UV-Vis-NIR
spectrometer). The obtained materials are used by the other CENTERA groups for various studies
such as the noise measurements and fabrication of gate in high electron mobility devices based on
AlGaN/GaN heterostructures (see WP1 group).
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Fig. 6: Scheme of graphene transfer method (“Graphene as a Schottky Barrier Contact to AlGaN/GaN Heterostructures”,
Dub, M. Sai, P. Przewłoka, A, Krajewska, A, et al.; submitted to Materials)
Transferred nanotubes on
substrate
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Nanotubes are on the backside of
the filter, ready to be transferred
on substrate

Dry transfer of nanotubes on
substrate by filter

Fig. 7: Step by step procedure of nanotubes transfer form via dry transfer method (“Effect of ultraviolet light on 1/f noise in
carbon nanotube networks”, Rehman A., Smirnov S., Krajewska A., et al.; submitted to Materials Research Bulletin)

Due to the fact that one of the tasks of the WP4 group is the development of a new high-performance
platforms to THz applications, the members of the group constantly improve and expand their skills
in the field of synthesis, fabrication, and modification of novel nanomaterials. During the reporting
period the young scientists took part in the training organized in the cooperation with the University
of Salamanca (Spain) under the supervision of prof. Yahya Meziani. The visit to the Nanotechnology
Group was aimed at broadening their knowledge and skills in the field of mechanical exfoliation of
graphene layers also known as “the ScotchTM tape method”, fabrication of two-dimensional
heterostructures systems inside cleanroom facilities and training on the THz-TDS technique.
Thanks to the transfer technologies developed in CENTERA and the experience gained in partner
institutions, CENTERA Laboratories will be the fully independent unit in terms of manufacturing
and fabrication of multifunctional nanostructures.
2.3.1.2

THz devices with a use of dielectric rod waveguides.

Large part of WP4 group activity is concentrated among the preparation of devices operating in
mm and sub–mm frequency range such as mm wave amplifiers and phase shifters. During the last
year, Opus project entitled “III - N heterostructures for mm and sub mm travelling wave
amplification” was submitted to NSC funding agency. WP4 group is willing to use the knowledge and
experience of its members in the field of processing semiconductor heterostructures in order to
fabricate devices for mm wave applications. The topic of travelling wave amplification is known in

science since the work of Gover in 1974. The mechanism itself relies on the energy transfer between
the current and EM waves
In
the
above
mentioned
project
proposal, the structure
presented on the Fig. 8
was proposed. The idea
behind our activity is to
use the GaN/AlGaN
HEMT structure for
travelling
wave
amplification.
2DEG
layer in such HEMT will
serve as the conducting
channel, whereas the
electromagnetic wave
will
propagate
in Fig. 8: Schematic view of travelling wave amplifier
dielectric
rod
waveguide polished in sapphire substrate of epitaxial structure. These structures are promising
candidates for replacing travelling wave amplifier tubes used for generating high power radio signal.
During the last year, the the appropriate rplan of experiments was proposed to begin a work in this
field. The research potential of our laboratories was evaluated from the point of view of epitaxial
growth of proper HEMT structure, as well as fabrication of dielectric rod waveguide with proper
dimensions. The fabrication of the first travelling wave amplifiers was planned, and the preparation
process will start in the nearest future. The amplification of the samples will be measured with the
newly- purchased equipment - Vector Network Analyzer.
2.3.1.3

Moving Electrical Mechanical Structures

Another branch of the activity connected with mm – wave devices is preparation of phase shifters.
The phase shifting of mm wave could be done by attaching a dielectric rod waveguide (which
impedance is mostly inductive) to the structure with tunable capacitance. One way to achieve such
a structure is light tuning of CNT – based components, which will be described in next paragraph.
Another approach uses the idea of MEMS (Moving Electrical Mechanical Structures). During the last
year, MEMS structure fabricated with use of CNT layer was designed and the preparation of such a
structure began. CNT layer is placed on top of the grating structure etched in silicon substrate. On
the bottom of the grating, the golden electrodes are placed. Applying voltage between the CNT layer
and the golden electrode results in CNT stretching, that leads to the change of its properties and thus
the capacitance is changed.
2.3.1.4

Light tuning of CNT-based THz components

The main scientific results concern light tuning of passive THz components based on Carbon
Nanotubes (CNTs). CNTs samples with various dimensions, geometries and nanotube densities have
been prepared and characterized. The nanotubes were transferred to a fused silica substrate via dry
transfer method. Structural and optical characterization of the samples were performed using
scanning electron microscope (SEM), optical, and Raman spectrometers. The average diameter of
the nanotubes were calculated from the optical absorption and Raman spectra. The developed
samples were used to study the electrical and noise characteristics of randomly oriented networks
of the carbon nanotubes as the functions of current, temperature, and UV illumination. The obtained
results pave the way towards tunable ultra-wide band THz passive elements like phase shifters,
polarizers, tunable antennas and filters, etc. Based on the obtained results and the literature review,
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further work will be carried out in the terms of enabling the improvement of light–matter
interactions and spectral selectivity in a wide optical range from the ultraviolet to the infrared and
they will be optimized for achieving the best performance.
2.3.1.5

Silver nanowires

Another important part of the research of WP4 concentrated on silver nanowires. The thin films of
silver nanowires (AgNW) with controlled diameters, lengths, and surface densities have been
prepared and characterized. The properties of the samples were studied in the sub-terahertz range
(0.1THz to 1.1THz) using both time-domain and frequency-domain spectroscopies. The information
concerning the structure and thickness of AgNWs layer was obtained by AFM, SEM and profiler
measurements. The experimental results were next successfully compared with the theoretical
model which took into account the relation between the structure of AgNWs layer and the optical
response of the composite. It has been proven that the high-frequency absorbance, transmittance
and reflectance of the AgNW films strongly depends on the diameters and lengths of nanowires and
scales almost monotonically with their density as seen on the Fig. 9 below. It is worth to mention
that the results obtained by the two complementary techniques i.e. time- and frequency- domain
spectroscopies prove a very good quantitive agreement and confirm high reflectance of the metallic
nanowire silverlayers.
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Fig. 9: a) SEM images of AgNWs sample with different density, b) Measured amplitude transmittance through the reference
substrate and the samples with different nanowire densities – dashed lines for the TDS and solid lines for the CW system
(“Effect of lengths, diameters, and density of silver nanowire layers on terahertz conductivity”; Przewłoka A., Smirnov S.,
Nefedova I., Krajewska A.; submitted to Nanoscale)

Achieved results pave the way for the use of silver nanowires as a perspective material for nanoelectronic circuits, transparent and conductive coatings, and printable THz antennas, important for
future 5G wireless communication systems and above. Presented scientific achievements resulted in

preparation of paper “Effect of lengths, diameters, and density of silver nanowire layers on terahertz
conductivity” which was submitted to “Nanoscale”
2.3.1.6

Main organizational achievements of WP4

The main WP4 organizational achievements are:
1) Staff recruitment: one PhD student and two young postdocs are hired.
2) Tenders for purchasing equipment were carried out and several important equipment,
including optical microscope, Raman and UV-Vis-NIR spectrometers, spin coater, wire bonder,
VNA, laboratory multichannel sources and voltmeters have been installed at CENTERA,
Laboratories)
3) Two proposals were submitted to NSC funding agency:
a) OPUS 19 Call - “III-N heterostructures for mm and sub mm travelling wave amplification”
b) PRELUDIUM 19 Call - “Functionalization of the carbon-based nanomaterials for innovative
optoelectronic components”.

2.4 WORK PACKAGE 5 - DEMONSTRATORS AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Research in WP5 advanced in the following areas :
• Testing impurities in gases.
• Testing impurities in liquids.
• Inspection of presence and positioning of drugs.
• Measuring thickness of dielectric coatings.
• Measuring humidity levels.
• THz imaging including.
• Mapping materials with respect to their dielectric constant in THz regime.
New principle of THz radiation detection using thermoelectric bolometers.
2.4.1.1

Thickness and humidity gauge demonstrators

The most advanced demonstrators developed in CENTERA by now are the thickness gauge and the
humidity gauge, both developed by Prof. Valeri Mikhnev.
The advantages of the thickness gauge are: very low sensitivity to both type of metal and dielectric
properties of coating, thus, in contrast with the state-of-the-art gauges, it does not require
calibration using prepared samples of metal and coating. The Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 below show the
gauge as assembled in CENTERA and an example of applications.

Fig. 10: Thickness sensor at the stage of laboratory
level working demonstrator

Fig. 11: An example of applications
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The humidity sensor is also in the phase of fine-tuning.
The WP5 group was also working on THz system to control the thickness of plastic bottles. The
principle is illustrated in the Fig. 12 below. Optimization of the thickness of plastic bottles may
lead to considerable savings in consumptions of plastic and potential market is huge.

Fig. 12: Scheme of inspection of the thickness of plastic bottle walls
.

2.4.1.2

Liquid composition sensor

Another demonstrator of THz
technology was developed by Prof.
Y. Yashchyshyn. It is aimed for the
control of the composition of
liquids. Fig. 13 shows the sensor
and Teflon cuvettes that may be
filled by liquids. These cuvettes
may also be connected to
continuous flow systems and
provide on line quality control of
liquids mixtures (water or alcohol Fig. 13 Main view of the fabricated sensor together with Teflon cuvettes.
content for example).
2.4.1.3

Technologies for new devices

WP5 group also devoted substantial effort towards development of technologies for new devices.
The group supervised by Dr M. Haras along with 5 engineers working in the CEZAMAT cleanroom
(and employed part-time in CENTERA) fabricated a number of structures on Silicon, including
bolometers and transistors on SOI, both aimed at THz detection. They also designed and fabricated
THz sensors/detectors using graphene as active layers and/or gates. The group designed
topologically and realised technologically several THz devices. Novelty of those topologies lies in:
a) employment of large area graphene flakes;
b) use of comb-like symmetric and asymmetric large area grated gates;
c) ultra-thin (~10 nm) and highly resistive gate insulation exhibiting high adhesion to
graphene. Technological fabrication of gate isolation is challenging and requires dedicated
graphene surface functionalization and well controlled Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)
process. Current work is focused on improvement of metal gate gratings (Fig. 14 a) and
optimisation of gate insulation. Examples of fabricated devices are illustrated in Fig. below
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Graphene

b)

c)

400nm

Si-substrate
Grated gate

ALD Al2O3 isolation

HTO SiO2

170nm

200nm

200nm

10.2nm

5µm

320nm

a)

HTO SiO2

Fig. 14: Graphene THz devices: a) gate grating; b) bottom graphene isolation; c) Ultra-thin Al2O3 - top graphene isolation

2.4.1.4

Energy harvesting for THz sensors

The group has worked also on innovative energy harvesting ideas that may be used for supplying
autonomous THz and other sensors.
2.4.1.5

Building relations with business partners

The important result of the WP5 activity are multiple contacts with potential business partners like
ORLEN, EFFERTA, GasLux, SensDx and PDI.
Preliminary of results made in view of collaboration with Orlen are shown below.
The Fig. 15 below illustrates our preliminary results - Time Domain Spectroscopy with testing fuel
purity. Variation in composition of the mixture ethanol/isopropanol are nicely reflected in the change
of the THz impulse passed through the sample.
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Fig. 15: Variation in composition of the mixture ethanol/isopropanol are nicely reflected in the change of the THz impulse
passed through the sample.

2.4.1.6

Research proposals

WG5 scientists prepared an application for an OPUS NCS grant to reinforce and enlarge the spectrum
of research topics and actions around CENTERA.

2.4.1.7

Papers and patents

The group published two highly ranked papers and two patent applications have been deposited,
see the certificates below (Fig. 16). One discloses a new setup idea of a THz detector of impurities in
Hydrogen supplying fuel cells, and another a new measurement setup for testing purity of liquid fuels
in flow.
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Fig. 16: Certificates of submittind patent applications

Four more patent applications are in preparation to protect :
1) Thickness gauge for measuring thickness of any non-metallic coatings on metals
2) Method and sensor for measuring thickness of plastic bottle walls in production line
3) New architecture of a grating gate transistor
4) Suspended membrane bolometer based on the thermoelectric effect

2.5 SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS IN RELATION TO PLANS
The table below presents initial objectives of the CENTERA project as described in its proposal
accepted by FNP in September 2018 (left column). They are compared with main achievements of
the 2nd year of project execution – obtained in the period September 2019-2020 (right column).
As defined in the CENTERA proposal
Main achievements
in September 2018
as of September 2020
WG1 group focuses on Terahertz plasma instabilities 1) THz amplification by graphene
in 2D and 3D nanostructures, concentrating its
Phys. Rev. X 10, 031004 (2020)
interest mainly on solid state systems with Dirac
2) THz screening by graphene flakes
fermions and topological insulators. Originality and
ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 12,
novelty of the proposed research comes from a
25, 28635–28644
synergic exploration of recently developed fields of
3) GaN/AlGaN FIN-FETs with graphene gates
research: Terahertz-related science, science of
MDPI Materials 2020, 13, 4140
nanostructures, and graphene-like materials science
(a Dirac Matter).
WG2 group – 2D materials science and technology
Delayed – subject changed
WG planned to start in 2021
WG3 group focuses on Si, GaAs, InP, GaN and AlN1) First fully Si-CMOS based scanners based development of THz sources and detectors.
TRL3
This workgroup will support these technological
2) World class resonant and wide band
activities with a design and exploration of circuit
single CMOS THz detectors
performance. The IC design team will be composed
(to be published)
of experts in design of THz integrated circuits who
3) First demonstration of passive detecwill develop necessary demonstrator circuits for
tion of human body THz radiation by
fabrication of THz ICs, including amplifiers and
300K operating CMOS detectors:
oscillators.
Sensors 2020; 20, 4087
WG4 group scope is is to explore novel approaches 1) Production of large surface graphene
in diffractive optics and novel types of patterned
materials – technology installed
materials with powerful established functional units
2) Investigation of light sensitivity of
tailored towards coupling of THz radiation to devices
carbon nanotubes for THz beam
and components. Tasks of this WG will be the
steering (ongoing)
determination of material parameters, design of
3) THz properties of silver nanowires –
passive structures including antennas, lenses, and
manuscript submitted to Nanoscale
filters, as well as optimization of their coupling with
active THz devices.
WG5 group main challenge is to evaluate various
1) Dielectric thickness demonstrator TRL4
THz applications. WG5 decides, which systems may
(patent in preparation)
benefit from scientific and technological
2) Humidity
demonstrator
TRL3
developments of CENTERA, and which ones may
(patent in preparation)
have a sufficient market potential. WG5 defines
3) Two patent applications concerning
specifications for such systems and constructs the
traditional and hydrogen based fuel
demonstrators of the highest possible Technology
analysis
Readiness Level (TRL). An important activity of WG5
is a protection of the intellectual property of
CENTERA by patenting of new concepts, devices and
systems from WG5 and all other WGs.
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3 INFORMATION ABOUT THE TASKS PERFORMED BY TECHNICAL AND
RESEARCH STAFF
(please provide a list of technical/research staff with a few words of description about their tasks, as
well as the title of the project on which each person is working on (including students).

3.1 WP1
3.1.1

Prof. dr hab. Wojciech Knap (Team Leader)
Education: master and PhD degrees from the Faculty of Physics –at the University of Warsaw in
Poland. His PhD concerned the Terahertz (far- infrared) properties of narrow gap semiconductors
HgTe and InSb. After his PhD degree (1985) he obtained the position of permanent assistant
professor at the University of Warsaw in the Department of Solid State Physics
Current position: the Principal Investigator (PI) of CENTERA IRAP and WP1 leader.

3.1.2

PhD Dmytro B. But (Young postdoc)
Education: the Diploma in Microelectronics Engineering from the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute NTUU, in
Ukraine, in 2009 and received his PhD degree in Physics from the Laboratoire Charles Coulomb, the
University of Montpellier II in 2014.
Current Position: Since 2015 he has continued work as an associate researcher in the group of
terahertz spectroscopy at the University of Montpellier. In CENTERA he is employed as a young
postdoc and currently studies Interactions of planar solid-state devices with terahertz radiation.
Research Interest: condensed matter physics, terahertz electronics, systems and semiconductor
devices for them.
Scientific Tasks
a) Study of interaction two-dimensional gated electron gas (in GaN and graphene structures)
with incoming and reflected terahertz radiation.
b) Interactions high frequency radiation with classical field effect structures.

3.1.3

PhD Eng. Maciej Haras (Young postdoc) – in September 2020 relocated to WP5
Please see the description of all activities in WP5 subsection

3.1.4

MSc Adil Rehman (PhD student)
Education: Master in Engineering Sciences (Applied Physics);
Current Position: PhD student at CENTERA Project, Institute of High Pressure Physics, Polish Academy
of Sciences;
Research Interest: Graphene and other novel 2D materials, Carbon nanotubes, Optoelectronic
devices, Low frequency noise characterization, sub-THz and THz measurements.
Scientific Tasks:
a) Studies of FET structures based on graphene and graphene/GaN heterojunctions:
“Electrical, Noise and High Frequency Characteristics of Carbon Based Nano Devices”
b) Electrical and low-frequency noise characteristics of randomly oriented network of carbon
nanotubes and graphene devices as function of gate voltages.
c) Low-frequency noise characteristics of carbon nanotubes devices as function of nanotubes
density and length/diameter.
d) Gas sensing system by utilizing fluctuations (low frequency noise) of carbon based devices.
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3.1.5

MSc Maria Szoła (PhD student)
Education: Master of Science degree with distinction from the Faculty of Physics at the University of
Warsaw, under supervision of prof. J. Łusakowski. Her research project involved optically stimulated
luminescence of boron nitride as a dosimetric method of X-rays.
Current position: PhD student at the Institute of High Pressure Physics of the Polish Academy of
Sciences with main subject "THz Spectroscopy of Dirac Matter”. Previously she worked at the
Laboratory of THz Spectroscopy led by prof. J. Łusakowski, where her research involved luminescence
of modulation doped 2D structures at cryogenic temperatures & high magnetic fields with THz
excitation (2017-2019)
Research interest: THz magnetospectroscopy and magnetotransport measurements under
hydrostatic pressure. Tasks:
a) Magnetotransport measurements and THz Spectroscopy under hydrostatic pressure.
b) Characterisation of bulk HgCdTe samples.
c) Experiments with the use of helium cooled cryostat (up to 2 K) and high magnetic fields (up
to 16 T). To analyze obtained data she uses simplified Kane model.

3.2 WP3
3.2.1

Prof. IHPP PAS Alvydas Lisauskas (WG3 Leader)
Education: the Diploma in Physics from Vilnius University in 1995, and the PhD degree from the Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm in 2001.
Career: In 2002, he joined the Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Terahertz Physics Group at the Goethe
University Frankfurt, Germany, working on novel semiconductor devices for THz applications. From
2014, he is a professor and leading researcher at Vilnius University. From 2014 till 2016 he was a
Head of joint research Laboratory on Electrical Fluctuations established between the Center for
Physical Sciences and Technology and Vilnius University.
Current position: the Institute of High Pressure Physics PASWP3 leader .

3.2.2

PhD Eng. Cezary Kołaciński (Young postdoc)
Education: MSc degree from Warsaw University of Technology in 2013. Worked in the Institute of
Electron Technology as IC Design Engineer. PhD study in the field of low-noise THz readout circuits,
finalized in 2017 with successful defense of the doctoral dissertation entitled “Multichannel,
Integrated Readout Systems for FET-based THz Detectors Working with Unmodulated THz Beam”.
Current position: a young postdoc in CENTERA since January 2020. His main objective is:
Development of the THz structures fabricated in the industrial CMOS technologies.
Scientific Tasks:
a) Design of the silicon chips aimed at THz applications: detectors, emitters and amplifiers.
b) Layout of the structures and for amplifiers complete designs. Chips are fabricated via
EUROPRACTICE service.
c) PCBs designs - dedicated to the mentioned THz structures.

3.2.3

MSc Aleksandr Cherniadev (Doctoral student)
Education: Bachelor’s degree in Photonics and Optical Information Technologies from the University
of Information Technologies, Mechanics and Optics (ITMO University), Saint Petersburg, Russia,
2017., Studied at the University of Eastern Finland (UEF), Joensuu, Finland, Department of Physics
and Mathematics, Institute of Photonics, September 2017 – December 2017; Joint master’s degree
in Molecular Nano- and Biophotonics between the University of Information Technologies,
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Mechanics and Optics (ITMO University), Saint Petersburg, Russia and École normale supérieure
Paris-Saclay, Cachan, France, 2019;
Current position: In CENTERA as a PhD student
Scientific Tasks:
a) Investigations of coupled photonic and plasmonic metasurface resonators for terahertz
frequency range.
b) Design of the antenna coupled systems (metasurface/split-ring - antenna).
c) Investigation of the detector’s parameters with a photonic crystal embedded into the multilayered structure.
d) Design of a near-field sensor which can probe the dielectric properties of various materials.
Analyse the sensor’s capabilities and practicability by means of numerical simulation and
experimentally with a scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope (s-SNOM).

3.3 WP4
3.3.1

Prof. IHPP PAS Dmitry Lyubchenko (WP4 Leader)
Education: BSc, MSc and PhD degrees in Applied Physics and Mathematics from the Department of
Physical and Quantum Electronics, Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology in 1993, 1994, and
1998, respectively.
Career: From 1994 to 1997, he was a researcher in the Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics,
Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow. From 1997 to 1998 he was a visiting researcher at The
University of Liverpool in U.K. In 1998, he joined the Radio Laboratory of Helsinki University of
Technology, Aalto University, Finland, where he was a Docent from 2005 and from 2008 till 2013 he
was Finnish Academy Research Fellow. In 2017 received a Docentship at the Department of Micro
and Nano Science, KTH, Sweden.
Current position: WP4 leader on THz passive elements in CENTERA Laboratories of the Institute of
High Pressure Physics PAS since 2019.

3.3.2

PhD Aleksandra Krajewska (Young postdoc)
Education: Master of Science in Chemistry at the Military University of Technology (MUT) in 2012. In
2019, Doctor’s degree with the highest distinctions at the same University for the thesis entitled
“Modification of graphene structure for photonic and electronic applications”. After obtaining Mater
of Science degree she enrolled at ITME as an engineer, later to become Engineer Specialist. As a
researcher at ITME and PhD student at WAT she was involved in electrical and materials
characterization as well as in the development of a method for graphene transfer from metals to
arbitrary substrates and chemical modification of graphene properties.
Current position: Postdoc at CENTERA Labs, Institute of High Pressure Physics PAS since 2019.
Scientific interests: carbon-based materials, i.e. graphene and nanotube, and their possible
applications in electronic system as well as in other related applications.
Scientific Tasks:
a) Development of the methods of preparations the single standings CNTs. This task will
include an experimental works on the chemical treatment and finding conditions for
obtaining the single standing CNTs, arranging them to chains and arrays, ballistic transport
measurements
b) Development technology for large area transparent and flexible THz components.
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c) Building on the experience gained from the process of graphene transfer, we will develop
this techniques to fabricate a large surface transparent and flexible matrices of THz
components (detectors, metasurfaces, and filters) based on 2D heterostructures.

3.3.3 MSc Aleksandra Przewłoka (PhD student)
Education: Bachelor of Engineering degree in Chemistry from the Military University of Technology
in Warsaw in 2017, M.Sc. degree in biology from the University of Lodz, Poland in 2019. She is
currently working towards the PhD degree at Military University of Technology.
Current position: Since October 2019 associated with the Center for Terahertz Research and
Applications (CENTERA) in Warsaw.
Research interests: investigation of properties of carbon-based nanomaterials (especially graphene
and carbon nanotubes) and their chemical modification to improve their optoelectronic properties.
Scientific Tasks:
a) Modification of carbon nanomaterials, oriented on photo-sensibilization to improve
photoresponse (increase the value and spread of response) for carbon nanotubes and
graphene. It will be accomplished by combining these nanomaterials with various chemical
compounds. (optionally: vaious modifications of carbon nanomaterials may be the key for
further advanced explorations on using nanohybrid composites as perspective highperformance platforms for new photodetectors, photo-modulators, flexible photonic and
electronic devices.)
b) Fabrication of large surface transparent and flexible matrices of THz components
(detectors, metasurfaces, and filters) based on heterostructures.

3.3.4

PhD Piotr A. Dróżdż (Young postdoc)
Education: the Faculty of Physics of Warsaw University with PhD diploma in 2019.
Current position: WG4 group of prof. Dmitry Lyubchenko at CENTERA.
Scientific interests: Design of III–nitride structures for THz applications, investigation of possible use
of carbon–based metamaterials for interaction with THz radiation
Scientific Tasks:
a) Investigate the field of metamaterial- based application of dielectric rod waveguides
(DRWs). This activity should result in exploring the ways of constructing effective varactor
structures for millimeter waves propagation. In such structures, metamaterials like
graphene or carbon nanotubes can be used, as well as sapphire for DRWs.
b)

Research on possible application of III–nitride semiconductor structures for travelling
mm and sub – mm wave amplification. This activity should result in fabricating travelling
wave amplifiers based on GaN/AlGaN HEMT epitaxial structures and obtaining
experimental results on the interaction of such structures with electromagnetic radiation
from GHz and THz frequency range.

3.4 WP5
3.4.1

Prof. dr hab. eng. Thomas Skotnicki (WP5 Leader)
Education: PhD in the Terahertz (far-infrared) field.
Career path: working for France Telecom from 1985 till 1999 when he joined
STMicroelectronics. He became the first STMicroelectronics Company Fellow and Technical
Vice-President. Holder of 80 patents (invented, among others, the UTBB FDSOI structure –
currently in production at STMicroelectronics, GF and Samsung) and author of almost 500
scientific papers and several book chapters on CMOS and energy harvesting. His
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models/software MASTAR were used by ITRS for 12 consecutive editions for calculations of
CMOS roadmaps. He is an IEEE Fellow, has supervised 34 PhD theses, during 8 years served as
Editor for IEEE TED, was on J.J. Ebers and Frederik Philips IEEE Award Committees, and served
on the Executive Committees of all big conferences in his field (IEDM, Symposia on VLSI,
ESSDERC, ICSICT, ECS, etc).
Current position: Professor at the Institute of High Pressure Physics PAS. In CENTERA prof. dr
hab. eng. Thomas Skotnicki is employed as WP5 leader from May 2020. He also played the role
of the Deputy Director of CENTERA with special tasks related to Business Development and
Technology Transfer.
Research interest:
a) Detection of THz radiation based on the Seebeck effect. Big advantage of this innovative
approach resides in the fact that it is a passive detection method in contrast with the
conventional methods that are active in the sense that they require polarisation of the
sensor.
b) Energy Harvesting for self-supplying of THz detectors. This is an alternative approach to get
rid of the necessity of external energy supply to THz detectors. The idea resides in providing
the sensor polarisation by an energy harvester co-integrated with the sensor instead of
using an external power source.

3.4.2

PhD Eng. Maciej Haras (Young postdoc)
Education: M.Sc eng in Power Electronics at the Gdańsk University of Technology and at the
Polytechnique de Grenoble (2008), PhD in nanotechnology at Université Lille-1 (2016) for
investigation of silicon-based thermoelectric generators, awarded with the best PhD prize from
Université Catholique de Lille.
Current position: At CENTERA Dr. Maciej Haras works now for WP5 group with scientific tasks
related to the development of innovative THz detectors using CMOS technology (for example
thin-film Silicon membrane bolometers). He works also on Energy Harvesting systems that can
be used for future Internet of Things application with THz sensors. However, he spent most of
the second year working with WP1. He also guides/coordinates a work of a subgroup of four
cleanroom engineers from CEZAMAT (employed part-time at CENTERA) in their projects
related to the processing of Si, GaN and Graphene devices for CENTERA researchers.
Scientific Tasks:
a) Graphene-based THz sensors/detectors. To realize those devices he has: (i) designed
layout; (ii) proposed fabrication technology; (iii) executed and optimized several fabrication
steps incl.: dry etching, ALD and metallization recipes, morphological and optical
characterization, resist spin-coating, e-beam lithography and development procedures.
Finally, he has been managing and conducting collaboration with external institutions IF
PAS, WUT and ITE which provide infrastructural support during the fabrication.
b) Thin-film Silicon bolometers based on the thermoelectric effect. His involvement in the
realization of those devices includes: (i) theoretical calculations and modelling of
thermoelectric output for different temperature drops and device’s dimensions; (ii)
topology design; (iii) fabrication process flow design; (iv) technological realization in the
clean-room incl.: e-beam lithography, resist spin-coating and development, wet and dry
etching, high-temperature processes, metal deposition; (v) SEM, optical, profilometric and
ellipsometric characterization. Finally, this device was fabricated in the close collaboration
with IEMN, Lille France. Maciej has organized and conducted the collaboration in this
particular activity. (See Fig. 17, Fig. 18 and detailed description on page 39)
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c) SOI THz transistors. To realize those devices he has: (i) designed layout of different
topologies; (ii) proposed fabrication technology; (iii) executed and optimized several
fabrication steps e.g. dry etching, metallization recipes, morphological and optical
characterization, resist spin-coating, e-beam lithography and development procedures.
Finally, he has been managing and conducting collaboration with IF PAS which provides
infrastructural support during the fabrication.
d) AlGaN/GaN THz devices. This project is main activity of Pavlo Sai however Maciej helped
Pavlo (WP1) in: (i) improving and adapting initial layout to the CEZAMAT e-beam tool
requirements; (ii) optimizing and providing initial version of fabrication recipe for metal
grated gate layer lithographic exposure (final exposure done by M. Słowikowski and M.
Filipiak).

3.5 SENIOR SCIENTISTS
3.5.1

Prof. IHPP PAS Sergey L. Rumyantsev
Education: M.S.E.E. degree from the Leningrad Electrotechnical Institute in Petersburg in 1977, the
PhD degree in Physics from the Leningrad Polytechnical Institute in 1986, and Mathematics in 1986,
and the D.Sc. (Habilitation) degree in Electronics from the A.F. Ioffe Institute Physico-Technical in
Leningrad, in 1996.
Current position: From 2018 he is a professor of the Institute of High Pressure Physics, Polish
Academy of Sciences. working for CENTERA Labs.
Research Interest: innovative devices and materials for THz applications. He constructed a low
frequency noise characterization system that he uses for device characterization. His special interest
are the Fin-FET transistors with Schottky barriers made of Graphene, as well as heterojunctions of
Graphene with GaN/AlGaN for development of THz detectors with transparent gates. Examples of
the scientific subjects of his special scientific interest are:
a) Experimental study of superlattice and random-packed thin films of colloidal quantum dots.
b) Experimental study of high frequency oscillations in, 1T-TaS2 devices.
c) Study of Graphene Epoxy-Based Composites for Electromagnetic Shielding at sub-terahertz
frequencies.
Scientific Tasks:
a) Study of electrical and noise properties of carbon nanotube network devices structures.
The study of the electrical and noise characteristics of randomly oriented networks of
carbon nanotubes will be continued. The amplitude of 1/f noise in these device is strongly
dependent on the quality of the nanotubes. This makes noise spectroscopy an effective tool
to characterize the structural quality of carbon nanotube-based devices. We will study the
effects of the back gate in filed effect transistors fabricated based on these structures,
temperature, dc bias, and the gas environment.
b) Fabrication and testing the GaN-based devices with graphene electrodes. New types of
GaN/AlGaN, FinFETs and EdgeFETs with graphene gate will fabricated and studied. Special
attention will be paid to the properties of AlGaN/graphene contact and an to high
frequency properties of these devcies.
c) Study of Epoxy-Based Composites with embedded low dimensional structures for
Electromagnetic Shielding at sub-terahertz frequencies. Previous study of these materials
in sub -terahertz band will be extended to the terahertz frequency band. New devices with
one dimensional nanostructures will be fabricated and studied.
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d) Gas sensing using low dimensional 1D and 2D nanostructures. This is the project with
collaboration with the Gdansk Polytechnic Institute and University of California, USA.
Structures based on graphene, nanotubes and graphene/AlGaN will be studied.
e) AlGaN/GaN grating gate structures.These structures represent a promising platform to
study gated and gated plasmons as well as the ratchet effect. Fabrication of these
structures is a serious technological challenge. The first structures are already successfully
fabricated. Preliminary tests at low and room temperature with and without magnetic field
are already performed. The work will be continued.
f) Electrical and noise properties of graphene top and back gates, single gate and grating
gate structures. Interesting results were obtained for these structures, specifically for
graphene pn junction. The work will be continued; theoretical study is planned to start.
g) Study high frequency transmission lines based AlGaN/GaN hetero-structures with
graphene elements. This kind of structures can potentially be used for switchable
transmission lines, which is already confirmed by numerical simulations. Structure are
under fabrication and testing is plane within future several months.
h) Noise study in HgCdTe structures at temperatures close to the inversion point. We expect
the specific noise behaviour of this material at low temperatures. Preliminary experiments
show the feasibility of this research. This work will be in collaboration with Ioffe Institute,
Russia and University of Montpellier, France.

3.5.2

Prof. dr hab. Valeri Mikhnev
Education: Belarusian State University, where he finished the studies at the Faculty of Radio Physics
in 1979. He received the Candidate of Science (PhD) degree in 1986 and D.Sc. degree in 2003 from
the Institute of Applied Physics of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus.
Research Interest: development of new sensors (thickness, humidity.etc) using microwave and THz
technology: Study and development of millimeter-wave sensors for industrial applications.
Scientifc Tasks:
a) Development and experimental study of 24-GHz thickness sensor for non-metallic coatings
of metals.
b) Development of a sensor for the determination of moisture content in dielectric materials
(plastics etc.)
c) Method of accurate measurement of the thickness of plastic bottle walls using a dielectric
waveguide sensor.

3.5.3

Prof. dr hab. Yevhen Yashchyshyn
Education: M.Sc. degree from Lviv University of Technology, Ukraine, in 1979, and the PhD degree
from Moscow State Institute of Electronics and Mathematics in Moscow in 1986, and the D.Sc.
(Habilitation) degree in electronics from Warsaw University of Technology in 2006.
Career path: Since 1999, he has been working in the Institute of Radioelectronics and Multimedia
Technology (IRTM) at the Warsaw University of Technology (WUT). In 2002, he became the Head of
the Antenna Laboratory, and since 2009 he has become the Head of the Radiocommunication
Division, IRTM, WUT. He has authored more than 100 technical papers, authored/coauthored three
books and received eleven patents.
Research interests: antenna theory and techniques, smart beamforming, reconfigurable antennas,
radio over fiber techniques, material characterization including ferroelectric ceramic-polymers
composites investigation up to subterahertz frequency.
Scientific Tasks:
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a) Measurement procedure and shielding efficiency extraction. The task was completed in
cooperation with prof. S. Rumiantcev. The results of the study was a publication: “Graphene
Epoxy-Based Composites as Efficient Electromagnetic Absorbers in the Extremely High
Frequency Band”, Zahra Barani, Fariborz Kargar, Konrad Godziszewski, Adil Rehman,
Yevhen Yashchyshyn, Sergey Rumyantsev, Grzegorz Cywiński, Wojciech Knap, and
Alexander A. Balandin, accepted for publication at Journal: ACS Applied Materials &
Interfaces, Manuscript ID: am-2020-067297.R1
b) Analysis of the impact of material losses on spectral characteristics was prepared. The task
was completed in cooperation with K. Stelmaszczyk. As a result of the work, the effect
related to losses in the tested material was justified
c) Sensor development to compare the electrical properties of different liquid. The work was
done individually.

3.5.4

Prof. IHPP PAS Sergey Ganichev
Education: Master of Science degree and the PhD degree from the Leningrad Politechnical Institute
in Russia in 1980 and 1984, respectively. In 1997 he obtained the Dr. hab. degree from the A.F. Ioffe
Physico-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia and in 2002 from the University of Regensburg,
Germany.
Current position: CENTERA signed the collaboration agreement with the University of Regensburg
and permission of part time employment of Prof. Ganichev.
Scientific Tasks: In the reporting period he guided – with participation of young post-docs and PhD
students from Poland – the research on four different subprojects including observation and study
of:
a) optoelectronic and magneto-optoelectronic phenomena excited by terahertz radiation in
bulk CdHgTe systems;
b) ratchet and magneto-ratchet effects induced by terahertz radiation in mono and bi-layer
graphene;
c) terahertz radiation induced magneto-oscillations in graphene;
d) anomalously strong penetration of THz radiation electric fields through almost
homogeneous, perforation-free gold films deposited on semiconductor heterostructures
with a conductive quantum well placed beneath the film at a distance substantially smaller
than the radiation wavelength.
The results are summarized in seven papers published in the leading international scientific journals.

3.5.5

Prof. IHPP PAS Valentin Kachorovskii
Education: Ph.D. in Semiconductor Physics from the A.F Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute, St.
Petersburg.
Achievements: He has authored or co-authored over 120 scientific articles published in peer-review
journals and conference proceedings.
Current position: Senior Researcher in the Department of the Theory of Electrical and Optical
Phenomena in Semiconductors, the A.F. Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute, and CENTERA, where he is
employed part-time (~1/3). His integration with CENTERA was possible thanks to the international
Terahertz Science Related Project – TERAMIR- between Montpellier University, Polish Academy of
Sciences (represented by IHHP-PAS and Institute of Physics PAS) and the Russian Academy of
Sciences (represented by IOFFE and three other institutions).
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Area of interest: His current research interests include transport in disordered systems, spindependent phenomena in low-dimensional structures, dynamics of plasma waves, and terahertz
electronics.
Scientifc Tasks: theoretical support for many experimental activities of CENTERA.
In the reporting period his main research task was: Giant ratchet magneto-photocurrent and optical
amplification in GaN-based lateral superlattices. With his collaborators he was studying magnetic
quantum ratchet effect in GaN-based structures with lateral-grating gate superlattice. They show
that the THz ratchet current exhibits giant sign-alternating magneto-oscillations due to the
Shubnikov-de Haas effect. They expect amplification of optical signal transferred through the system
at frequencies close to frequency of plasmonic resonance.

3.5.6

PhD Kamil Stelmaszczyk
Education: the Faculty of Physics of the University of Warsaw, doctorate in Physics in 2003. In 20042005, he received a scholarship from the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation at the Free University
of Berlin in the group of Prof. Dr. Drs. h.c. Ludger Wöste, where he conducted his research on
saturable optical spatial solitons in gases, in particular on the effect of supercontinuum generation,
obtaining a postdoctoral degree (habilitation) in 2012.
Current position: Since 2019 he has been associated with the Center for Terahertz Research and
Application (CENTERA) in Warsaw.
Scientific Task:
a) optical methods of analysis liquids and gases. His main subject as of now is Development
of a measurement system for quality assessment of gasoline products and, in the future,
hydrogen cells for the leading Polish petrochemical company Orlen. Using THz-TDS system
he has already confirmed a detection of liquid water in gasoline mixtures with a detection
limit of 1% VMR. The requirement of Orlen is to go beyond 1 %, so currently he is working
on setup sensitivity. He also intends to perform measurements in a gas phase by low
pressures of 10-1-10-3 mbar.
b) the development and maintenance of CENTERA TDS system,
c) Training the young researchers in TDS – THz spectrometry.

3.6 TECHNICAL STAFF
3.6.1

PhD Ewelina Karpierz
Education: Chemical Technology at Faculty of Chemistry at the Warsaw University of Technology as
well as from Nanostructure Engineering, interdisciplinary studies at Faculty of Physics and Faculty of
Chemistry of University of Warsaw. She got a PhD diploma at Warsaw University of Technology in
2019.
Current position: CENTERA chemist. She deals with research on systems based on two-dimensional
crystalline heterostructures.
Research Interest: Production and terahertz research on graphene structures.
Scientific Tasks:
a) Fabrication of two-dimensional van der Waals heterostructures - structures based on
graphene and other transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) monolayers that will be used to
produce highly efficient detectors and radiation emitters in the range of electromagnetic
waves with terahertz frequencies.
b) Teraherz study of these structures with i.a. TDS system. As a chemist she helps also WP5 in
project of THz detection of different chemical compounds in liquids and gasses.
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Tasks implementation of high mobility graphene/hBN nanodevices processing technology. She went
through training at the Warsaw University and Salamanca University – Spain.

3.6.2

MSc Yurii Ivonyak
Education: master degree in Physics from the Faculty of Physics Semiconductors at the Yuriy
Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University
Current position: THz Laboratory at Institute of High Pressure Physics of the Polish Academy of
Sciences.
Scientific Tasks: construction/engineering and maintenance of high pressure equipment:
a) Design and preliminary-tests of a hydrostatic high-pressure cell.
b) Preliminary tests and analysis of the optical path in the hydrostatic experimental setup.
c) Assembling and implementation of an automated optical-mechanical motorized system for
quasi-optical terahertz measurements.
d) Support for wire-bonding equipment.

3.6.3

MSc Pavlo Sai
Education: master degree in Physics from the Faculty of Physics and Mathematics at the Zhytomyr
Ivan Franko State University in 2015. Current position: PhD student in THz laboratory at Institute of
High Pressure Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Since 2018, he joined CENTERA as an
assistant.
Research Interest: “Terahertz plasma resonance in the grating-gate and fin-shaped channel
AlGaN/GaN structures”,
Tasks:
a) Fabrication of the grating-gate and fin-shaped AlGaN/GaN structures.
b) Improving of ohmic and Schottky barrier contacts to AlGaN/GaN 2D electron gas.
c) Developing the technology of Graphene transferring onto AlGaN surface to fabricate
transparent gate for terahertz frequency range.
d) Terahertz and sub-terahertz photoresponse measurements as a function of frequency, gate
voltage, channel current and magnetic field for study the 2D plasma oscillation in
AlGaN/GaN.

3.7 DEVICE PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY CREW
This is a team consisting of four engineers working at Centre for Advanced Materials and Technology
(CEZAMAT). They have been employed (part–time) by CENTERA to help the project in processing of
innovative devices using technical facilities of CEZAMAT. Due to the: (•) interdisciplinary activity of
CENTERA, (•) complementarity of the technology group members and (•) variety of the technological
processes involved in the fabrication it is impossible to attribute specific device to a single technology
group member.
Each team member is largely and equally contributing to:
a) SOI THz transistors detectors,
b) SOI-based bolometers,
c) graphene-based sensors,
d) AlGaN/GaN devices,
e) MIM and MIS diodes.
We emphasized the main technological responsibility in the profile of each team member.
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3.7.1

MSc eng. Maciej Filipiak
Education: master degree in Photonics from the Faculty of Mechatronics at the Warsaw
University of Technology in 2018.
Current position: Center for Advanced Materials and Technologies (CEZAMAT) as well as of the
THz Laboratory at Institute of High Pressure Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
Research Interest: photolithography and resist chemistry processes. Maciej Filipiak, enables
transferring the design topology upon the sample and he is responsible for entire resist
technology. Owing to his efforts CENTERA can perform e-beam and photo lithography.
Engineering Tasks:
a) Spin-coating,
b) Annealing,
c) Development,
d) Resist striping.
e) Database creation. The database enables to select given recipes to achieve desired resist
thickness and the highest resolution.
f) Quality control of the development/spin-coating using the reflectometer, optical or
sometimes SEM techniques.
He has contributed to the application for grant to the Ministry of Science and Higher Education for
funding of e-beam maintenance.
Engineering Tasks:
a) Resist chemistry (substrate preparation, spin-coating, development) for ongoing projects:
o AlGaN gratings and quantum point contacts (Hx4135#23) - Process has high demands in
terms of handling, die to the sample small size and high requirements on accurate resist
thickness. Few iterations were made before achieving satisfacory results which were
preceeded by inspections and consultations. Collaboration with Pavlo Sai (WP1) and
Mateusz Słowikowski.
o MIM diode - This projecst has a mulilayer pattern made on e-beam. The first layer
contains some simple structures and alignment marks defined by wet etching. The
second layer contains antennas. Collaboration with Mateusz Słowikowski, Bartłomiej
Stonio and Piotr Wiśniewski
o TLM structures - Structure made by a couple of metal-insulator layers. Currently, a
pattern for exposure is prepared for the final Au metallization. Collaboration with Adil
Rehman (WP1) and Bartłomiej Stonio.
o e-beam maintenance service - Test exposure made before and after service and
adjustments to confirm the parameters. Collaboration with Mateusz Słowikowski.
b) Wafer bonder maintenance – the first issue: the seals for roughing pump are in order. The
second issue: faulty on/off switch has been repaired. The third issue: malfunction of one
controller (TOP heater) has been resolved, but the second (BOT heater) is not responding.
Replacement controller is in order.

3.7.2

MSc eng. Mateusz Słowikowski
Education: M.Sc. in Engineering in field of Electronics at Warsaw University of Technology, the Faculty
of Electronics and Information Technology.
Current position: PhD student in Electronics at the Faculty of Electronics and Information Technology
(WUT) in field of photonics integrated circuits. In CEZAMAT and CENTERA Project he is an engineer
responsible for electron beam lithography processes.
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Research Interest: electron beam lithography processes. His deep knowledge allows transferring
accurate layouts/designs (down to several tens of nanometers) into resists. Mateusz prepares files
for the lithographic exposure and performs simulations of the Proximity Effect Corrections (PEC)
enabling the most miniaturized and densest exposure. Additionally, Mateusz controls the e-beam
lithography system JEOL JBX-9300FS. Finally, Mateusz performs also post processing verification of
the exposure using optical microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The post processing
verification allows to optimize the results from PEC simulations in order to achieve the most desired
results.
Engineering Tasks: 100–500 nm width gates AlGaN/GaN EdgeFETs, large-area gratings AlGaN/GaN
MOSFETs and SOI transistors. For each of these works, it is necessary to prepare test structures, verify
them on a microscope and select parameters for final exposure.

3.7.3

MSc eng. Bartłomiej Stonio
Education: master degree in Electronic from the Faculty of Electronics and Information Technology
at the Warsaw University of Technology in 2018.
Current position: PhD student in Electronics at the Faculty of Electronics and Information Technology
(WUT) in field of 2D materials. In CEZAMAT and CENTERA he is an engineer responsible for high
temperature processes and layers depositions.
Research Interest: the high temperature processes e.g. oxidation, Low Pressure Chemical Vapour
Deposition (LPCVD), diffusion, Low Temperature Oxidation (LTO). Additionally, Bartłomiej proposes
and tests the etching recipes using Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) and/or Inductively Coupled Plasma
(ICP). Verification of etching results is performed using SEM characterization which Bartłomiej
provides to CENTERA. Basing on this characterization Bartłomiej calculates accurate etching rates for
given recipe and material.
Engineering Tasks:
a) TLM Structure. This task is performed in collaboration with A. Rehman (WP1). It consists of
making gold contacts on a 2-inch substrate. These contacts are used to measure 2D layers.
During this task, the mask for making contacts was designed, and the process of dry
oxidation and etching of the oxide was optimized. We are currently at the stage of the last
electron lithography.
b) Schottky junction structure. This type of structure was designed and made for
measurements of 2D transferred layers. During the works, masks on 2-inch wafers were
designed. Currently, the first processes such as oxidation, metal deposition have been
optimized and the dose has been selected for e-beam lithography. The work is carried out
in cooperation with A. Rehman (WP1).
c) MIM capacitor structures. MIM structures were designed to measure tunneling effects.
7x10 structure matrixes were made on the 2 inch wafers. Currently, the last lift off process
is being performed which will result in contacts. The work is carried out in cooperation with
with P. Wiśniewski, M. Filipiak and M. Słowikowski.
d) Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor RTD. In this tasked he performs various technology steps
to fabricate the MIS resonant tunneling diodes based on Si. Currently structures are under
investigation. Work was done with P. Wiśniewski and M. Filipiak.

3.7.4

MSc eng. Piotr Wiśniewski
Education: BSc degree and the MSc eng. degree from the Warsaw University of Technology, where
he is currently pursuing the PhD degree
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Current position: Centre for Advanced Materials and Technologies CEZAMAT, Warsaw University of
Technology and also with the Center for Terahertz Research and Applications (CENTERA) at the
Institute of High-Pressure Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences.
Responsibilites: Piotr is a responsible for technology group from CEZAMAT side. His main occupation
in the cleanroom is the magnetron sputtering which is mainly used to deposit thin metal layers upon
the samples. Moreover, he proposes, corrects and designs devices topologies which are in the
interest of CENTERA. Piotr, insures that all designs are compliant with the machines in clean room.
Regarding the characterization Piotr, is performing ellipsometric thickness measurements, optical
and SEM characterization.
Research Interests: physics and modeling of semiconductor devices with emphasis on problems
related to quantum-mechanics.
Engineering Tasks:
a) Tunneling and Resonant Tunneling Effects in the Metal-Ultrathin Oxide-(n+)Silicon
Structures devices. Project is devoted to the technology of Si MOS structures that operate
in the resonant tunneling regime. In this work current-voltage characteristics of the
experimental metal-utrathin SiO2/highly doped n-type silicon structures are investigated
based on theoretical simulations. Structures were also fabricated with help of B. Stonio and
M. Filipiak. Measurements were done by Piotr Wiśniewski, and I-V characteristics exhibit
sharp current steps, peaks and hysteresis which are related to tunneling or resonant
tunneling through the ultrathin oxide and/or semiconductor substrate energy gap.
Resonant tunneling effects in these structures on a highly doped n-type silicon substrate
are reported for the first time in the literature.
b) Model development and numerical simulation of tunneling effects in TFET and MIS devices.
Tunnel Field Effect Transistors are promising devices for low-power operation, as well as,
for RF operation. During work, numerical simulations of Electron-Hole Bilayer TFET were
performed to study the physics of these devices. Tunneling phenomenon was also
investigated in MIS RTD structures by means of numerical simulation to explain current
steps observed at negative gate voltages.
c) Fabrication of MIM Diodes, nc-Si. Project is at the beginning of realization, Piotr is
responsible for materials stack and layout proposition, and electrical characterization.
Other people (B. Stonio., M. Słowikowski, M. Filipiak) are involved in technology of MetalInsulator-Metal diodes integrated with bow-tie antennas at every process step (chemical
processes, lithography, layer deposition etc.). These type of devices are called rectennas
(rectifying antenna) and are very fast due to tunneling as transport mechanism.
Nanolithography allows to define and to obtain small capacitance of device and reasonable
resistance (controlled by area and gate stack material). MIM diodes can be used for
detection of IR/THz radiation.
d) Si nanocrystal fabrication. Fabrication of a-Si/SiOx superlattice by PECVD (Plasma Enhanced
Chemical Vapour Deposition) and subsequent high temperature thermal annealing can lead
to formation of Silicon nanocrystals. 200 nm thick supperlatice samples were fabricated
and annealed at diffent temperature (done by B. Stonio). Preliminary characterization was
done on Scanning Electron Microscope. Samples need to be characterized by other method
(PL, TEM etc.) to determine the process window for nc-Si formation. It would interesting to
study the THz response of these sample. Some papers show that Si nanocrystals can be
used for THz detection/emission
e) AlGaN/GaN THz devices. This project is main activity of Pavlo Sai and other people from
Technology group (M. Słowikowski, M. Filipiak). However Piotr discussed with Pavlo a
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possibility to do structures on AlGaN/GaN to observe single electron effects and plans to
be involved in electrical characterization and interpretation of results.
f) SOI THz transistors. Piotr proposed the layout of transistors based on papers after
discussion with Dmytro But and was involved in design of process flow. Technology is
coordinated by M. Haras and done by Technology group. Piotr will be involved in the
electrical characterization and interpretation of results.

4 INFORMATION ABOUT SCIENTIFIC PARTNERS
4.1 DESCRIPTION OF COOPERATION WITH FOREIGN PARTNERS
4.1.1

Frankfurt University, Germany, the group of Prof. Roskos

4.1.1.1

WP3 group

Collaboration on ultimate silicon based THz Detectors. WP3 CENTERA PhD student- long stay with
experiments on THz snom and advanced simulation of 3D photonic crystal-like based THz coupling
to CMOS transistors. Multiple missions of WP3 leader prof. A. Lisauskas.
4.1.1.2

WP4 group

Cooperation will focus on single standing CNTs. It is planned to run measurements using non contact
AFM in Goethe University to lunch plasmonic oscillation on single CNT. The researchers from
CENTERA will go to GUF and run the measurements.
4.1.1.3

WP5 group

Collaboration with Prof. V.Krozer on lines of 300 GHz detectors and emitters for non-destructive
quality and safety control scanners.

4.1.2

IEMN, Lille
In addition to regular interactions resulting from the role of IEMN as CENTERA’s foreign partner, few
more specific contacts took place. At the end of November/beginning of December 2019, IEMN
hosted our researcher Dr Maciej Haras. He received an invitation from ISC member Dr Sylvain
Bollaert. The on-site host person was Prof. Emmanuel Dubois. Dr Haras spend 3 weeks at IEMN and
in their cleanroom he fabricated thin-film Silicon membrane bolometers. Those structures are
targeting a new architecture of a THz bolometer based on the principle of Seebeck effect, rather
than resistance change, as in conventional bolometers. (See Fig. 17, Fig. 18 and detailed report from
the mission on page 39).
The advantage of this new principle of bolometer resides in its passive detection, i.e. no need for
external supply of the device, since the incoming THz radiation may induce sufficient temperature
gradient along the bolometer which subsequently is transoformed into detected voltage via the
Seebeck effect. This is in contrast with respect to the resistance-based detection since in order to
measure the resistance we have to externally force a current flow. The structures were then
characterized at CEZAMAT under lead of prof. Rumiancev, but the COVID-19 related lock-down of
laboratories put this action in stand-by, to be revived soon.
WP3 collaboration with ISC member prof. G. Ducournau – on design of Si-MOSFET detectors for
300GHz atmospheric window communication purposes. The first contacts and discussions on the
subject were initiated.

4.1.3

University of Regensburg – THz Center - group of Prof. Ganichev
This is a very important collaboration with the leading German THz center.
Scientific subjects of collaboration include:
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a) optoelectronic and magneto-optoelectronic phenomena excited by terahertz radiation in
bulk CdHgTe systems;
b) ratchet and magneto-ratchet effects induced by terahertz radiation in mono and bi-layer
graphene;
c) terahertz radiation induced magneto-oscillations in graphene; as well as
d) anomalously strong penetration of THz radiation electric fields through almost
homogeneous, perforation-free gold films deposited on semiconductor heterostructures.
It is important to underline that young researchers from CENTERA were trained in Regensburg in THz
magnetospectroscopy, nanodevice technology and high power THz lasers – see summary of young
researchers foreign visits below.
The results are summarized in seven common papers published in leading international scientific
journals.

4.1.4

Tohoku University – group of Prof. Taiichi Otsuji
This collaboration regards THz properties of graphene - based nanostructures. The experimental
discovery of THz amplification by room temperature current driven plasma instabilities in graphene
nanostructures were jointly interpreted and published in very prestigious journal Phys. Rev. X.
This is one of the main scientific results of CENTERA in the reporting period.

4.1.5

Montpellier University
The collaboration with Dr. F. Teppe group from Laboratory Charles Coulomb (L2C) is formalized by
the common international project – IRP –TERAMIR financially supported by CNRS – FRANCE. The
main subject of this collaboration are studies of graphene-like HgCdTe nanostructures. This
collaboration lead to establishing a common CENTERA-L2C PhD thesis of Maria Szola– the winner
of competition announced by the French Embassy in Poland.

4.1.6

Other international collaborations
University Carlos the Third, Madrid, Spain, the group of Prof. Pablo Acedo.
Topic: Application of Field Effect Transistor based detectors for spectroscopic imaging and
comparison with commercial Schottky diode detectors.
University College Dublin, Ireland, the group of Prof. John Sheridan.
Topic: THz digital holographic imaging and confocal microscopy using FET detectors.
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden, the group of Prof. Joachim Oberhammer.
Topic: Micromachined waveguides for active THz devices and detectors. Joint EU project application.
We will start scientific cooperation on development technology on micromachining of THz
waveguides and integration several type of passive and active devices like switches, phase shifters,
MIMIC etc. the final goal is to develop technology to manufacture active THz module manufactured
as a single chip and apply for Polish and EU project.
Prof. Guillaume Ducournau IEMN, Lille, France
Topic: THz communications.
Prof. Michael Feiginov, Technical University of Vienna, Austria.
Topic: Cooperation towards resonant-tunneling devices for generation of terahertz radiation.
Dr. Andrey Generalov, Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland.
Topic: Graphene-based detectors for THz radiation.
Prof. Tania Kallio, Aalto University, Finland.
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Topic: Growth and functionalization of carbon nanotubes for THz frequency applications. We will
start collaboration on growth and functionalization of carbon nanotubes and nanofibers. In
collaboration with Aalto University, we will develop technology for grow of tunable THz absorbers
from carbon-based composites.
Prof. Dr. Mikhail K. Khodzitsky, ITMO University, Russia.
Topic: Time Domain Spectrometry of carbon-based nanomaterials. We will collaborate on
measurements and treat the measurement results on Time and Frequency Domain Spectrometry of
carbon-based nanomaterials.
Prof. Idelfonso Tafur Monroy, TU Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
Topic: THz beam forming, antennas and antenna arrays and EU project application. Cooperation will
focus on THz beam forming. We will focus on THz beam forming. It will include design and fabrication
of dielectric rod antennas and antenna arrays, design beam steering system based on graphene
and/or CNTs and fabricate THz phase shifters and measure the steering angle.
Prof. Irina Hussainova, Tallinn Technical University, Estonia.
Topic: CNT - based THz wave absorbers. Cooperation with the research group of prof. Irina
Hussainova from the Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering aims to develop and optimize new
hybrid nanomaterials based on ceramic nanofibers and carbon nanomaterials. These functional
hybrid nanomaterials produced in cooperation are to be components for the development of THz
wave absorbers on their basis. The Estonian group will also provide support and technological
facilities for the functionalization of carbon nanostructures, such as graphene, CNTs. Therefore, as
part of the cooperation, young researchers from CENTERA will be trained in the field of synthesis,
modification, and characterization of novel materials/composites.
Prof. Luis Enrique García Muñoz and Prof. Guillermo Carpintero del Barrio, UC3M, Spain.
Topic: Carbon-based nanomaterials for THz application and on EU projects. Future collaboration will
focus on the development of carbon nanomaterials for the generation of THz waves. We will design
and manufacture photomixer system from graphene and CNTs operating from 50 GHz up to 1.5 THz
which will include phase shifter, antenna, and amplifier (in collaboration with prof. A. Lisauskas,
WG3).
Prof. Hartmund Roskos and Prof. Viktor Krozer, Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany
Cooperation will focus on single standing CNTs. We will run measurements using non-contact AFM
in Goethe University to lunch plasmonic oscillation on single CNT. The researchers from CENTERA will
go to GUF and run the measurements.

4.2 REPORT ON FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC MISSIONS OF YOUNG CENTERA
RESEARCHERS
The scientific missions organized according to CENTERA International Research Agenda play a
very important role for professional development of young researcher – see report below.

4.2.1

MSc Pavlo Sai (WP1) to University of Regensburg
Scientific Mission: visit and training at the University of Regensburg.
Date: 12-19 December 2019
Host: prof. Sergey Ganichev
During the mission to University of Regensburg Pavlo Sai visited the laboratory of Terahertz Science
and Technology headed by Prof. Ganichev. He familiarized himself with the measuring techniques of
the photovoltage and photoconductivity using high power far-infrared/Terahertz (THz) laser. During
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this visit he worked with high quality graphene field effect transistors of various geometry prepared
by exfoliation technique. He investigated preliminarily the photovoltage and photoconductivity of
monolayer and bilayer graphene samples. Investigated transistors were additionally coupled with
proper bow-tie antennas for operation in the THz range of electromagnetic radiation. Preliminary
results of a photovoltage obtained at 2 THz and 4 K as a function of applied gate voltage to the
transistor revealed oscillations that could be explained by the resonant detection mechanism taking
into account the two-dimensional electron plasma in the field effect transistor channel.

4.2.2

PhD Ewelina Karpierz to University of Salamanca, Spain
Scientific Mission: visit to the labs and training on graphene transfer system, fabrication of twodimensional heterostructures and Time-Domain Spectroscopy at University of Salamanca Spain.
Date: 21-25.01.2020
Host: prof. Yahya Meziani
PhD Ewelina Karpierz, PhD Aleksandra Krajewska and MSc Aleksandra Przewłoka went to Salamanca
to visit the group of Prof. Meziani in order to learn graphene transfer system, fabrication of twodimensional heterostructures as well as to get acquainted with the Time-Domain Spectroscopy (TDS)
system located at the University of Salamanca.
Out of these three topics, Ewelina focused on familiarizing with the TDS system. During the training
she learned how TDS works and how the measurements are taken. She learnt ways for
improvements Professor Meziani Group’ made. After her return to Warsaw, she got involved into
the work of WP5 and started cooperation with Dr. Kamil Stelmaszczyk, who takes care of our TDS
system. Thanks to the experience she gained during her visit to Salamanca, she quickly began her
own measurements. She contributed to the research activities aimed to start the cooperation with
companies such as Orlen (tests of liquid fuels and gaseous hydrogen) or Efferta (tests of
effervescent tablets in tubes). She has already done a lot of measurements, which allowed the
presentation of the first results and became the basis for further cooperation between CENTERA and
these companies.The trip was a milestone for her scientific career, allowing for a development of
measurement techniques and a broadening of her research horizons. After the training in
Salamanca, Ewelina started taking measurements by herself.

4.2.3

MSc Aleksandra Przewłoka (WP4) to University of Salamanca, Spain
Scientific Mission: training on the graphene transfer system and fabrication of two-dimensional
heterostructures systems inside a clean room facilities and training on terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy (THz-TDS) technique
Date: 21-25.01.2020
Host: prof. Yahya Meziani
The visit to the Nanotechnology Group of the University of Salamanca was aimed at broadening
Aleksandra’s skills in the field of techniques for fabrication and transferring layers of twodimensional materials on various substrates. In particular, her attention was focused on fabrication
of graphene layers using the mechanical exfoliation also known as the ScotchTM tape method, which
provides high quality graphene flakes with relatively small of moderate area (~10x10µm). This
process is the basis for the production of heterostructures based on graphene and other
nanomaterials such as hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), etc.
In this method few thick flakes of natural graphite are placed on an adhesive tape and then they are
peeled off when the tape is unfolded several times. As a result of this repeated detachment, the area
with the graphite flakes on the tape is expanded. In the next step, the tape with graphite flakes is
attached to the substrate and, applying pressure, the flakes are transferred to the Si/SiO2 wafer.
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Finally, the tape is torn off and graphene flakes remain on the substrate (Si/SiO2). During the visit,
also sandwich structures such as h-BN/graphene/h-BN were also produced using this method.
All of the fabrication processes by mechanical exfoliation were supported by a special transfer system
equipped with an optical microscope, a micromanipulator, and a heating system. The training also
included the appropriate preparation of the Si/SiO2 wafer and characterization obtained graphene
flake and heterostructures by optical microscopy and microRaman spectroscopy.

4.2.4

PhD Dmytro But (WP1) to the University of Regensburg
Scientific Mission: visit and training at the University of Regensburg.
Date: 12-19 December 2019
Host: prof. Sergey Ganichev
During the scientific mission to the University of Regensburg he studied interaction of irradiation to
bulk epitaxial films of MCT (HgCdTe) with circularly polarized terahertz radiation that leads to the
circular photogalvanic effect yielding a photocurrent whose direction reverses upon switching the
photon helicity. This effect is forbidden in bulk zincblende crystals by symmetry arguments;
therefore, its observation indicates either the symmetry reduction of bulk material or that the
photocurrent is excited in the topological surface states formed in a material with low cadmium
concentration in MCT. Final results were reported as an article Phys. Rev. Mat. 4 (2020), "Symmetry
breaking and circular photogalvanic effect in epitaxial CdxHg1-xTe films" describing the observation of
symmetry breaking and the circular photogalvanic effect. The preliminary characterization of
graphene samples that were prepared for planed experiments at CENTERA Labs was also done.

4.2.5

PhD Eng. Maciej Haras (WP1 & WP5) to IEMN
Scientific mission from 25.11.12.12.2019 (17 days)
Funding: In part by the Embassy of France in Poland and in part by CENTERA.
Host: Prof. Sylvain Bollaert (ISC member, Université Lille-1) & Prof. Emmanuel Dubois (CNRS).
Motivations and goal: to fabricate a prototype of Silicon (Si) based bolometer.
Bolometer is a device which is able to detect presence/absence of THz illumination, additionally some
configurations can provide information about direction and power of received THz waives. In order
to achieve the highest possible sensitivity, most of bolometers require sophisticated materials (with
e.g. resistive phase shift) and external cooling. Si-based bolometers are not cursed with
aforementioned requirements, additionally offering enormous cost reduction owing to the material
price and industrial compatibility. The challenge is to achieve high enough a sensitivity of those
bolometers.
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Technological realization: The proposed bolometer architecture uses Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI)
technology which is widely used in the semiconductor industry. Thanks to the electron beam
lithography it is possible to fabricate the Si-nanowires which will act as a active part of the proposed
device. Thin and narrow Si wires are source of thermally induced voltage when illuminated by the
THz radiation. This voltage is measured externally by an ultra-sensitive voltmeter and the THz
illumination is thereby detected. Nanometric dimension of Si-wires helps maintaining the
temperature gradient due to the thermal conductivity reduction in Si when its thickness is below
1µm. To get advantage from this effect I have designed a topology privileging the heat propagation
along only one direction and increasing the thermal resistance between externals and the wire (see
Fig. 17).
The THz illumination is captured and focused on one end of the Si-wire using bow-tie antenna. In
order to determine the best working-conditions (sensitivity and dynamics) a set of bolometers
(varying wires
and
Y
antennas dimensions)
were fabricated.
Center of bow tie along Y-axis

Aligment marks (RIE etching ~1µm depth)

SOI active region (RIE etching)

X

Monographs from SEM
characterization in the
Fig. 18 present the
bolometer
after
fabrication.

High stress Si3N4 (RIE etching)

Metal (Cr–10nm + Au-250nm)

W

L

Fabricated bow-tie antennas:
Designator:
Radius:
Angle:
T1
R=410µm
Θ=110°
T3
R=290µm
Θ=110°
T4
R=340µm
Θ=110°
T5
R=260µm
Θ=110°

Θ

Fabricated SOI active areas for each od bow-ties:

Center of bow tie along Y-axis

Width (W) both in µm
5

20
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80
160
220

5
5
5
5
5

L

W

Length (L)
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-

R

Designator of bow tie antenna
Length of the SOI active region in µm
Width of the SOI active region in µm

Measurement pads

Thanks
to
the
technological
infrastructure
of
Institute of Electronics,
MicroElectronics
and
Nanotechnology (IEMN),
Lille France it was
possible to perform the
entire fabrication onsite.
The
process
flow
includes mainly: e-beam
lithography,
RIE/ICP
etching,
metal
evaporation,
thermal
oxidation,
Si3N4
deposition using LPCVD,
wet etching.

Fig. 17: Topological layout of the proposed Si-based bolometer. Text legends are
describing fabricated versions of bolometres with different antennas and wires. Colours
are representing material and technological processes.
Au Bow-tie
10µm

Au Bow-tie

Conclusions:
The
1µm
bolometer fabrication
gave satisfactory results
despite few minor
problems
which
occurred. Currently this
activity
is
under
preparation for the next
run coupled with the
Fig. 18: Fabricated Si-bolometer – photos after fabrication.
submission of funding
proposal.

100µm
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4.2.6

PhD Aleksandra Krajewska (WP4) to University of Salmanca, Spain
Scientific Mission: visit to the labs and training on graphene transfer system, fabrication of twodimensional heterostructures and Time-Domain Spectroscopy at the University of Salmanca in
Spain.
Date: 21-25.01.2020
Host: prof. Yahya Meziani
During her visit to the University of Salamanca in the Nanotechnology group, Aleksandra focused on
the fabrication of two-dimensional heterostructures and their characterization. She learned how to
produce different kind of heterostructures with bidimensional materials (hBN/graphene,
hBN/graphene/hBN, hBN/graphene/graphite heterostructure). In order to fabricate this materials
the Spanish team used the special transfer system with an optical microscope with large focal
distance optical objectives. Single 2D crystal flakes (graphene, hBN) are transferred by a stamp,
attached to a tilting micromanipulator. The stamp employed on the transfer method is based on a
polypropylene carbonate (PPC) solution coated by a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film working as a
carrier layer. The obtained heterostructures were characterized by Optical Microscope with DIC,
Dektak Profilometer and Raman spectroscopy. With the experience Aleksandra gained, she helped
to establish similar laboratory in CENTERA Labs. A 2D heterostructure fabrication kit will be ordered
as well as an optical microscope and a Raman system.

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF COOPERATION WITH POLISH PARTNERS
4.3.1

Warsaw University of Technology (WUT)
The vast and valuable collaborations take place with few teams from the Warsaw University of
Technology, especially the group of Prof. Yashchyshyn, WEiTE, WUT. The subject is a mapping and
scanning of the dielectric constant of materials in very high sub-terahertz frequencies.
Also the the Faculty of Physics of WUT is a precious partner of ours. We talk of THz imaging and THz
spectroscopy with the Team of Prof. Maciej Sypek and of graphene structures with the group of Prof.
Mariusz Zdrojek and more in particular the team of Prof. Wlodzimierz Strupinski.
In CEZAMAT – a main technologal laboratory of WUT - we have an objective of development of the
common technology line that has been agreed upon between CENTERA and WUT. This gives
CENTERA an access to high technology cleanrooms otherwise inaccessible in this part of Europe. In
return, we agreed to give WUT access to our THz research and innovative developments we are
carrying out. This win-win agreement is a precious first step towards creation of a self-sustained THz
institute after the funding period of CENTERA. WUT and CENTERA- IHPP PAS are expected to be the
key partners in this future creation. The Fig. 19 below presents an example of the fruits of the
collaboration - transistor channel regions (length down to 0.5 µm and width down to 50 nm). The
majority of steps being performed in the CEZAMAT cleanroom by the mixed CENTERA/WUT team.
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Fig. 19: SOI THz transistor a) view on full cell; b) zoom on canal region emphasizing p+ doping; c) SEM monographs
illustrating dimensionality of fabricated transistor canals/

WP4 team is also in the process of building cooperation with Dr. Wlodzimierz Strupiński and Dr.
Iwona Pasternak from Nanostructures Group of Warsaw University of Technology.

4.3.2

University of Warsaw (UW)
UW is the second most important national partner of CENTERA. This comes from the fact that THz
group of the Warsaw University and CENTERA team have the common interest in physics of
Graphene - like semiconductor nanostructures. The common work on 2 PhD thesis (D. Yavorskiy and
M. Szoła) has been initiated. The main results on pressure tuning of the HgCdTe structures band
parameters were obtained using UW magnespectroscopy facilities (high magnetic fields – 16T, CO2
pumped FIR laser) and optical pressure cells provided by CENTERA.
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4.3.3

Military University of Technology in Warsaw
We have passed a few visits and discussions with the team of colonel dr hab. eng. Jacek Wojtas,
prof. MUT, the leader of the Team of Detection of Optical Signals at the Institute of Optoelectronics
of Military University of Technology, Warsaw. Prof. Wojtas will provide us with the possibility of
calibration of our future THz spectroscopy with reference of his infrared spectroscopy.
PhD Student from CENTERA - Aleksandra Przewłoka - studies at the MUT Doctoral School under the
supervision of Prof. Zygmunt Mierczyk (Head of Biomedical Engineering Centre Cluster, CIBio).
Thanks to this, the WP4 group has access to the extensive facilities of the Military University of
Technology, including X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), inductively coupled plasma optical
emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), atomic force microscopy (AFM), fluorescence and confocal
microscopy and so on.
It should also be emphasized that in cooperation with the Nanotechnology Group of dr. Bartłomiej
Jankiewicz (from Institute of Optoelectronic) the publication “Effect of ultraviolet light on 1/f noise
in carbon nanotube networks” (accepted to Materials Research Bulletin) was written. They were
responsible for absorption and measurements.

4.3.4

Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences (IP PAS)
Few technological steps in the processing of our experimental structures have been performed in the
IP PAS thanks to a kind cooperation with Prof. Tomasz Wojtowicz.

4.3.5

Institute of Electron Technology (ITE), Łukasiewicz network
Few steps related to a system assembling have been hosted by the colleagues from the Institute of
Electron Technology.

4.3.6

Functional Nanomaterials Group, Silesian University of Technology
Collaboration also started with Dr. Dawid Janas of Silesian University of Technology on growth,
characterization and functionalization of graphene and CNTs for THz frequency applications.

4.3.7

Gdansk Technical University
Collaboration has been initiated between prof. S. Rumyantcev on gas sensing using graphene that
led to successful joint application for OPUS project –granted in July 2020.

5 INFORMATION ABOUT BUSINESS PARTNERS
5.1 DESCRIPTION OF COOPERATION WITH FOREIGN BUSINESS PARTNERS
5.1.1

TERAKALIS (France)
TERAKALIS company from France signed NDA with CENTERA in August 2020. This SME from
Montpellier has collaboration with the Polish branch of ALSTOM (based in Katowice). Talks are
engaged with Dr Thierry Antonini - PDG. The Parties confirm that they are commencing talks whose
subject matter are the evaluation of possible business opportunities and common research projects
in the field of non- destructive quality and security control, as well as the development of
innovative sources and detectors of THz radiation. The first visit of TERAKALIS representatives in
Warsaw is planned in September 2020.

5.1.2

STMicroelectronics (France)
We are in systematic contacts with R&D teams of STMicroelectronics, Crolles, France. Under this
cooperation we have recently been given two 300 mm wafers containing test structures of their
super sensitive (recently patented) detectors based on FD SOI technology. The detectors will be
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illuminated with the THz radiation in CENTERA Labs in order to test their possible response. The
detectors have not be optimized for the THz detection, but owing to their extraordinary sensitivity,
it is plausible they show a response.

5.1.3

Cambridge Technology Park
Regarding Cambridge Technology Park, we have discussed with Dr Christopher Cytera on possible
valorization of CENTERA’s research and achievements in the community of entrepreneurs and
startups active around Cambridge, UK.

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF COOPERATION WITH POLISH BUSINESS PARTNERS
Among the many attempts of various business developments with national partners we would like
to underline the most promising ones:

5.2.1

ORLEN S.A.
With a network of 2 679 service stations in the premium and economy segments, the ORLEN Group
is the undisputed leader on the fuel market in Central Europe. In Poland, its service stations operate
under the ORLEN brand in the premium segment and the BLISKA brand in the economy segment. In
the Czech Republic, they use the Benzina Plus and Benzina brands, respectively, and in Lithuania −
the ORLEN and Ventus brands. On the German market, service stations operate mainly in the
economy segment under the STAR brand, complemented by more than a dozen of Famila
supermarket stations.
As the results of two meetings with R&D Department representatives that took place on 26.02.2020.
and 30.07.2020, we defined two priority areas of ORLEN's interest in relation to the THz
spectroscopy techniques available at CENTERA.
• testing of the liquid fuels composition, with two recognized needs: testing of the composition
of oil as a raw material supplied to ORLEN refineries and testing of the composition of fuels as
the processed products. In the case of oil, the emphasis was placed on testing of the water
content with an accuracy of 0.1%, while in the case of fuels, apart from water, other pollutants
should be tested with an accuracy of 10-100 ppm.
• the purity of hydrogen as fuel to power hydrogen cells. The following pollutants were listed:
water, hydrocarbons, oxygen, helium, nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
sulfur compounds including H2S, formaldehyde, formic acid, ammonia, compounds containing
halogen bonds. Their content should be determined with an accuracy of ppm.
After the second meeting the cooperation plan has been clarified and the draft of the agreement
between Orlen and CENTERA was sketched. The details of the contract will be further discussed
between legal representatives of both parties, for now they specify following stages:
1) construction of the spectroscopic sensors at the demonstrator level, which will be built using
the existing spectroscopes in CENTERA laboratories. The missing elements will be bought
additionally. Demonstrators will remain the property of CENTERA. The objective of the first
demonstrator will be to demonstrate the ability to detect water in the oil, which is the raw
material purchased by ORLEN, with an accuracy of 0.1%. The task of the second demonstrator
will be to detect water in hydrogen gas with an accuracy of 5ppm.
2) production of two prototypes of composition sensors based on THz spectroscopy. The first
one will focus on testing of the composition of liquid fuels (explored accuracy up to 0.01%),
and the second one will be focused on the gaseous hydrogen (explored accuracy up to 4 ppb).
These prototypes will be installed at ORLEN facilities and will become its property, however,
the IP of the solutions used, original ideas, design and operating software will remain the
property of CENTERA.
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The third stage will take place if ORLEN expresses the need for a large number of sensors to be
installed, e.g. at each petrol station. In this case, it will be necessary to reduce the price of the sensor
10-100 times. This will
be
achieved
by
replacing commercial
sources and detectors
of THz radiation with
proprietary
components manufactured by
CENTERA.
As
a
preliminary
exercise, ORLEN asked
us
to
measure
impurities in crude oil.
We have already send
them
satisfactory
results with samples
down to 1% content of
Fig. 20: Variation in composition of the mixture ethanol/isopropanol are nicely reflected in
impurities (Fig. 20). the change of the THz impulse passed through the sample.
They require improved
accuracy, down to 0.1% - this work is in progress. The figure aboveillustrates our preliminary results
with testing fuel purity.

5.2.2

EFFERTA
EFFERTA is a Polish company founded in 1996 that manufactures branded dietary supplement
products. Over the years its product portfolio has expanded and currently it is one of the leaders in
Poland in production of dietary supplements in a form of effervescent tablets. It is an experienced
supplier providing private label services to megastores, discount chains, pharmaceutical chains and
pharmaceutical companies worldwide. EFFERTA specializes in the innovative formulations of
nutritional supplements in a form of: effervescent tablets, swallowable tablets, lozenges and premixes using natural ingredients and the highest quality raw materials.
Followed by the exchange of emails, a meeting took place on 19th March 2020 on Skype. The
President of the company and the R&D Department representatives were sharing information of the
production of tablets and explaining the challenges on the production line. EFFERTA has informed
about its interest in THz detection of vacant places and misaligned tablets in the tubes of drugs. It
was agreed that CENTERA will evaluate the potential usage of THz techniques to provide better
monitoring aiming to the improvement of the quality of the EFFERTA final products. EFFERTA sent
the samples of the tablets to CENTERA. The process and the results are described in the reports of
WP5 team members and WP5 team leader. Using the Toptica spectrometer owned by CENTERA, our
researchers demonstrated that vacant places and misaligned tablets in the vials are easily
distinguishable in our absorption spectra images. The figure below illustrates spectral analysis of the
geometry of tablets inside the drug tubes. Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 below shows THz absorption spectra
that enable detection of correctly as well as wrongly positioned tablets as well as voids in the
dielectric tubes with drugs. Prof. Skotnicki sent to EFFERTA an informative email including the brief
on CENTERA results. The second meeting was proposed with the goal to identified the potential fields
of future cooperation and agreement.
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5.2.3

Fig. 21: Detection of empty spaces and one

Fig. 22: Detection of empty spaces and two

wrongly positioned tablet

wrongly positioned tablets

SensDx
SensDx operates in the digital diagnostics sector. The company creates and develops diagnostic
testing technologies intended for people and animals, allowing users to accurately identify specific
diseases at home. The innovative solution combines a simple tool based on a fast, ultra-sensitive
diagnostic test with a mobile application for easy result interpretation. Its mission is to revolutionize
global diagnostics by offering accurate, fast and easy to use tests for detecting specific types of
illnesses. It provides precise test results and diagnostic support, which allows us to generate added
value for doctors and patients.
On 21 July 2020 SensDx announced the launch of its first diagnostic test for COVID-19 and influenza
A/B, giving a reliable result in 6 minutes. A quick test detects the presence of the virus in a patient
even at a very early stage of the infection with sensitivity at the level of a genetic test. This method
can contribute effectively to pandemic control. Access to a rapid and reliable coronavirus test result
is critical to a pandemic control strategy. At the moment, results of highly reliable genetic tests are
available within 1-3 days. Popular IgG IgM serological tests identify SARS-CoV-2 antibodies only,
which in practice means that this method neither confirms nor excludes coronavirus infection.
The first meeting with SensDx was organized on-line with the participation of prof. Wojciech Knap,
prof. Tomasz Skotnicki and Katarzyna Kolys. After a long discussion the main area of common interest
were identified. CEO of SensDx proposed the cooperation in the field of healthcare, food quality and
agriculture.
The second meeting was organized on-line on 6th August 2020.
The main subject consider for future cooperation is the food quality monitoring. Tomasz Gondek
informed about the opportunity regarding the food market especially fish, frozen food. The big
challenge for the Norwegian partner specializing in salmon export is a contamination of meat with
Listeria bacterium. Each time the salmon is sent to China there is a control for Listeria. Thus the THz
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spectroscopy can be a very supportive technique. SensDx will be talking to its Norwegian partner
about the possible cooperation in the field of food monitoring.
Another subject for cooperation is healthcare monitoring especially in the field where SensDx has
gained the biggest experience eg. detection of viruses. It was agreed that CENTERA will prepare
information about its achievements in WP5 and SensDx will help CENTERA to find industrial partners
interested in sensors designed in Cezamat lab. SensDx- and CENTERA found interesting development
of common products, and submission of different common projects covering various areas, mostly:
healthcare, quality monitoring, and search for best THz applications, and their evaluation in the
market. CENTERA and SensDx agreed to cooperate in the fields of all abovementioned high tech
applications.

5.2.4

PID Polska
PID Polska is the most recent industrial contact of CENTERA. PID Polska is a leader in X-ray
detector implementation in the food industry in Poland. It provides the solutions which ensure
the most advanced level of X-ray image analysis available on the market, allowing the highest
precision of contaminant detection (e.g. metal, glass, stone, ceramics, concrete, rubber, bone,
selected plastics). It offers comprehensive services at the stages of detector installation,
programming and service detectors. It offers user-friendly devices. PID specialists conduct a
one-time calibration of a product as well as remote programming of new products.
The first meeting with Project manager Barbara Ostrowska of PID Polska was organized on-line. PID
informed that it finished the contract with the US company that provides X-ray detectors. For many
years they were the Polish suppliers of this company but they finally decided to design and build their
own devices. PID R&D team, together with group of engineers from the Academy of Science and
Technology in Cracow (AGH) are working on X-ray detectors and are very keen on including THz
detectors to improve the quality of food scanning. They are searching for solutions that will provide
the highest precision of detection in the food industry and CENTERA research seems to be added
value to their ideas. The second meeting took part at the end of August. PDI and CENTERA agreed to
sign NDA to start collaboration in designated business areas: fish, meat and sweet monitoring,
safety equipment and others. The lawyers checked the document that will be signed in the middle
of September.

5.2.5

GasLux
GasLux is a Polish SME doing business in the field of Gas&Oil industrial installations. Together with
GasLux we visited city hall representatives of two Polish towns: Leszno and Nowy Sacz and obtained
their commitments for building for them experimental gas stations distributing new generation of
ecological fuels, such as LNG, CNG and pure hydrogen (see Fig. 23 for an example). CENTERA’s
responsibility resided in a development of in-site testing system of the purity of hydrogen (down
to 10 ppm). The system would be the last check-point before delivering the gas to the hydrogen
fuel cell in modern electrical cars. Such cars produce their electricity on board from hydrogen using
the fuel cell technology. It is a very attractive solution since the final waste product of the reaction is
just water. The COVID-19 pandemic interrupted the process and placed the idea and our plans in
stand-by, for the moment.
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Fig. 23: Plan of the installation of a 21st centure fuel station as agreed with the City Hall of Nowy Sacz,

on their ground.

5.2.6

ORTEH – SME Terahertz Optics company
The good relations have been built with ORTEH SME. We discuss joint developments of THz
demonstrators, as ORTEH has a lot of experience in THz technologies. Their CEO is our main business
and technology transfer advisor that we meet regularly. ORTEH is the very company that helped us
to build up the first postal THz scanner.

5.2.7

Vigo
In spite of multiple contacts (PDG - Adam Piotrowski, and before also the founder Józef Piotrowski),
until now we have not managed to sign a contract with VIGO. Their commercial policy gives
preference to working demonstrators rather than common R&D activites. We thus hope on renewal
of the contacts once we are more advanced with our developments.
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6 INFORMATION ABOUT MASTERS’ THESES AND OTHER DEGREES OR
TITLES EARNED BY RESEARCHERS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT AS A
RESULT OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT
CENTERA began operating in autumn 2018 - current status of doctoral theses is presented in a table
below. We expect two PhD degrees completed in 2022 and two at 2023.
Recruitment of PhD student for WP5 is prepared – the study to be started at the end of 2020 and
finished in 2023.
PhD
Student
Maria
Szoła

International
Name of partner
Supervisor
Research Unit
Dr.
Laboratoire Charles
Frédéric
Coulomb (L2C),
Teppe
UMR 5221 CNRS/University of
Montpellier
Professor,
Goethe-Leibniz
Dr.-Ing. habil.
Terahertz Center
Viktor
Goethe University
Krozer
of Frankfurt am
Main

StartEnd
2019-2022

CENTERA
Supervisor
Prof.
Wojciech
Knap
(WP1)

2019-2022

Prof.
Wojciech
Knap
(WP1)

Aleksandr
Cherniadev

Prof. Dr.
Hartmut
Roskos

Goethe Universität
Physikalisches
Institut
Physik
Frankfurt am Main

2020-2023

Prof.
Alvydas
Lisauskas
(WP3)

Aleksandra
Przewłoka

Prof.
Joachim
Oberhammer

Division of Micro
and Nanosystems
KTH Royal Institute
of Technology in
Stockholm

2019-2023

Prof.
Dmytry
Lyubchenko
(WP4)

Adil
Rehman

Title of thesis
Terahertz plasma
instabilities in Dirac
matter

Electrical and noise
characteristics of
carbon-based
nanomaterials for
high frequency
devices
Investigations of
coupled photonic
and plasmonic
metasurface
resonators for
terahertz frequency
range
Carbon-based
nanostructures as
innovative tuned
optoelectronic
components
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7 INFORMATION ABOUT THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE UNIT
AND HOW ITS DEVELOPMENT ALIGNS WITH THE SUBMITTED
PROPOSAL
7.1 CENTERA MANAGEMENT BOARD – THE DEVELOPMENT IN 2019/2020
The development of CENTERA Management Board is proceeding according to the plan. From the
beginning of the project realization, the Management Board has been led by prof. Wojciech Knap
and prof. Tomasz Skotnicki. Additionally four people were employed to help with the
implementation of the Management Board's tasks. Lech Trzeciak and Katarzyna Kolys started their
work from the beginning of the project. Two more persons joined it during the reporting period. The
administrative duties necessary for the the proper implementation of the project were divided
between those persons. There are two Boards within the Management Board.
Currently we updated and enhanced this structure to shown bellow (Fig. 24):
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Fig. 24: Updated management scheme.

7.1.1

Communication Board (CB)
The Communication Board is managed by Lech Trzeciak, who is responsible for project
communication, financial matters, contact with the Foundation and ISC, national and international
projects. His work is supported by Anna Krynska, whose tasks include supervision of the tenders and
cooperation with the IHPP PAS team of lawyers. The employment of Ms. Anna Krynska to the
Communication Board to handle tenders and cooperation with the Legal and Procurement
Department of IHPP PAS significantly accelerated the purchase of research equipment. During
weekly meetings, the tenders are discussed, and tables with detailed information about orders for
equipment and services are updated accordingly. The purchasing procedures have been improved,
and cooperation with the Legal and Procurement Department protects CENTERA against errors
resulting from difficulties in interpretation of the complicated legal issues court judgments. CENTERA
has been organizing many tenders to develop the laboratories described in the proposal. Every
Tuesday the Communication Board arranges meetings with the participation of PI and WP-es leaders

as well as the senior researchers and PhD-es. Additionally, the team leaders organize weekly to
discuss and evaluate their group’ progress and report it to the Management Board. It is summarized
in the form of Minutes that are archived on the CENTERA server. At weekly, scientific progress, ideas,
proposals, publications, purchases, events, and current affairs are discussed. The scientific progress
is then presented at ISC meetings. An example of the first page of tenders table is shown below (Fig.
25).
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Fig. 25: Table used to monitor the progress of tenders (fragment)

7.1.2

Technology Transfer Board (TTB)
In turn, Technology Transfer Board headed by Katarzyna Kolys closely cooperates with the leader of
WP5 in the subject of Business Development. It looks for business and industrial partners, organizes
business meetings, writes business correspondence, promotes project, keepin contacts with the
media and the FNP Promotion Department. Katarzyna Kolys is supported by Mrs. Bozena Stoczko.

7.1.2.1

IPR and Commercialization Activities

As the WP5 work on demonstrators is progressing, TTB devotes more and more time to IPR and the
search for industrial partners. The Technology Transfer Board regularly cooperates with the Legal
Department of the Foundation and with the Patent Attorney – Mr. Marek Bury. Thanks to those
actions the TTB prepared 2 patent applications described in the report. The work on more
applications is in progress. Additionally to the meetings with the Patent Attorney, CENTERA
Technology Transfer Board organized the IPR training conducted for all employees by the external
company. The trainer presented and discussed the following thematic blocks
IPR organized by external company.
1) IPR basics
a) The concept of intellectual property
b) Objects of intellectual property rights, i.e. what can be protected and how? (works, patents
for inventions, utility models, industrial designs, etc.)
2) PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

a) Obtaining patents for inventions, protection of industrial design and utility model, legal
protection of software
b) Protection at the national level and in the community mode
c) International security procedures (PCT mode)
d) Cooperation with patent attorneys
3) INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
a) Creating of an intellectual property in the project /research unit
b) Planning the intellectual property protection process and building a portfolio
c) Taking advantage of intellectual property.
All interesting ideas, especially those with potential for patents, are discussed during meetings of the
Management Board and during the WP5 weekly. Additionally to the training, the Technology Transfer
Board proposed the introduction of the Laboratory Notebook to prepare researchers for patenting
and to develop positive habits that help to protect the IPR. Its purpose is to archive research works
and related activities. These kinds of Laboratory Notebooks are especially appreciated by some
Western companies including these working in the fields of biotechnology and chemical industries
as well as some institutes, e.g. the French CNRS. The IPR trainer supported the idea, as the Laboratory
Notebook can become a good tool for the professional laboratory management. In addition to the
individual notes, researchers prepare also mini-reports on their work, which are then collected by
leaders and presented during weekly of the Management Board. Each meeting is summarized with
notes called “Minutes of the meeting” and are archived on the CENTERA server.
The Technology Transfer Board is actively looking for additional sources of financing. In addition to
several project proposals submitted by CENTERA researchers to various financing institutions, TTB
focuses on establishing new the contacts. There is an ongoing search for business and industrial
partners through the private networks, LinkedIn, during branch meetings in live and virtual meetings.
The list of industrial partners is continuously verified and evaluated. Arrida and Farran companies
mentioned in the proposal were replaced by the newly-found partners: Orlen S.A, Efferta, Terakalis,
SensDx and PDI. The WP5 has been working closely with the representatives of the industry and
business. Currently, the most important entrepreneurial advisory is coming from the representatives
of Orteh and SensDx. Regular meetings are held with CEO of Orteh, who shares his long experience
in the field of THz optics and valuable knowledge in the field of commercialization. The cooperation
with SensDx looks promising and it is bonding well. The Technology Transfer Board has very good
contact with the company's CEO Tomasz Gondek, who is an experienced entrepreneur and expert in
start-ups. Mr. Gondek was successfully negotiating deals with several important investors in Poland
and abroad, he was efficiently applying for funds from State and private sources for projects in the
hi-tech sector, including the most recent and very innovative product - the rapid test for Covid-19.
CENTERA and SensDx have expressed interest in cooperating in several business areas, including the
search for partners and investors, joint design of products and services. It is also planned to establish
a joint ORLEN-CENTERA Council, under the agreement that is now being negotiated between the
lawyers of both parties.
Currently the Technology Transfer Board conducts the parallel talks on joint technology ventures
with several companies. DPI is interested in combining THz technology with X-ray in the food
scanning device that is now under construction. SensDx helps in finding end-users and contacts with
the Norwegian producers of fresh salmon that is sold on the Chinese market. The use of THz
technology to detect bacteria in fish products is under discussion. Orlen is interested in cooperation
in the area of fuel quality monitoring, while Efferta is looking for the possibility of quickly checking
the contents of vials containing different kinds of tablets. Above are the most promising applications
of THz technology that have the best chance for commercialization.
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When the epidemic of an extremely deadly virus broke out in early 2020 the national authorities and
the European Union allocated enormous financial resources for the projects that propose solutions
to combat Covid-19. One of the most important priorities of the Ministry of Health turned out to be
the search for modern detection methods, which suddenly opened up the new opportunities for the
hi-tech devices. For this purpose TTB initiated cooperation with Tomasz Gondek, CEO of SensDx and
Paweł Kustosz CEO of Leaderna Biostructures, and Adamed company, famous for production of the
drug supporting the treatment of Covid-19.
7.1.2.2

Promotion

The Technology Transfer Board is also responsible for CENTERA promotion. All actions have been
carried out in accordance with the previously developed and adopted strategy. In the second part of
the reporting period, due to Covid-19 activities were transferred to the Internet and media.
The new website, www.centera.eu, was created, based on the key visual concept developed by an
art agency. The website is updated with the new posts on CENTERA scientific achievements (in the
section THE RESEARCH). It is connected with the LinkedIn profile, that is considered the most
business-related of all the social media.
Promotional materials for a special brochure were prepared in cooperation with the Foundation,
but due to the epidemic publication was suspended.
The production of the film about CENTERA was similarly stopped. The subject may return in the
middle of September. It will probably be recorded in the form of an explainer video.
Two radio interviews in which Prof. Knap and prof. Skotnicki took part are described in present
report.
TTB stays in the close contact with the Copernicus Science Center, the most prestigious science
popularizer in Poland. Its Event Director informed that due to the epidemic, the number of events
had been drastically reduced and moved to the internet. Due to Covid-19, problems arose also with
the most popular scientific events such: the Science Picnic, the Transformation Festival at Night of
the Museums. The most of the famous science popularization events have been canceled or
postponed till next year.
CENTERA actively participated in the most important scientific events in the country and abroad.
The researchers were presenting CENTERA achievements in the field of THz research playing roles of
Plenary, Invited Speakers. The list of the conferences can be found in section 12. Also, the Technology
Transfer Board organized the very prestigious event in cooperation with the French Institute that
was awarded with the title of Polish-French Year of Science official event. CENTERA THz Days
gathered outstanding experts in the field of THz research and application in October 2019. More on
this subject can be found in section 12 of this report. In the future, if the epidemic is successfully
resolved, Technology Transfer Board is planning to organize the Summer School for young scientists
in cooperation with the international organization CELTA (Fig. 26).
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Fig. 26: Web page of CELTA.

TTB continues cooperation with Radosław Brzózka, the editor of the scientific program "How does it
work?" as well as with the Copernicus Science Center, Polish Radio, Polish tv programmes and
journalists. The promotion of CENTERA's achievements is also supported by regular contacts with the
FNP Department of Promotion.
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8 INFORMATION ABOUT RECRUITEMENTS IN PROCESS AS WELL AS
COMPLETED RECRUITEMENT PROCEDURES AND CURRENT
RECRUITEMENT PLANS
(RESEARCH STAFF ONLY - EXCLUDING STUDENTS). ADDITIONALLY PLEASE ELABORATE ON THE GOOD
HR PRACTICES THAT HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED.
The second year of project implementation was a very busy time regarding employment. Overall, 10
research workers were employed

8.1 RECRUITMENT OF WORKGROUP LEADERS
In September 2019, shortly after WG2 Team Leader position was taken by Katarzyna Tych, who won
the competition for this post, the newly recruited leader resigned, citing personal reasons. Since
then, there is an ongoing discussion as to how to proceed with this group, which was considered
somewhat special from the start. The meeting of ISC concluded that the biomedical THz group should
be closed and a new group is to be formed. The recommendations of ISC were passed to FNP
(Foundation for Polish Science) and we are waiting for the FNP approval to open a call for the
technology-oriented WG. FNP just informed us that this concept will be reviewed by an external
independent expert.
In May 2020 in agreement with FNP decisions and approvals, prof. Thomas Skotnicki finally took over
a position of WG5 Leader. Prof. T. Skotnicki won the competition for this post in May 2019.

8.2 RECRUITMENT OF JUNIOR POST DOCS AND DOCTORAL STUDENTS
All members of WGs are selected through an open, non-discriminatory, merit-based competition,
conforming to standards imposed by Competition Documentation and recommendations put
forward in European Charter for Researchers and the Code of Conduct for Recruitment. Separate
Recruitment Committees are set up for each recruitment. The status - as of 31th of August 2020 – is
as follows:
• WG1 – recruitment completed (two junior postdocs and two doctoral students recruited, one
postdoc subsequently transferred to WG5 and additional postdoc selected to complement the team);
• WG2 – group needs to be re-created after selected Team Leader resigned in September 2019
• WG3 – recruitment is finalized, the group consists of the Leader, two junior postdocs and one
doctoral student
• WG4 – recruitment is finalized, the group consists of the Leader, two junior postdocs and one
doctoral student
• WG5 – has employed one junior postdoc and needs to employ at least one more researcher by the
end of April 2021;
Let us note that the recruitment has not been impeded by COVID-19, because we had already
introduced virtual meetings (mostly by Cisco Webex) as a mean of interviewing candidates from
other countries.
Last year we reported potential issues with the recruitment of doctoral students that were due to
the introduction of new law relevant for research and higher education institutions (Ustawa 2.0). We
remain on the position that the new regulations are not completely compatible with the regulations
applicable under IRA Program, but the potential traps seem rather unlikely to happen in real life and
appear manageable. The wave of recruitments to doctoral schools is to begin in September and
October and it will be the final test of the new system, the outcome will be summarized in third year’s
report.
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8.2.1

WG1 staff recruitment

8.2.1.1

Dmytro But, PhD (young postdoc at WG1)

The recruitment for this position was concluded in the first year of the project and was reported
already a year ago. It is repasted below for the sake of current report clarity
The Recruitment Committee was set up, consisting of prof. Wojciech Knap, prof. Thomas Skotnicki,
prof. Sergey Rumyantsev, prof. Yevhen Yashchyshyn (CENTERA) and prof. Romuald Beck (WUT).
Advertisement was posted on Euraxess site [https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/406584] on 10th of
May 2019 and additionally displayed in the jobs section on the FNP site and on IHPP PAS home page.
The plausible availability of the position was also communicated to THz research community, with
reference to the advertisements on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
Application deadline for the position was set to 10th of June 2019, 23:00 Brussels (GMT+1:00).
Three candidates submitted application: Dmytro But (M), Elham Javadi (F, Iran) and Ramin Emadi (M,
Iran).
Interviews were held on 4th of July, 2019 in Warsaw at Cezamat, Poleczki Str. 19 and gathered all
members of the Recruitment Committee. But appeared for an interview in person, Javadi and Emadi
were interviewed via teleconferencing system.
Dmytro But received the highest score, 221 out of 250, and was unanimously recommended for the
position. As planned (and reported), he was employed in Dec 2019 with the contract till Nov 2020
(due to formal restrictions; extension is planned).
8.2.1.2

Maria Szoła, MSc (doctoral student at WG1)

The recruitment for this position was concluded in the first year of the project and was reported
already a year ago. It is repasted below for the sake of current report clarity.
Recruitment Committee was set up, consisting of: prof. Wojciech Knap, prof. Thomas Skotnicki, prof.
Sergey Rumyantsev (all from CENTERA), Grzegorz Cywiński and Dmytro But (THz specialists at
Institute of High Pressure Physics PAS) and prof. Romuald Beck (WUT).
Advertisement
for
this
position
was
posted
on
Euraxess
site
[https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/413198] on 31th of May 2019 and additionally in the jobs
section on the FNP web site and on IHPP PAS www home page. The plausible availability of the
position was also communicated to THz research community, with reference to the advertisements
on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
Application deadline for the position was set to 30th of June 2019, 23:00 Brussels (GMT+1:00).
Eleven candidates submitted applications before deadline, of which 7 were eligible: Asad
Muhammad Azam (M), Seydehsomayeh Hatefinasab (F), Ebrahim Musalu (M), Shambo Mukherhjee,
Sarga Rai, Hafiz Muhammad Shafique, Maria Szoła (F). Musalu has not been responding ever since
and had to be withdrawn from competition.
Interviews were held on 11th of July, 2019 in Warsaw at Cezamat, Poleczki Str. 19 and gathered all
members of the Recruitment Committee. Szoła appeared for an interview in person, the remaining
5 persons were interviewed via skype-based teleconference system.
Maria Szoła obtained the highest score (53.8 of 60) of all applicants and all members recommended
her for the position.
She had been also accepted for the doctoral program at Warsaw-4-PhD doctoral school formed with
participation of IHPP PAS.
Employed since 2019.10. till 2023.08. to perform work on magnetotransport.

8.2.2

WG2 staff recruitment
WG2 was nonfunctional during the second year of the project.
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This is despite Katarzyna Tych was, as reported year ago, was selected as the Workgroup 2 Team
Leader in a competition procedure finalized with an interview on 2019.05.15 in front of ISC;
Tych began working in Sept 2019 and wrote an equipment subgrant proposal for optical tweezers,
but withdrew in mid-September and resigned due to undisclosed personal reasons.

8.2.3

WG3 staff recruitment
WG3 Team Leader took the position in February 2019 and soon after first recruitments took place.

8.2.3.1

Cezary Kołaciński, PhD (young postdoc at WG3)

The recruitment committee was established, consisting of prof. Wojciech Knap (Project Leader), prof.
Alvydas Lisauskas (WG3 Leader) and Dmytro But (THz specialists at IHPP PAS).
Advertisement
for
the
position
was
posted
on
Euraxess
site
[https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/429947] on 30th of July 2019 and additionally in the jobs
section on the FNP web site and on IHPP PAS www home page. The plausible availability of the
position was also communicated to THz research community, with reference to the advertisements
on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
Application deadline for the position was set to 31th of Aug 2019, 23:00 Brussels (GMT+1:00).
Three candidates submitted valid applications: Cezary Kołaciński (M), Elham Javadi (F) and Dev Kapal
Langhani (M). Interviews were held on 3rd of September and gathered all members of the
Recruitment Committee. Kołaciński appeared in person, others participated via Webex.
Kołaciński received best median score of 4.5, Javadi finished second with 4.3. The Committee
recommended Kołaciński as the best candidate and he was ultimately employed since 2020.01. till
2023.08.31.; in WG3; his main duty is to participate in designing integrated circuits (IC) appropriate
for THz emission/detection/modulation.
8.2.3.2

Alexandr Chernyadev, MSc (doctoral student at WG3)

The recruitment committee was established, consisting of prof. Wojciech Knap (Project Leader), prof.
Alvydas Lisauskas (WG3 Leader) and Dmytro But (THz specialists at IHPP PAS).
Advertisement was posted on Euraxess site [https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/432376] on 30th of
July 2019 and additionally displayed in the jobs section on the FNP web site and on IHPP PAS www
home page. The plausible availability of the position was also communicated to THz research
community, with reference to the advertisements on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
Application deadline for the position was set to 31th of Aug 2019, 23:00 Brussels (GMT+1:00).
Seven candidates submitted applications before deadline, six were completed and formally valid:
Armin Aghajani (M), Mojtaba Bahrami (M), Aleksandr V. Chernadyev (M), Saied Abd el-Hamied (M),
Seyedehsomayeh Hatefinasab (F) , Asfandyar Khalid (M). Interviews were held on 3rd of September
2019 and gathered all members of the Recruitment Committee. All candidates were interviewed via
Skype. Chernyadev obtained best score of 4.6 and was recommended by the Committee as the top
choice and ultimately employed since 2020.01. till end of project, 2023.08.
Alexandr completed his recruitment process by qualifying to the Warsaw-4-PhD Doctoral School
since autumn 2020.
8.2.3.3

Elham Javadi, PhD (young postdoc at WG3)

The recruitment committee was established, consisting of prof. Wojciech Knap (Project Leader), prof.
Alvydas Lisauskas (WG3 Leader) and prof. Thomas Skotnicki (CENTERA Scientific Affairs Director).
Advertisement was posted on Euraxess site [https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/494877] on 21th of
Feb 2020 and additionally displayed in the jobs section on the FNP web site and on IHPP PAS www
home page. The plausible availability of the position was also communicated to THz research
community, with reference to the advertisements on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
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Application deadline for the position was set to 29th of March 2020, 23:00 Brussels (GMT+1:00).
Five candidates submitted applications before deadline, one was rejected due to the evident
mismatch of the education and expertise profile; four were invited for an interview: Elham Javadi (F),
Amrit Mukherje (M), Ali Nawaz (M) and Maciej Wójcik (M). Interviews were held on 14th of April 2020
and gathered all members of the Recruitment Committee. All candidates were interviewed via
Webex. Javadi obtained best score of 4.8, was recommended by the Committee as the top candidate
and got employed from 2020.08. till 2023.08.31.

8.2.4

WG4 staff recruitment
WG4 Team Leader took the position in February 2019 and soon after first recruitments took place.

8.2.4.1

Piotr Dróżdż, PhD (young postdoc at WG4)

The recruitment committee was established, consisting of prof. Wojciech Knap (Project Leader), prof.
Alvydas Lisauskas (WG3 Leader) and prof. Dmitry Lyubchenko (WG4 Leader).
Advertisement was posted on Euraxess site [https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/451476] on 4th of
September 2019 and additionally displayed in the jobs section on the FNP web site and on IHPP PAS
www home page. The plausible availability of the position was also communicated to THz research
community, with reference to the advertisements on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
Application deadline for the position was set to 8th of Nov 2019, 23:00 Brussels (GMT+1:00).
Five candidates submitted applications before deadline, of which three were formally valid: Piotr
Dróżdż (M), Hadadian Yaser (M), Akhil Kumar (M). Interviews were held on 15th of Nov 2019 and
gathered all members of the Recruitment Committee. Drożdż appeared in person, Yaser was
interviewed via Webex, Kumar unexpectedly withdrew his application a day before the interview.
Drożdż obtained score of 4.8, while Yaser got 3.5. Drożdż was recommended by the Committee as
the top candidate and got employed from 2019.12 till end of project, 2023.08.
8.2.4.2

Aleksandra Krajewska, PhD (young postdoc at WG4)

The recruitment for this position was concluded in the first year of the project and was reported
already a year ago. It is repasted below for the sake of current report clarity, since the selected
candidate took the position during the second year of the project.
The recruitment committee was established, consisting of prof. Wojciech Knap (Project Leader), prof.
Thomas Skotnicki (CENTERA co-leader, Director of Scientific Affairs), prof. Dmitry Lyubchenko (WG4
Leader) and prof. Sergey Rumiantcev (senior postdoc), all from CENTERA.
Advertisement
for
this
position
was
posted
on
Euraxess
site
[https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/412176] on 28th of May 2019 and additionally displayed in the
jobs section on the FNP web site and on IHPP PAS www home page. The plausible availability of the
position was also communicated to THz research community, with reference to the advertisements
on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
Application deadline for the position was set to 12th July 2019, 23:00 Brussels (GMT+1:00).
Three candidates submitted applications before deadline, all were completed and formally valid:
Elham Javadi (F), Aleksandra Maria Krajewska (F), Amid Ranjkesh (M). Interviews were held on 14 th
of August 2019 in Warsaw at CEZAMAT, Poleczki str. 19. Javadi could not be available for interview
and was therefore rejected; Krajewska participated in person, Ranjkesh used Skype.
Krajewska received the higher score, 213 out of 250, and was unanimously recommended by all
Committee members for the position. Employed since 2019.10.01. till 2023.08.31. in WG4; her main
duty is to advance development of THz devices based on carbon monolayers and similar 2D materials.
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8.2.4.3

Aleksandra Przewłoka, MSc (doctoral student at WG4)

The recruitment for this position was concluded in the first year of the project and was reported
already a year ago. It is repasted below for the sake of current report clarity, since the selected
candidate took the position during the second year of the project.
The recruitment committee was established, consisting of prof. Wojciech Knap (Project Leader), prof.
Thomas Skotnicki (CENTERA co-leader, Director of Scientific Affairs), prof. Dmitry Lyubchenko (WG4
Leader) and prof. Sergey Rumiantcev (senior postdoc), all from CENTERA.
Advertisement
for
this
position
was
posted
on
Euraxess
site
th
[https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/414122] on 4 of June 2019 and additionally displayed in the
jobs section on the FNP web site and on IHPP PAS www home page. The plausible availability of the
position was also communicated to THz research community, with reference to the advertisements
on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
Application deadline for the position was set to 12th July 2019, 23:00 Brussels (GMT+1:00).
Two candidates submitted applications before deadline, both were completed and formally valid:
Aleksandra Przewłoka (F), and Mostafa Salehi Rozveh (M). Interviews were held on 14th of August
2019 in Warsaw at CEZAMAT, Poleczki str. 19. Przewłoka participated in person, Rozveh used Skype.
Przewłoka received the higher score, 202 out of 250, and was unanimously recommended by all
Committee members for the position. Employed since 2019.10.01. till 2023.08.31. in WG4; her main
duty is to advance development of THz devices based on carbon monolayers and similar 2D materials.
Przewłoka is an accepted PhD student at Military Technical University in Warsaw.

8.2.5

WG5 staff recruitment

8.2.5.1

Maciej Haras, PhD (young postdoc at WG5; before - at WG1 )

Technically this is not a recruitment, but a reassignment from WG1 to WG5 from 2020.09 till end of
project, 2023.08.31., approved by FNP.

8.3 NEW SCIENTIFIC AFFAIR DIRECTOR
8.3.1.1

Grzegorz Cywiński, PhD, Dr hab.

Due to the changes in employment of the first Scientific Affair Director (and co-applicant) of
CENTERA, prof. Thomas Skotnicki (who since 2020.05. took over the position of WG5 Team Leader)
after succeeding in an open competition for this post completed on 2020.08.15. with the Scientific
Affairs Director - Recruitment Protocol, approved by FNP on 2020.09.02).
Advertisement was posted on Euraxess site [https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/538203] on 2 nd of
July 2020 and was additionally displayed in the jobs section on the FNP web site and on IHPP PAS
www home page. The plausible availability of the position was also communicated to THz research
community, with reference to the advertisements on the Euraxess and FNP sites.
Three candidates submitted applications before deadline, of which one candidate was rejected
upfront, because her education and expertise profile was completely out of the scope of the
requirements and the submission was not following the expected layout and, in effect, missing
requested information.
Two remaining candidates were invited for an interview:
• Karthrick Subramani (M) from Anna University, Tiruchirappalli, India – obtained PhD in Physics
at Anna University in December 2019 and for 6 months was a fellow at Liquid Crystals Research
Laboratory at National Changhua University of Education, Taiwan, working on crystal growth.
Lists 17 papers, his h is 6.
• Grzegorz Cywiński (M) from Institute of High Pressure Physics PAS in Warsaw, Poland–
obtained PhD in 2004 at the Institute of Physics PAS and habilitation degree in 2020 at IHPP
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PAS. Visited University of Notre Dame in US in 2002. Managed 4 large projects as a principal
(co)investigator in years 2007- 2020, participated in EU-financed projects, gathered substantial
organizational experience. Lists 99 papers, h=17.
Members of the Recruitment Committee also discussed a situation of possible conflict of interests
for prof. Knap, who is a head of laboratory employing dr Cywiński, thus being also a mentor, a
superior and a collaborator of dr Cywiński for years. Prof. Knap stated that his personal opinion from
working with dr Cywiński is indeed very positive, and while he does not feel any direct conflict of
interests, his judgement of this candidacy may seem biased to some. It was finally decided prof. Knap
would refrain from final voting. Karthrick Subramani received on average 3.08 pts and Grzegorz
Cywiński 4.67 pts and was therefore recommended for Scientific Affairs Director position.

8.4 NEW RECRUITMENTS FOR VISITING SCIENTISTS
In the beginnig of spring 2020 preparation for hiring two visiting scientist were started. Due to Covid19 pandemic the procedures were postponed. The candidate are Dr Frederic Teppe and Dr Sergei
Krishtopenko , both from France.

8.5 NEW RECRUITMENTS FOR SENIOR POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCHERS
8.5.1.1

Valentin Kachorovskii, PhD

Prof. Kachorovskii, a prominent theoretician in our area of physics, was employed part-time for the
period of 2020.03.01. – 2020.11.30 (due to the formal constrains his employment is set for a short
period and will be repeatedly extended) . He is to contribute to the work on amplification of THz in
graphene-based periodic nanostructures.
8.5.1.2

Prof. Valeri Mikhnev

Based on the approval by FNP, prof. Mikhnev, previously on a Visiting Scientist status, was employed
as a Senior Postdoc since 2020.02.01. till 2021.02.28.
8.5.1.3

Kamil Stelmaszczyk, PhD

Employed since 2019.09.01. (after approval from FNP) to work on demonstrators of THz applications.

8.6 NEW RECRUITMENTS FOR TECHNICAL POSITIONS –
8.6.1.1

Piotr Dróżdż, PhD

Employed briefly from 2019.10 till 2019.11. to assist in studies on passive THz elements.
8.6.1.2

Ewelina Karpierz, PhD

Employed since 2019.12.01. till 2020.02.29. with further extension till 2023.08.31. on a technical
position as an engineer - chemist.
8.6.1.3

Dr Sergey Vaynshten

Dr Sergey Vaynshten, from University of Oulu, was employed full-time from 2020.01.14 till
2020.07.10.
Additionally, hiring of Dr Juan Antonio Delgado was considered in the beginning of spring 2020 but
due to COVID-19 epidemics the procedure was postponed. he is currently working in Salamanca on
sample that will be measured and characterized at centera for the aim of future publication.

8.7 GENERAL GOOD HR PRACTICES THAT HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED
8.7.1

Recruitment practices
WG leaders and members were recruited with an attempt to attract and select best possible
candidates. This implies:
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• maximal widening of the selection base – through wide, public announcement and open
competition
• promotion of diversity – to fully explore talent spectrum and to foster creativity and innovation
afterwards
• merit- based recruitment process by an appropriate recruitment body, with emphasis on
transparent criteria, equal opportunity, nondiscrimination of disabilities as well as strict
elimination of cronyism/nepotism.
CENTERA adopted internal recruitment bylaws from the start, to ensure that following practices are
observed:
• setting up recruitment committees
◦ (for recruitment of group leaders) – the committee is composed of all ISC members
◦ (for positions within WGs) – the respective WG Leader appoints two or more committee
members
◦ (for Visiting Researchers up to 6 months visit) – only Project Manager decision with ISC
approval is needed
◦ (for remaining positions selected through open procedure) – the Project Manager appoints
two or more committee members
• enabling the Foundation to establish observers for the whole recruitment process
• writing clear and accurate job characterization, including (not limited to): (1) position title; (2)
placement in CENTERA structure; (3) job demands; expected skills and experience; (5) team
role; (6) remuneration or stipend amount and other terms of employment; (7) provisions for
personnel support in CENTERA; (8) in case of Group Leaders, also information about the rules
and financing possibilities for the research group members and lab organization/running
(“start-up package”)
• elaborating selection rules and criteria that must allow for a merit-based ranking of the
candidates.
• specifying the submission method and creating a list of documents required from candidates.
In particular, to prefer quality over quantity implies that the number of publications requested
are fixed in advance. In case of senior/junior researchers from less developed countries, shortterm visits to CENTERA (1 to 3 months) can be offered to verify their abilities on site
• reporting on the process to the Foundation as required by the Competition Documentation

8.7.2

Support for new employees
CENTERA offers staff support to those in need, particularly to international newcomers during their
first weeks. We assist in visa procedures (going as far as calling the respective consulates), inform in
advance about all formal steps to be taken, help with setting up bank accounts, obtaining personal
ID number (PESEL), signing for medical examinations etc.

8.7.3

Gender, non-discrimination and equal opportunity policies
CENTERA strives to maintain gender balance and does not discriminate against nationality, ethnic
origin or beliefs.
One out of three recruited WP leaders was female, as well as two of six junior postdocs, two of four
doctoral students and one of two management specialists. We have so far employed people from
Poland, Russia, Bielarussia, Ukraine, Lithuania, Pakistan and Iran and regularly invite all eligible
candidates for interviews – the national composition of teams is a derivative of candidates’ qualities
only. Further development of gender policies will be based on Practical Guide to Improving Gender
Equality in Research Organisations (Science Europe 2017).
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8.7.4

Research integrity support
We support research integrity with respect to:
• promoting research integrity and accountability - CENTERA follows a strict policy on ethical
issues in research and interpersonal relations, guided by The European Code for Research
Integrity and in particular its Polish equivalent Kodeks etyki pracownika naukowego
(formulated by and for Polish Academy of Sciences, of which IHPP is a part) as well as The
European Charter for Researchers and The Code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers.
Staff will be, among others, obliged to:
◦ focus on the good of mankind and expansion of knowledge as two equal and interrelated
principles
◦ exercise research freedom of thoughts, expressions and methodological approaches
◦ recognize limitations resulting from shortcomings of management, budget, infrastructure or
IP status (note our recent training on IP rights)
◦ be aware of and obtain necessary approvals before beginning experiments and/or accessing
infrastructure
◦ recognize prior and concurrent contributions; avoid duplication, plagiarism, IP theft and data
falsification
◦ document all obtained results and consistently treat them with skepticism (CENTERA will
gradually implement Open Data recommendations, with exceptions necessary for IP
protection)
• formulating clear criteria for evaluating performance of individuals and research groups.
Originality and quality must always take precedence over quantity – both in periodic
evaluation and in recruitment.

8.7.5

Doctoral training
Doctoral training is now, according to new national regulations, primarily in hands of Doctoral
Schools. Recently Aleksandr Cherniadev from WP3 was accepted to the Doctoral School “Warsaw-4PhD”. CENTERA follows “ERA principles for innovative doctoral training”:
• Research excellence – is guaranteed by good access to modern infrastructure, excellent
mentoring and supervisors, and last but not least, challenging topics
• Attractive institutional environment - flat structure without multistage hierarchy offers a
margin of independence and direct access to assistance of top-level scientists
• Interdisciplinary Research Option - the project is by itself interdisciplinary; moreover, the
infrastructure meant to support it reinforces mixing of competencies and fosters
interdisciplinarity
• Exposure to industry – CENTERA capitalizes on experience of the leader and the co-leader (who
has an impressive record of inventions turned into products); LoI-s with industrial players are
already signed
• International networking –CENTERA collaborates closely with its strategic partners GUF and
IEMN and also with other partners from France, Lithuania, Japan, Sweden, Spain etc.
• Transferable skills training – CENTERA aims at providing for learning transferable soft skills (see
section on staff support) including transfer between research and industry (note collaboration
with business)
• Quality Assurance – is guaranteed by virtue of recruitment process and transparent and
accountable supervision and promotion procedures
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9 AWARDS AND DISTINCTIONS AWARDED TO EMPLOYEES / STUDENTS
OF THE UNIT
9.1.1

Aleksandra Krajewska
Aleksandra Krajewska (PhD) was awarded the second prize in the contest the "Mazovian
Innovator". The event that has been organized under the patronage of the Marshal of the
Mazovieckie Voivodeship for over 11 years, promotes young and talented researchers, whose
activities help to increase the quality of life of the inhabitants of Mazovia and contribute to the rapid
economic and societal development of the region. Aleksandra Krajewska received the award for her
doctoral dissertation "Modification of the graphene
structures for photonic and electronic applications" (Fig.
27). Over 40 projects submitted to the competition
covered different disciplines of modern science and
technology, such as the space industry, new materials
engineering, biotechnology, and imaging diagnostics.
The subject of innovative research of Aleksandra
Krajewska was graphene, one of the allotropic varieties
of carbon, characterized by high electrical and thermal
conductivity, as well as mechanical strength. Her major
achievement included a description of the controlled
process of increasing number of graphene layers
resulting in the graphene foil fabrication. The materials
used as a saturable absorber is an innovative Fig. 27: Dr Aleksandra Krajewska with the
optoelectronic element for generation of ultrafast, award “Innowator Mazowsza”. Photo.
femtosecond pulses. Femtosecond lasers may find Aleksandra Przewłoka.
application in modern medicine, e.g. in surgery or
cosmetology as very precise optical scalpels.
This is also a very good tool for processing, cutting, micro-holes, or micro-holes drilling in materials
such as steel, aluminum, or plastic. This kind of lasers also works extremely well, for instance, in laser
spectroscopy, detecting small concentrations of gases and molecules (e.g. methane) in the air.

9.1.2

Maria Szoła
Maria Szoła (MSc) is a PhD student at the Institute of High Pressure
Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences (Fig. 28). Her research is
focused on THz magnetospectroscopy and magnetotransport
measurements under hydrostatic pressure. She obtained Master of
Science degree with distinction from the Faculty of Physics at the
University of Warsaw, under supervision of prof. J. Łusakowski. Her
research project involved optically stimulated luminescence of boron
nitride as a dosimetric method of X-rays. Maria Szoła has been
awarded with the French Government scholarship for the
Fig. 28: Maria Szoła
International Dual Degree PhD program. Maria will complete her
PhD thesis both in France at the University of Montpellier, as well as at the Warsaw PhD School in
Natural and BioMedical Sciences (IHPP PAS). The title of Maria’s project is “THz Spectroscopy of
Dirac Matter”. This research will present a development of an unique experimental technique which
enables to precisely control bandgap Eg around Eg = 0, and thus gives the opportunity to investigate
spectral properties of THz excitations of two-dimensional gas of massless Dirac fermions. This great
opportunity offered to the young researcher will surely strengthen the cooperation between
CENTERA (IHPP PAS) and Laboratoire Charles Coulomb (CNRS and University of Montpellier)
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especially in the area of experience, knowledge and ideas exchange. Therefore, enabling research
“across boundaries”, which is one of the biggest advantages for students and supervisors in the
International Dual Degree PhD program." M. Szoła won the competition July 2020 and get a support
to start international PhD programme with the first Visit at Montpellier THz laboratory in February
–April 2021.

9.1.3

Maciej Haras
Maciej Haras (PhD) was awarded a fellowship form the French Embassy for research of Polish
scientists conducted in France, financed by Ministère de l'Europe et des Affaires étrangères of
France for a period from 2019.11.25 to 2019.12.08. (grant No 959390K)

9.1.4

Thomas Skotnicki
Prof. Thomas Skotnicki was proposed for ‘International Association of Advanced Materials, IAAM
Innovation Award of year 2020 (IIAAM, Sweden, https://www.iaamonline.org/iaam-scientistmedal)’ for significant innovation and notable professional achievements.

9.1.5

Sergey Rumyantsev
Prof. S. Rumyantcev together with collaborator from Gdansk Technical University won the national
NCN – grant OPUS.
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10 IS THE PROJECT BEING IMPLEMENTED ACCORDING TO THE SCHEDULE ATTACHED TO THE AGREEMENT?
YES 

NO X

If the answer is no, please provide an explanation :
We propose a number of adjustments of the schedule, explained below:

10.1 ANNOTATED ORIGINAL SCHEDULE OF THE PROJECT
The table presents the basic information required during application. If necessary, the table can be modified by the Applicant(s) by introduction of additional tasks and
by altering the number of reporting periods, adequate for the project implementation. The length of one of the reporting period is 6 months.

No.

Task

1.

Organisational and administrative activities

1.1

Appointing of the IRA –manger (Prof. T. Skotnicki)

1.2

Appointing of the ISC

1.3

The ISC terms of office

1.4

The ISC-assisted verification of the agenda

1.5

Purchase of low-cost research equipment

2.

Research groups

2.1

Research group no. 1 ( Basic solid state science)

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting reporting
period
period
period
period
period
period
period
period
period
period
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2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4

The recruitment process of the leader of the
research group (Prof. W. Knap)
The recruitment process of members of the
research group
The start of research activities
The establishment of cooperation with
entrepreneurs

Moved to
WP5

2.1.5

THz excitations in pressure driven semiconductor nanostructures

2.1.6

Graphene based THz amplifiers

2.1.7

New solid state materials for THz electronics

2.2

Research group no. 2-bio (SUBJECT CHANGE)

2.2.1

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group

2.2.2

The recruitment process of members of the research group

New

2.2.3

The start of research activities

New

2.2.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

2.2.5

Bio-functionalization of transistor based THz detectors (To be defined)

2.2.6
2.2.7

Environment protection and agronomy related THz spectroscopy
(TBD)
Medicine related THz technology (TBD)

2.3

Research group no. 3 ( THz integrated circuits)

2.3.1

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group

2.3.2

The recruitment process of members of the research group

New

Moved
to WP5

New
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2.3.3

The start of research activities

2.3.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

2.3.5

Design of THz integrated circuits ( ICs)

2.3.6

Foundries based realization of THz ICs and tests

2.4

Research group no. 4 (Antennas & Characterization)

2.4.1

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group

2.4.2

The recruitment process of members of the research group

2.4.3

The start of research activities

2.4.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

2.4.5

Antennas and packaging calculations and design

2.4.6

Electrical, optical parameters and noise characterization

2.5

Research group no. 5 (Demonstrators & Technology transfer)

2.5.1

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group

2.5.2

The recruitment process of members of the research group

2.5.3

The start of research activities

New

2.5.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

New

2.5.5

Demonstrator 1 – postal security

2.5.6

Demonstrator 2 – petrochemical products purity testing landing
assistance
Demonstrator 3 – nondestructive testing and food plants inspection

2.5.7

Moved
to WP5

Moved
to WP5
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New
New

New

New

2.5.8

Demonstrator 4 – environmental and medical THz gas detection

2.5.9

Demonstrator 5 – THz microscopy for intra-surgical tissue diagnostics

3.

The ISC-assisted evaluation of the research group leaders and their
teams

4.

Raising funds to carry out statutory activities

5.

Other research related activities

5.1.

Completing of THz spectroscopy system

5.2

Implementation of high magnetic fields to THz spectroscopy system

5.3

Implementation of high hydrostatic pressure to THz spectroscopy system

6.

Information and promotion activities related to the implementation of
International Research Agenda

New

New
Due to
Covid19
3 weeks
delay

New
New

New

New

* - Please include a timetable for all research groups anticipated by the Applicant in the project.

Ad. 2.1.4 cooperation with entrepreneurs has been moved to WP5.
Ad. 2.2. and 2.2.7. In the IRAP application CENTERA proposed the division of the team into 5 independent groups that closely cooperate. In April 2019 we organized
recruitment for the position of WP2 leader. It was held, among others in accordance with the guidelines for the implementation of IRAP projects and FNP guidelines.
Three candidates applied for the job offered: Prof. Wojciech Dzwolak, Dr Carlito Ponseca and Dr Katarzyna Tych. After detailed interview ISC recommended Dr Katarzyna
Tych because her vision was the most suitable for the scientific profile of CENTERA, and her experience and knowledge heralded the future scientific success. Dr
Katarzyna Tych agreed to take up the new position immediately, but to the big surprise of ISC and CENTERA leaders, she unexpectedly resigned. In October 2019, ISC
recommended closing WP2 in the bio-med field and looking for a new and valuable topic. ISC suggested opening WP2 in the area of 2-D materials. Due to Covid-19
epidemics all arrangements related to search for new topics and potential candidates for WP2 were postponed. After the final acceptance of new subject by ISC
members and Foundation for Polish Science the recruitment of the leader is planned for Autumn 2020. The research activities and related tasks will be defined after
the position is taken by the new WP2 leader.
Ad. 2.3.4. The cooperation with entrepreneurs has been shifted to WP5.
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Ad. 2.4.4. The cooperation with entrepreneurs has been moved to WP5.
Ad. 2.5.1. In May 2020, Prof. Tomasz Skotnicki became the leader of WP5. As the Vice Director of CENTERA he was preparing WP5 to start smoothly working on
demonstrators and commercialization. Together with head of Technology Transfer Board Katarzyna Kolys, he organized various meetings in order to establish business
cooperation and evaluate the research potential of CENTERA. The most important and valuable contacts were established before he became WP5 leader and currently
they form the basis for cooperation with business and industry.
Ad. 2.5.2. Prof. Tomasz Skotnicki started working as WP5 leader in May 2020 and since that time he has been actively searching for candidates. The job offer in WP5
will be presented on the EURAXESS portal in the beginning of Autumn 2020.
Ad 2.5.3. The start of research activities has been postponed till the beginning of 3rd reporting period. The research agenda depends on the scientific vision of new WP2
leader.
Ad. 2.5. 4. The cooperation with entrepreneurs has been shifted due to the lack of WP5 leader. The Business Development activities and formalities started in the
second part of reporting period.
Ad. 2.5.6. The landing assistance application has been replaced by the petrochemical products purity testing. The agreement between CENTERA and Orlen is in
preparation. It should be signed in September 2020.
Ad. 2.5.7. The nondestructive testing and plants inspection has been replaced by the food inspection thanks to the cooperation with PDI company. The subject of
salmon, meat and sweets inspections have been discussed and NDA is expected to be signed in September 2020.
Ad. 2.5.9. The THz microscopy for medical usage has been discussed with ORTEH company. The business negotiations started earlier than it was planned.
Ad. 3. Due to the pandemic of Covid-19 the ISC-assisted evaluation of the research group leaders and their teams has been delayed of 3 weeks. It will be organized in
September 2020.
Ad 5.2 and 5.3. Due to problems with tenders procedures and Covid-19 pandemics the purchases of high magnetic fields to THz spectroscopy system and high
hydrostatic pressure to THz spectroscopy system has been shifted to the next reporting period.
The new CENTERA timetable will be proposed to the ISC during next meeting on 18th September.

10.2 MODIFIED SCHEDULE OF THE PROJECT
The table presents the basic information required during application. If necessary, the table can be modified by the Applicant(s) by introduction of additional tasks and
by altering the number of reporting periods, adequate for the project implementation. The length of one of the reporting period is 6 months.
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No.

Task

1.

Organisational and administrative activities

1.1

Appointing of the IRAP –manger (Prof. T. Skotnicki)

1.2

Appointing of the ISC

1.3

The ISC terms of office

1.4

The ISC-assisted verification of the agenda

1.5

Purchase of low-cost research equipment

2.

Research groups

2.1

Research group no. 1 ( Basic solid state science)

2.1.1
2.1.2

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group (Prof. W.
Knap)
The recruitment process of members of the research group

2.1.3

The start of research activities

2.1.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

2.1.5

THz excitations in pressure driven semiconductor nanostructures

2.1.6

Graphene - based THz amplifiers

2.1.7

New solid state materials for THz electronics

2.2

Research group no. 2-D materials
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2.2.1

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group

2.2.2

The recruitment process of members of the research group

2.2.3

The start of research activities

2.2.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

2.2.5

TBD

2.2.6

TBD

2.2.7

TBD

2.3

Research group no. 3 ( THz integrated circuits)

2.3.1

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group

2.3.2

The recruitment process of members of the research group

2.3.3

The start of research activities

2.3.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

2.3.5

Design of THz integrated circuits ( ICs)

2.3.6

Foundries based realization of THz ICs and tests

2.4

Research group no. 4 (Antennas & Characterization)

2.4.1

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group

2.4.2

The recruitment process of members of the research group

2.4.3

The start of research activities

2.4.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

2.4.5

Antennas and packaging calculations and design
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2.4.6

Electrical, optical parameters and noise characterization

2.5

Research group no. 5 (Demonstrators & Technology transfer)

2.5.1

The recruitment process of the leader of the research group

2.5.2

The recruitment process of members of the research group

2.5.3

The start of research activities

2.5.4

The establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs

2.5.5

Demonstrator 1 – postal security

2.5.6

Demonstrator 2 – petrochemical products purity testing

2.5.7

Demonstrator 3 – nondestructive testing and food inspection

2.5.8

Demonstrator 4 – environmental and medical THz gas detection

2.5.9

Demonstrator 5 – THz microscopy for intra-surgical tissue diagnostics

3.
4.

The ISC-assisted evaluation of the research group leaders and their
teams
Raising funds to carry out statutory activities

5.

Other research- related activities

5.1.

Completing of THz spectroscopy system

5.2

Implementation of high magnetic fields to THz spectroscopy system

5.3

Implementation of high hydrostatic pressure to THz spectroscopy system

6.

Information and promotion activities related to the implementation of
International Research Agenda

* - Please include a timetable for all research groups anticipated by the Applicant in the project.
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11 IS THE PROJECT BEING IMPLEMENTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
PRINCILPES OF COMMUNITY POLICIES?
NO 

YES X

If the answer is no, please provide an explanation :

12 ADITIONAL INFORMATION
Other important information relevant to the project
1) Refinements of CENTERA operation principles
2) Equipment potential of CENTERA
3) Concept of joint processing line for 2D materials
4) Progress in technology of innovative devices
5) Young Researchers Training in Foreign Partners Laboratories
6) Other trainings and education of researchers
7) List of publications affiliated with CENTERA
8) List of conference papers affiliated with CENTERA
9) List of grant proposals
10)

CENTERA Project Promotion

12.1 REFINEMENTS OF CENTERA OPERATION PRINCIPLES
IN RESPONSE TO CRITICISM REGARDING THE FIRST YEAR OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
The first year of project realization brought about unpredicted challenges that impeded the
development of CENTERA. We would like to begin the “Additional information” section from the
summary of actions we undertook to prevent deterioratory impact of potential problems,
which were indicated by both the International Scientific Committee and the experts monitoring
the progress of the project on behalf of the Foundation for Polish Science. In addressing these
issues, we have also consulted the ISC.

12.1.1 Public procurement issue
FNP Board stated: (2a-i)There are serious doubts as to the possibility of further implementation
of the project with the legal and administrative set-up currently in place. Therefore: (i) Till the
end of May 2020 the CENTERA Project Leader must inform FNP about a new arrangement of
the team and selection of a new staff member woriing on the public procurement procedures.
They take very long, hamper the development of the project and have immediate negative
impact on the progress of the project.
Tender procedures have been improved to a large degree thanks to several new measures:
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1) Internal procurement bylaws (about to be finalized)
IHPP PAS has reworked its internal regulations on procurement. The new regulations are
ready and will be implemented in September 2020 and we expect they will address the
issues we encountered during first period of project implementation.
2) Reorganization of Procurement Department (completed)
IHPP PAS has decided to reorganize its procurement deparment, increasing the
employment of one external legal expert (Renata Król) to full-time and hiring another legal
expert (Beata Graff) and reassigning two internal experts (Lech Jacyna, Jerzy Masiak) to
new body that from now on takes care of procurement procedures from legal point of
view.
3) Internal assingments (completed)
On the side of CENTERA we assigned one person from management board to coordinate,
support and monitor procurements. A plan of purchases was revisited and tenders have
been distributed among responsible researchers who need to provide substantive input
as to the nature of purchases (parameters, cost estimates etc) .
4) Training (completed)
Special internal training on procurement procedures was given by representatives of
procurement department to CENTERA staff (see page 107)
5) Procedural template (completed)
A standard tender procedure has been re-formulated in CENTERA into a 10-step action.
Written step-by-step instructions of the tender procedure have been prepared by
CENTERA management board and all members of scientific staff have been familiarized
with the procedure. (Depending on the new bylaws, this procedure may need to be
revisited)
The progress from step to step is monitored weekly using specially designed spreadsheetlike table (see example on Fig. 25 on p. 50).
As a result, throughput of procurements has vastly increased – please consult the next
subsection
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Equipment potential of CENTERA on p.81, which reflects the volume of recent purchases.

12.1.2 Allocation of flat rate (indirect) costs
FNP Board stated: (2a-ii) The funds settled as flat-rate costs must be spend for the Project only.
Till the end of May 2020 there has to be a clear estimate from the part of Unipress, sent to FNP,
as of the amount of flat-rate costs need by the Unipress for providing adequate administrative
support for the project and the amount available to the Leader of CENTERA.
Initial verbal agreement stated that the administrative costs will not exceed 500 kPLN yearly. It
has been followed by an appropriate written agreement (Porozumienie Wewnętrzne
28/07/2020) concerning flat-rate costs, signed on 28th July 2020 between the IHPP PAS Director
and the Project Leader W. Knap. This agreement has been approved by the FNP Board.

12.1.3 Lab rental costs as a threat to sustainability
FNP Board stated: (2b) The sustainability of the center does not seem to be secured. Large costs
of renting of lab space will need to be covered also in the sustainability period. In the meantime
the renting may consume a large part of the project budget. Ownership of lab space and
access to specialized equipment is not secured. The current legal structure and satiation at
Unipress do not guarantee the continuity of the project after the IRAP funding ends. Therefore,
a clear plan to improve the situation must be enforced within 6 months (till the end of August).
The results of this amendment plan will be assessed during the evaluation of the second-year
progress report.
FNP Board recommended: CENTERA is encouraged to enter negotiations with WUT to minimize
rent rate paid and furthermore to formalize an agreement concerning clean-room access
charges and conditions.
12.1.3.1 Securing laboratory space
Preliminary renting agreement with CEZAMAT – Warsaw Technical University was to expire in
March 2021. Negotiations between representants of IHPP-PAS, WUT and FNP have been
undertaken – three options were considered: i) project location comes back to IHPP-PAS
Sokolowska; ii) project remains at CEZAMAT and administrative supervision is overtaken by
WUT; iii) project remains at CEZAMAT, but a consortium is formed for joint administrative
supervision by both IHPP-PAS and CEZAMAT–WUT.
The third soulition, relying on creation of the Joint THz Physics and Technology Laboratory
located at CEZAMAT-WUT, has been chosen as providing the best conditions for project
sustainability. In effect,
• Renting agreement is now formally prolonogated to year 2023 with the option for
further extension.
• Creation of the common laboratory obtained the approval and support of the Ministry
of Higher Education. Its final formula is now under negotiations between lawyers of both
institutions.
• First terahertz group of WUT has been already relocated to the common
CENTERA/CEZAMAT laboratory space.
12.1.3.2 Securing additional funding
CENTERA Labs have been actively applying for research and equipment grants since the
beginning of the project. In particular, CENTERA is now realising :
• large infrastructure grant from Ministry of Science and Higher Education co-financed by
FNP (total amount 6.15 MPLN),
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• equipment grant (2.5 MPLN for THz FTIR vacuum spectrometer and cryogenic probe
station with built-in magnetic field).
• projects from NCN (National Science Center, Poland): 2 Preludium, Sonata Bis, Daina, and
Opus (consortium with Gdańsk University of Technology) for the total value above 3 MPLN
.
• the group is finalizing the TEAM project POIR.04.04.00-00-3D76/16 (TEAM/2016-3/25)
from the Foundation for Polish Science.
(see subsection Granted proposals on page p. 117 for more details)
We have submitted a number of new proposals in recent calls (see subsection Proposals under
evaluation on p.118) and will continue this policy (see Planned proposals on p.123 for nearest
plans)

12.1.4 Leaderhsip of WorkGroup 5
FNP Board stated: (2d) A clear decision on the leadership of team 5 has to be made and
reported to the Foundation as soon as possible but not later than within 1 month.
After a formal competition procedure Prof. T. Skotnicki was appointed as the Leader of the WP5.
The WP5 successfully started its activities, contacting several industrial partners (ORLEN,
GasLUX, Efferta). In light of high chances for fruitful and well-delineated cooperation, two
patents were successfully submitted – protecting potential demonstrators of THz sensors of
purity of hydrogen and quality of the gasoline (for details, see subsections of this report on p.16,
p.24 and p.43).

12.1.5 Future of WorkGroup 2
FNP Board stated: (2e) The decision to cancel the bio emphasis of WP2 is accepted. A formal
proposition for a new topic for the group should be submitted to the Foundation by the end of
May 2020. The proposition will be evaluated. If it is not accepted based on research excellence,
the funds for WP2 will be cut.
On 17th of March 2020, International Scientific Committee of CENTERA considered the
proposition of creation of a new WP2 ( see Appendix 2).
PI of CENTERA proposed the following subject: “Innovative 2-D materials for potential THz
applications (technology and basic science)”. According to this proposal, the focus would be on
2D/3D heterojunctions, such as GaN transistors with graphene gates; with the joint investment
of WUT and CENTERA into a technological line for 2D materials. Of note, it was mentioned that
some experienced technology specialists, technicians and engineers are already working with
CENTERA.
This proposition was accepted by vote of the ISC on March 2020. After approval it was submitted
to FNP for further consideration. FNP decided to submit it for expert evaluation, which did not
arrive before September 2020.
Although not within the scope of the current report, we already know that the expert asked for
additional, more complex description of the WP2 objectives and rules of implementation. These
were formulated and the new, more detailed vision of WP2 (including magnetic 2D layers) was
considered by the ISC on 17th of September and approved. The new proposal for WP2 is under
preparation and will be submitted to FNP by mid-October 2020.

12.1.6 Recruitment
FNP Board stated (3b): The panel is concerned about the low number of applicants and
recomments wider advertising for all positions.
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The specific subject of the CENTERA project and the project time span results in limited
number of applicants for open positions. We are personally spreading the information widely
in the associated foreign labs, between collaborators, and announcing advertisements as open
as possible. Importantly, this specific THz domain is a really narrow field, and we cannot expect
as many applicants as it is easily achievable in biomedical sciences. Thus the limited number of
applicants in our opinion does not reflect weak advertising. Nevertheless, we will use EU
servers and Nature announcement pages for the remaining recruitments of WP2 team leader
and postdocs.

12.1.7 Integration of team members
FNP Board stated (3b): It is important to create a sense of common purpose between CENTERA
PhD students. The Panel recognizes that one way to achieve this would be participation in the
international Travelling Summer School on Microwaves and Light-waves or equivalent. The
Panel recommends that students are enrolled regularly in such schemes.
CENTERA became a formal member of Travelling Summer School on Microwaves and Light .
Students have participated in the annual meeting in Frankfurt. Centera was selected as a
Summer School organizer in 2021 … now shifted to 2022 because of the pandemic situation.
Joint MagTop and CENTERA PhD meetings had been planned - but are temporally postponed
due to pandemic situation.

12.1.8 Mentoring/career development programs
FNP Board stated (3d): The Panel recommends an appropriate mentoring program should be
implemented for all groups of personnel within the center. There is no clear information given
in the report concerning mentoring, career path options and development thereof for
employees related to CENTERA. A particular concern is a large number of technicians and their
mentoring arrangements.
We understand these concerns, however, we believe they largely result from underreporting,
as this kind of information has not been so far requested by FNP, especially in regard to
technicians. We therefore take the opportunity to present the situation in more details.
12.1.8.1 Support for career development of technicians
First, let us note that in general not every technician/engineer eployed by and in CENTERA is
expected to constitute a long-term technical “team member”. We had used this form of
employment also for short-term contracts to either meet certain short-term demands or –
having obtained prior FNP approval – as a form of verification of future long-term team
members. There is neither a need or an expectation for career development path under such
circumstances.
Meanwhile, for envisioned long-term technical employees the situation is totally oppposite. The
engineers and technicians working at CENTERA fall into one of two categories:
One category includes persons full-time engaged in CENTERA - and full-time employed in IHPP
PAS.
There are only two of them: Ewelina Karpierz (PhD) and Yurii Ivonyak (MSc).
1) Ewelina Karpierz (PhD)
She has PhD and Eng. degree in chemistry and Bachelor in Physics - her work is devoted
to construction of the experimental system allowing fabrication of innovative 2D material
heterostructures. She works under the supervision of Prof. W. Knap and is being trained
at Salamanca University, Spain and Regensburg University, Germany. Once she has
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managed to fabricate graphene and HgCdTe alloys based grating structures she will be in
charge of THz transmission and emission experiments on these structures.
Her professional development may take two ways - i) she may remain a high-class
engineer in 2D materials and devices or ii) she may choose more scientific way developing
original scientific work on chemistry of magnetic 2D materials.
She will take a decision together with her supervisor - once successful synthesis of
innovative 2D structures and follow-up experiments are performed.
2) Yurii Ivonyak (MSc)
He has a Master title in semiconductor power technologies and has long-time experience
in constructing hydrostatic pressure equipment for optical measurements. His main task
in CENTERA is a construction of the high optical (THz) throughput / high hydrostatic
pressure system working in strong magnetic fields and cryogenic temperatures.
Once the system is in place, he will be responsible for maintenance and system safety and
- in the end - for conducting the experiments using different THz spectrometers.
He works under direct supervision of Scientific Director Prof. G. Cywinski and prof. W.
Knap.
His further professional development is foreseen as a development of a high level
engineer in THz optics, magnetic field and high pressure. He will consider an application
to PhD doctoral school.
The other category comprises of engineers employed only part-time in CENTERA.
They have their full time permanent emplyement elsewhere (in other institutions / projects).
Most of them currently pursue PhD degree at WUT. Educators and mentors at CEZAMAT and
WUT assure responsibility of their careers - and PhD supervision, where relevant.
In CENTERA their role is to creatively assist in technology-heavy device fabrication, using unique
CEZAMAT equipment, such as electron lithography or processing with use of ion beam
accelerator. They complement each other at various stages of fabrication and in a sense they
constitute an informal engineering/fabrication team within CENTERA, interacting with all WPs
and being coordinated by Dr M. Haras and Prof. T. Skotnicki, who have vast experience and
know-how in all clean room-related device processing at CEZAMAT.
Their work for CENTERA is an ‘added value’ to their main course of development, presenting
them with new technological challenges and opportunities to interact with more experts – as
well as build a portfolio of realizations and publications.
Five people fall into this category.
1) Piotr Wiśniewski (MSc Eng.)
He is involved in plasma-assisted processes (sputtering, PECVD, etching), Si-based FET
technology, and physics and modelling of carrier transport in semiconductor devices.
Currently he is working on his PhD thesis: Modelling of current Tunnel FETs under
supervision of prof. Bogdan Majkusiak (from WUT).
2) Bartłomiej Stonio (MSc Eng.)
He is involved in high temperature processes (Oxidation, Annealing, LPCVD, Doping),
Plasma Etching processes, 2D Materials synthesis (MoS2), and technology of silicon
carbide devices. His PhD topics are Synthesis and characterization of MoS2 and Technology
of devices based on MoS2 material under supervision of prof. Jan Szmidt (from WUT).
3) Mateusz Słowikowski (MSc Eng.)
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He is involved in electron beam lithography processes, photonics integrated circuits in
silicon platform, and technology for the manufacturing of photonics element in polymer.
His PhD topics are: Measurements of photonics integrated interrogators fabricated in
indium phosphide platform, and Design of interrogators layout for indium phosphide
platform under supervision of prof. Ryszard Piramidowicz (from WUT).
4) Maciej Filipiak (MSc Eng.)
He is an expert in all activities involving photolithography process in CEZAMAT cleanroom. His expertise and knowledge are in photolithography and resist processing. He
attempts to develop low cost photolithography process for manufacturing of the optical
elements in polymer, attempts to develop low cost photolithography process using foil
mask, custom resist preparation, and optical measurements using reflectometry. He
considers possible application to PhD doctoral school.
5) Pavlo Sai (MSc)
He is the PhD student in IHPP PAS, primarily working for NCN project SONATA–BIS since
2017 that he completes under supervision of current Scientific Director of CENTERA Prof.
G. Cywinski (and co-supervisor prof. W. Knap).
He has a very important task of merging two different technological lines: one micron-size
nitride compounds processing at IHPP PAS and Electron Beam Lithography at CEZAMAT
for development of submicron nitride devices. Moreover, he is strongly involved in
development of the flat insulated processing for nitride processing using CEZAMAT ion
beam implantation for high frequency devices (i.e. FETs and HEMTs) and THz optical
modulators based on AlGaN/GaN heterojunctions. His technology work in CEZAMAT is
supervised by CENTERA technology expert Dr. M.Haras.
His PhD scientific results are excellent and he has just recently been awarded PRELUDIUM
grant by NCN. We expect that after completing his PhD in SONATA-BIS project (2021) he
will be fully capable of competing for young post-doc position at CENTERA or in best
instutitions worldwide.
Summarizing, all engineers and technicians that work full-time or part time to realise the
scientific and technological tasks/goals of CENTERA project have well established
scientific/technological mentoring by experienced scientists that ensures development of their
professional carriers.
12.1.8.2 Support for career development of PhD students
We have already mentioned elsewhere in this report, that we strive to conform to principles of
modern doctoral programmes (ERA principles for innovative doctoral training; see p. 61).
Several tiers of assistance to our PhD students exist:
1) Formal courses of their PhD studies
We must restate here that due to the recent changes in Polish higher education system
(the implementation of so-called “Ustawa 2.0”) the large part of responsibility for the
development of doctoral candidates has recently been lifted off the hosting institutions
and transferred to newly formed Doctoral Schools. Nowadays the schools take primary
care of lectures, traninings and workshops for doctoral students, trying to develop both
hard competences and soft skills (although, inevitably, their function was somewhat
disrupted since March due to COVID-19).
IHPP PAS does not operate its own school, but we are a partner in a joint Warsaw-4-PhD
Doctoral School [https://warsaw4phd.eu/en/index-en/] devoted to four natural and
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biomedical sciences (physics, chemistry, biology and medicine). All our PhD students have
been assigned to PhD schools.
2) Double mentoring and support of second institution .
3) Each of our students has been assigned a second mentor to, originating from one of our
foreign partners. The details pertaining to individual doctoral students (subjects, mentors,
dates) have been summarized in a table presented in section 6:
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INFORMATION ABOUT MASTERS’ THESES AND OTHER DEGREES OR TITLES EARNED BY
RESEARCHERS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT as a result of the implementation of the project
(see p.48).
4) Monitoring and advisory
We adopted a policy of individual periodic reports, which are obligatory prepared in
writing by all research staff members, submitted and stored on a weekly basis. These
reports are then discussed during weekly meetings of each group (usually held on
Mondays) and most important ones are subsequently presented before all team leaders
and senior researchers on weekly scientific management meeting held on Tuesdays. Thus
any problem can be addressed until it is resolved and any important data are shared
among all interested parties.
5) Staff seminars and seminars in collaborating institutions – our researchers present own
research and participate in presentations of others (see p.107 for a complete list of recent
activities).
6) Transferable skills training – our young researchers (and technicians as well) are offered
and will be offered trainings and visits to other laboratories in Poland and abroad. This
has been already shown to be very useful. See individual reports in subsection Report on
foreign scientific missions of young CENTERA researchers on p.36.
also, Intellectual Property Rights training has been conducted (p.107)
7) International networking – CENTERA is networked in many ways, from multiple
collaborations (see the whole section 4, p. 34) to joint grant proposals (subsection 12.8
on p.117) to multicenter publications (subsections 12.6 and 12.7 starting from p.109) and
– finally - a membership in CELTA ITN (accepted through a partnership with GUF) with
organization of Summer School.
8) Exposure to industry – CENTERA initiates collaboration with business partners mostly
through its WG5, but other staff members will be involved, depending on the field and
expertise (see section INFORMATION ABOUT BUSINESS PARTNERS on p.42 for more
information). This provides our young researchers with opportunities to engage in
collaboration with commercial sector.
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12.2 EQUIPMENT POTENTIAL OF CENTERA
State of the CENTERA Laboratories (September 2020).
CENTERA Laboratories are already equipped with: THz FTIR vacuum spectrometer (Bruker
Infrared Fourier Vacuum Spectrometer VERTEX 80v), Cryogenic Probe station with built-in
magnetic field (Lake Shore probe station model CRX-VF) (delivery is scheduled in October 2020),
Keysight Semiconductor Device Analyzer B1500, THz Frequency Domain System TeraScan 1550
Toptica (0.5-2.7 THz), THz Time Domain System with IR pump and probe TERAFLASH PRO Toptica
and an advanced Nomarski contrast microscope for inspection purposes. Experiments can be
performed at room and cryogenic temperatures, using probe station and continuous flow
liquid helium cryostat.
For the electrical testing of processed structures on wafer the team can use Probe Station
Cascade Microtech MPS150plus.
For microwave testing, team members can use tunable microwave source 38-53 GHz with
harmonic generator and detector sets; spectrum analyzer R&S FSU (20Hz- 50GHz); R&S tunable
source for 110-170 GHz (SMB100A Signal Generator together with SMZ170 Multiplier); VDI subTHz tunable sources for 170-220 GHz, 220-330 GHz and 220-440 GHz; narrow tune mm wave
source 94±3 GHz, fixed frequency source 140±1 GHz (high power source ~35mW); pyroelectric
multimode power sensor wide range (microwave to optic); thermopile THz power sensor,
various waveguide measurement equipment (directional couplers, attenuators, phase shifters,
detectors, mixers, antenna horns).
Moreover, for spectroscopy measurements we have PerkinElmer LAMBDA 1050+ UV/Vis/NIR
spectrophotometers and Renishaw inVia Reflex Spectrometer system for Raman spectral
analysis using excitations at 532 nm.
CENTERA has also chemical laboratories in which continuous graphene layers on the target
substrate are transferred in the chemical delamination process. Recently to the CENTERA Labs
a wire bonder and the Vector Network Analyser Keysight (VNA) PNA N5222B were also
delivered. See Fig. 29-Fig. 38.
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Fig. 29: THz Vacuum FTIR Spectrometer (left picture) (~290.7 k€).and helium filling of the THz bolometer IRLabs Inc.
D211-F/2 (right picture).

Fig. 30. THz Time Domain System with IR pump and probe TERAFLASH PRO Toptica (~464 k€).

Fig. 31: THz Frequency Domain System TeraScan 1550 Toptica, working range 0.5-2.7 THz (~85 k€).

Fig. 32: Raman Spectrometer Renishaw in Via Reflex (~110.4 k€).
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Fig. 33: UV-Vis-NIR Spectrometer (PerkinElmer LAMBDA 1050+ UV/Vis/NIR) (~66 k€).

Fig. 34: Laboratory dryer and spin coater (~10 k€).
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Fig. 35: Nomarski contrast microscopy (~41.6 k€).

Fig. 36: Probe Station Microtech MPS150+ (28k€) and Keysight B1500 (Semiconductor Device Parameter Analyzer; 42k€).
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Fig. 37: Wire bonder (~30 k€).

Fig. 38: Vector Network Analyser (VNA) Keysight PNA N5222B (~111 k€). VNA was deliverd in August 2020 and installed
in September 2020. Extenders were used only for the testing the described and required extension option of the VNA.
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12.3 JOINT PROCESSING LINE FOR 2D MATERIALS
12.3.1 Introduction
This document is prepared to present and
describe the current status and plans of
CEZAMAT-CENTERA 2D materials processing line.
The intention of this document is to present the
potential of already existing equipment with a
synergy to the machines that will be delivered.
Additionally, this document is emphasizing the
need of close collaboration between
CEZAMAT&CENTERA to complete a competitive
technology line in one cleanroom located in
CEZAMAT.
Currently the activity of CEZAMAT and CENTERA
teams in the 2D material technology are possible
only thanks to the close collaboration with
fabrication/clenroom facilities of two Polish
Fig. 39 Geographical location of the CENTERA’s
Academy of Sciences (PAS) institutes: the partner institutions superposed onto the Warsaw city
Institute of High Pressure Physics (IHPP PAS the plan emphasize is put on the straight-line distance and
Institute of Physics PAS (IF PAN). It has to be trip time using public transport and private car.
underlined that despite the very good
collaboration, the geographical distance between the institutions are considerable obstacle (see
Fig. 39).
Gathering necessary equipment for processing and characterization of the 2D materials in one
location will definitively contribute to:
• Faster fabrication
• More reliable processing - no trips needed
• Cleaner processing – without extracting from the cleanroom
• Creation of centre capable pf fast insitu characterization of the structures and devices.
The aim of this document is to show the current status and future efforts necessary to gather
complete equipment for 2D processing line in one location - CEZAMAT labs.

12.3.2 CEZAMAT- CENTERA 2D materials technological infrastructure.
Comprehensive presentation of technological infrastructure is very challenging since both
institutions CENTERA and CEZAMAT are not focused only on a single family or type of 2D
materials. Below we list only the most important and the biggest equipment necessary for
complete 2D materials technological line:
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Process

Required
machinery

Glove box

Available (✔/✗)

Provider/
Location

✔
Public Procurement
ongoing procedure

Wet chemistry

Fume hood

Reagents

Thermal processes

Horizontal
Furnaces
and
LPCVD

✔

✔

H2O2; H2SO4; NaOH; HCl;
HF; BHF; TMAH; Acetone;
Propan-2-ol; DI-H2O;
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✔
Oxidation; a-Si; annealing; diffusion;
SixNy; Si3N4; LTO; HTO

RTP
(Rapid
Thermal
Processing)

✗

To be installed in
June/July 2020

Process

Required
machinery
RIE
(Reactive
Ion
Etching)

ICP
(Inductively
Coupled
Plasma)

Available (✔/✗)

Provider/
Location

✔

OxfordPlasmaPro 100 ICP Cobra 300

✗
Dry Etching tools

VHF
(Vapour HF
etch)

Agreed by WUT
authorities expected
in 2020/2021??

✗
XeF2
(Isotropic Si
etch)

Agreed by WUT
authorities expected
in 2020/2021??
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Process

Required
machinery

Available (✔/✗)

Provider/
Location

Existing in
Inst. Phys.PAS
Agreed by WUT
authorities - expected
in 2020/2021??

Metal deposition

ALD
(Atomic
Layer
Deposition)

✗

PECVD
(Plasma
enhanced
chemical
vapour
deposition)

✔
90

Oxford PlasmaPro 100 PECVD

Magnetron
sputtering

✔
Oxford PlasmaPro 400 PECVD

e-beam
metal
evaporator

✗

Tender prepared;
under
legalverification
Expected in 2020

Process

Required
machinery

electron
beam
lithography

Available (✔/✗)

Provider/
Location

✔
JEOL JBX-9300FS

Laser
writer

✔
✗

To be installed in

2021(?)

Lithography

Photolithography
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✔
EVG620NT/200/TB

Spin-coat
&
Development

✔
Spin-coat - EVG101/200/C
Developer - EVG101/200/D

Hot-plates

✔
SAWATEC HP-200-BT

Tender ongoing

Process

Required
machinery

Wire-bonder

Provider/
Location

Available (✔/✗)

✔
Recently installed

Other

Delamination

✔

Doping

✔
IBS FLEXion 200 kev

12.3.3 “United we stand divided we fall” – examples of technological
complementarity.
This famous motto (“United we stand divided we fall”) used in history since decades can be easily
applied to the co-existence of CENTERA and CEZAMAT. Separately, both institutions can perform
scientific experiments, but on a smaller scale and very often incomplete. Joining forces will
surely add a complementarity mainly in two extremely important fields: (a) infrastructure; (bi)
competence/experience. It is far more probable that results obtained out of CENTERA/CEZAMAT
symbiotic cooperation definitively will be more significant and recognized than
separate/autonomous achievements.
The abovementioned infrastructure shows the availability and ownership however in order to
present clearly the opportunities of CENTERA/CEZAMAT symbiotic work, in the following the
exemplary process flows of 2D materials is presented. The emphasize is put on the required
technological infrastructure and its provider.
Fig. 40 shows the technological realization of the Si-based THz bolometer. This bolometer can
be realized only when two institutions will join and construct the common fabrication line.
Fig. 41 illustrates the fabrication sequence of the graphene-based detector.
Process flow: Required machines and their owner:
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Fig. 40: Process flow of Si-based THz bolometer underlining required technological infrastructure and owner.
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Fig. 41: Exemplary process flow of graphene-based THz detector underlining required technological infrastructure and owner.

12.3.4 Focus on the CEZAMAT-CENTERA characterization capabilities.
A characterization of a device should be performed after and during the fabrication in order to:
(a) Verify the results of fabrication.
(b) Investigate the impact of process parameters.
(c) Build the laboratory process library.
Due to many types of characterization techniques it is difficult to present CENTERA’s current and
future characterization tools. To present them in the most readable way, we divided the tools
in three groups : a) surface morphology and microscopy tools, b) optical characterisation tools
and electrical characterization tools methods.
Characterization

Tool

SEM
(Scanning
Electron
Microscope)

Available (✔/✗)

Provider/
Location

✔

Morphology

Carl Zeiss Auriga

AFM
(Atomic
Force
Microscopy)
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✗
Tender ongoing

✔
Optical

Nikon Eclipse LV150 NL

Microscopes

✔
Carl Zeiss Axio

Ellipsometers

✔
Horiba UVISEL2-NIR

Profilometer

✗
Tender ongoing

Spectrofotometer

✔
Recently installed
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Raman
Spectrometer

✔
Recently installed

Characte
rization

Tool

Semiconductor
Device
Analyzer

Available (✔/✗)

✔

Electrical

Keysight B1500A

Source
meters

✔
Keithley 2400

Provider/
Location

Multimeters

✔
Keithley 2700

Oscilloscopes

✔
Rigol MSO 1074

Needle probe
station

✔
Cascade Microtech
EPS150 MPS150A1A

DC voltage
sources
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✔
700 W NDN

Voltage
generators

✔
Rigol DG1022A

Spectrum
Analyzer

✔
R&S - FSU 50GHz

Vector
Network
Analyzer

✔
Recently installed

Multichannel
sources
Tender ongoing

Characterization

Tool

Optical
tables

Available (✔/✗)

Provider/
Location

✔
STANDA©
(pneumatic and mechanic attenuation)

Antennas

✔

THz optics

WR3.4DH & WR2.2DH (VDI)

Broadband
frequency
triplers &
doublers

✔
Tripler WR3.4x3 (VDI)
& Doubler WR2.2x3

Mirrors
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12.3.5 Installation plans.
The analysis of the fabrication and characterization tools presented above may be difficult to
understand. One of the questions that may arise is: Where such a big quantity of equipment can be
installed?The big part of the equipment that is going recently under the tender procedure requires
specific media (vacuum; nitrogen; cooling water; technical gases etc.). Moreover, especially
fabrication machines, should be installed in the cleanroom environment.
In order to fulfil requirements in media and cleanliness and maintain the highest comfort, we
proposed the installation plan. (see Fig. 42).
All machines which will be included in the CENTERA-CEZAMAT 2D materials processing line will be
installed in (at least) class 100 (ISO 5) cleanroom. All necessary media will be provided. Additionally
when needed the specific technical medias can be provided to the machine from the sub-fab
technological floor situated just below the cleanroom.

RTA

LPCVD
Oxidation

VHF

Metallization

Waferdryer

Sic
on
ne
x
x
2

99

Wafer bonder
Laser
writer

Photo-litography

EL
L

Magnetron

Optical microscope

Magnetron
E-beam
litography
ALD

IC
P

PECVD

SEM

Spin/Step
SpinMask

Metallization

Resist chemistry tools :
Spin-coater; hot plates;developer
Io
n
im
pla
nt
ati
on

AFM,
Profilometr,
glovebox

Fig. 42: Location of the equipment constituting the 2D materials processing line. Blue boxes – already installed machines;
green boxes – CENETRA ongoing equipment; yellow boxes – WUT ongoing equipment

12.3.6 Conclusions
This document presented: (a) an exemple of processing of the 2D material-based device; (b) installed
equipment; (c) synergy in ongoing purchases between CENTERA and CEZAMAT and (d) installation
plan of important number of clean room operating device processing machines.
As the final remark it is worth noticing that this an example of unprecedented cooperation between
two research units such CENTERA and CEZAMAT aimed at creation of unique, well- and completelyequipped center of 2D material device fabrication line. The devices can be fully characterized and
exploited inside this consortium by the CENTERA research team gathering more than 30 scientists,
PhD students and engineers. Therefore we believe that the union of those partners can create an
innovative centre of excellence in science and technology, well visible not only in Poland but also on
the European scale.

12.4 PROGRESS IN TECHNOLOGY OF INNOVATIVE DEVICES
Studying of Terahertz plasma oscillations for detection and emission of THz radiation needs
innovative device technology. CENTERA decided to develop its own technology and become
independent in both basic science as well as in application-related activities.
Development of innovative devices technology is often a long-lasting process. In this report we
provide information on a few most important developments in Silicon, III-V and graphene devices
technology. They have brought – at the moment- only limited number of publications but we believe
that by developing this technologies CENTERA ensures itself the solid basis for its future scientific
and application/industry related developments.
One of the main challenges is coupling of THz radiation. We are exploring several innovative
approaches to improve the coupling, among them: a usage of the grating gate structures and
replacement of metal gates with semitransparent conductive gates made, for example, from
graphene. All solutions also need low contacts resistance. These technological directions were
developing in CENTERA during the reporting period from Septeber 2019 to August 2020 and are
briefly presented below.
12.4.1.1 Graphene as a contact material to AlGaN/GaN heterostructures.
Invention of graphene opened the road to new exciting physics and new devices based on the unique
ultimate geometry of graphene and its specific physical properties and effects. Among them are:
extremely high carrier mobility, quantum Hall effect at room temperature, huge thermal
conductivity, extreme sensitivity and possible selectivity to ambient gases.
The majority of the graphene research deals with in-plane (lateral) current transport. A much less
explored field is graphene electrodes for electronic devices. It is known that graphene can form either
ohmic or Schottky barrier contact to semiconductors. This gives an opportunity to fabricate devices
with electrodes transparent in the terahertz frequency range. Graphene contacts withstand very high
temperatures; therefore, graphene contact circuits are promising for high temperature operation as well.
Combination of graphene on the top of AlGaN layer in AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors
(HEMTs) and 2D electron gas (2DEG) on AlGaN/GaN interface create a unique system with two closely
spaced, high conductivity 2D layers. This kind of system is a promising platform to study new
phenomena in terahertz frequencies. Among them are Coulomb interactions and two-stream
instability in the terahertz frequency band in the system of massless electrons in graphene and 2D
electrons in GaN.
The AlGaN/GaN structures were grown by Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy method in the closed
coupled showerhead 3x2 inch Aixtron reactor. The epistructure consisted of 2 nm GaN cap, 25 nm
Al0.15Ga0.85N barrier layer, 2.7 μm intentionally undoped GaN layers, and 100 nm Al0.03Ga0.97N buffer.
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We used commercially available single layer graphene produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
method on the surface of thin copper foils. The step-by-step procedure of graphene transfer from a
copper foil to AlGaN/GaN structures is shown in subsection 2.3 “Work Package 4 - Passive THz
components” on page 12 (incl. Fig. 6). In order to detach graphene from Cu substrate, the high-speed
electrochemical delamination (ED) process was used. For this purpose, a thin layer of poly (methyl
methacrylate) PMMA solution (4% in anisole) was spin-coated onto graphene/Cu stack. Then, using
a custom-made mechanism, the Cu/Gr/PMMA stack was slowly and vertically immersed in potassium
chloride solution (KCl, 1 mol/dm3) starting from the edge of the stack. As a result, Gr/PMMA
separated from Cu foil and remained floating on the electrolyte surface. After that, the detached
Gr/PMMA stack was moved to deionized water to rinse the electrolyte residue, transferred onto
AlGaN/GaN structure, and heated at ~ 130°C to make better contact. Finally, the PMMA support was
carefully removed in acetone, and structure with graphene was rinsed in IPA.
The schematic view of the fabricated finFET and optical microscope image of one of the graphene
gate transistor are shown in Fig. 43a and Fig. 43b, respectively. The graphene gate is seen in Fig. 43b
as a low contrast rectangular over the fin. The gate width and length of the fabricated transistors
were Lg=5-20 µm and Wg=4-20 µm, respectively. As a reference, finFETs with standard Ni/Au
(250/750 Å) Schottky barrier gates were also fabricated.
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Fig. 43: Schematic view (not in scale) (a) and optical microscope image (b) of the fabricated finFET with graphene gate

Fig. 44 shows examples of the current voltage characteristics of graphene/AlGaN and Au/Ni/AlGaN
Schottky barrier diodes.

Fig. 44: Current-voltage characteristics of Schottky diodes with Ni/Au contact (green) and graphene contact (red) lines (a).
Transfer current-voltage characteristics of finFETs with graphene gate (b).

Fig. 44 shows two examples of the representative graphene gate finFETs transfer current-voltage
characteristics. In summary, we fabricated and studied graphene gate AlGaN/GaN finFETs, which are
promising for terahertz applications. Study of the vertical transport in graphene/AlGaN Schottky
diodes indicated the dependence of the Schottky barrier on the bias. The apparent barrier heights
for the graphene/AlGaN diodes were found to be within the range of φb = (1.0 - 1.26) eV. Relatively
high value of the apparent barrier height in comparison with other published results is an indication
of low defect concentration in AlGaN and good quality of the interface. AlGaN/GaN finFETs
demonstrated good characteristics with ⁓ 8 order of magnitude on/off ratio and subthreshold slope
of ~ 1.3.
12.4.1.2 Planar AlGaN/GaN devices with electrical isolation by ion implantation technique
Thanks to collaboration with CEZAMAT researchers, CENTERA has access to ion implantation
technology. To improve the quality of graphene layer transferred on AlGaN surface we need to avoid
mesa etching step, since the smooth and flat AlGaN surface is required. Our solution is ion-implanted
isolation (see Fig. 45). AlGaN/GaN structures used in this study were grown by MOCVD on SiC
substrates. Electrical parameters of 2DEG were measured by LTLM, that gives value of sheet
resistivity Rsh = 1530 Ohm/sq. Implantations by Al were carried out at room temperature using a Ion
Implanter IBS FLEXion 200. Doses were equal to 5·1013 at./cm2 and 1014 at./cm2. After implantation,
the samples were annealed for 10 min in N2 atmosphere at 400°C. Results are present in Fig. 46.
Extremely high resistivity of implanted region confirms the efficiency of the method.
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Fig. 45: Schematic view of the Graphene integrated AlGaN/GaN
structure with ion-implanted isolation (not to scale).

Fig. 46: I-V dependences of implanted parts of
different doses

12.4.1.3 AlGaN/GaN grating gate structures
The length of the active part of a commercial field effect transistors (FETs) is at least two orders of
magnitude less than the wavelength of THz radiation (300 μm for a frequency of 1 THz). To solve the
issue of efficient coupling of the
terahertz radiation to FETs we use
transistors with grating gates. The
grating gate is a set of multiple
metallic strips (gates)with a specific
period connected together. The
number of strips is as high as a few
hundreds. As a result, the total gate
area is extremely high and occupies
the area up to 2x2mm. Figure 7 shows
the schematic few of the fabricated
structure with incoming terahertz
beam. The specific feature of the
structure is that its area is the same or
even smaller than the beam diameter.
We fabricated structures with one
symmetrical grating structure and Fig. 47: Schematic of the AlGaN/GaN grating-gate structure, where THz
structures with two independent radiation is incident from the top (not to scale)
asymmetrical gates structures which can be controlled independently. Fig. 48 shows fragments of
these symmetrical and asymmetrical structures.

Fig. 48: Fragments of asymmetric and symmetric grating gate structures

One of the critical issues in this kind of the
structures is related to the extremely large
of the gate. Perfect gate technology is
required to assure small gate leakage
current in these structures. Fig. 49 shows
and example of transfer characteristic of
AlGaN/GaN grating-gate structure and the
gate leakage current. It is seen that the gate
current is very small and it is many orders
of magnitude smaller that the drain
current. The estimated gate current density Fig. 49: Room temperature sub-THz response measurements in
does not exceed Jgs < 2.7·10-6 A/cm2 . Fig. 49 non-resonant regime and transfer current-voltage characteristics
shows also the response to sub-terhartz of grating-gate structures
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radiation as a function of the gate voltage. It is seen that the maximum of the signal corresponds to
the threshold voltage.
These kind grating gate structures is also a platform to study the ratchet effects. Fig. 50 shows the
Shubnikov de Haas oscillations along with the response to 630 GHz radiation at T=4K. It is seen huge
increase of the response in magnetic field and oscillations of the response with the frequency as
Shubnikov de Haas oscillations. One can note some fine features of the response, like modulation of
the response with lower frequency and fine structure of the peaks in high magnetic field. These new
phenomena are under investigation now.
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Fig. 50: Experimental photoresponse at 630GHz and 2K dependence on magnetic field compared to longitudinal
magnetoresistance

These results confirm the validity of these approaches for future research the plasma THz resonance
in the grating-gate AlGaN/GaN structures.
12.4.1.4 Regrown ohmic contacts
THz plasmonic devices tunable by the current requires extremely low resistance contacts. There are
several approaches to reduce the contact resistance. We selected one of the most innovative one:
epitaxial regrowth technique by Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD). The schematic
view of the grating-gate structure with regrown source and drain contacts is shown in Fig. 51.
Regrown heterostructure consists of 10 nm InxGa1-xN:Si (x = 6-26 % from bottom to top, doping level
is 5·1019 cm-3); 7 nm GaN:Si (doping level is 5·1019 cm-3); and 40 nm GaN:Si (doping level is
1.5·1019 cm-3).
Contact resistance was measured using the Linear Transfer Length Method (LTLM). Total resistance
between two neighboring contacts of LTLM pattern (see insert of Fig. 52) can be represented as
R

R L
SH

i

2R ,

where RSH, Rc are the sheet and contact resistances, respectively, Li is the distance
between two neighboring contact pads. Results of the contact resistance and contact resistivity
measurements are presented in Fig. 52.
i

W

c

Extremely low contact resistances (Rc = 0.085 Ω·mm) confirms prospects for future research of THz
plasmonic structures tunable by current inside the 2DEG channel.
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Fig. 51: Schematic view of the AlGaN/GaN grating-gate structure
with regrown source and drain contacts (not to scale).
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Fig. 52: Contact resistance calculation by LTLM;
LTLM pattern is present in the insert.

12.4.1.5 Design and fabrication of THz sensors/detectors using graphene as active layer

5µm

b)

Graphene

c)

170nm
400nm

Si-substrate
Grated gate

200nm

200nm

ALD Al2O3 isolation

HTO SiO2
10.2nm

a)

320nm

Graphene, owing to its ultra-high carrier mobility, is an intuitive candidate for THz devices both in
detecting and sensing configurations. Inspired by this property we have designed topologically and
technologically several different several THz devices. Novelty of those topologies lies in: (a)
employment of large area graphene flakes; (b) use of comb-like symmetric and asymmetric large
area grated gates; (c) ultra-thin (~10 nm) and highly resistive gate insulation exhibiting high adhesion
to graphene. High sensitivity when exposed to THz illumination is achieved thanks to large surface
(100 µm x 100 µm) and nanometric size (Width ~100 nm) grated gates. Technological fabrication of
gate isolation is challenging and requires dedicated graphene surface functionalization and well
controlled Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) process. Current work is focused on improvement of metal
gate gratings (Fig. 1a) and optimisation of gate insulation (Fig. 53b and top Fig. 53c). Additionally,
asymmetric gate gratings are fabricated.

HTO SiO2

Fig. 53 Graphene THz devices: a) gate grating; b) bottom graphene isolation; c) Ultra-thin Al2O3 - top graphene
isolation

12.4.1.6 Design and fabrication of thin-film Silicon thermoelectric effect based THz detectors
Most known Silicon THz detectors operating at room temperature are micro-machined bolometers.
They require ultra-pure (noiseless) supplying voltage and usually operate under the vacuum
conditions. To overcome these drawbacks, we designed and fabricated a thin-film Silicon (Si)
detectors which uses thermoelectrically-induced voltage for detection of THz radiation. Proposed
topology does not require neither vacuum nor external supply. We believe that this approach based
on Si as cheap, simple, easy-to-get, harmless, environmentally friendly and industrially compatible
will largely contribute in popularityof THz devices on the market. (See Fig. 17, Fig. 18 and detailed
description on page 39)
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12.4.1.7 Design and fabrication of the THz SOI transistors dedicated for detection
On the wave of the aforementioned advantages of Si and huge emerging market of THz devices we
have topologically and technologically designed the Silicon On Insulator (SOI) transistors dedicated
for THz detection. This research activity is the extension of: J. Marczewski, et.al., “Silicon junctionless
field effect transistors as room temperature terahertz detectors”, Journal of Applied Physics, vol.
118, no. 10, p. 104502, Sep. 2015, doi: 10.1063/1.4929967. However, this topology is largely
miniaturized in order to achieve detection of THz waves with higher frequencies. Fig. 54 presents
transistor canal regions (Length down to 0.5 µm and Width down to 50 nm).
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Fig. 54 SOI THz transistor a) view on full cell; b) zoom on canal region emphasizing p+ doping; c) SEM monographs
illustrating dimensionality of fabricated transistor canals.

12.5 OTHER TRAININGS, WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS
12.5.1 Trainings
During the reported period CENTERA team members took part in the following trainings:
1. Research equipment tenders
2. Intellectual Property Rights 3. Data Steward School
12.5.1.1 Tender procedures
Training on procedures of tenders for research equipment and other purchases, organized by the
IHPP PAS Department of Purchases and Procurement.
12.5.1.2 Intellectual Property Rights
Short course organized by external company Visnea. Program:
A. IPR BASIC
• The concept of intellectual property
• Objects of intellectual property rights, i.e. what can be protected and how? (works, patents
for inventions, utility models, industrial designs, etc.)
B. PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
• Obtaining patents for inventions, protection of industrial design and utility model, legal
protection of software
• Protection at the national level and in the community mode
• International security procedures (PCT mode)
• Cooperation with patent attorneys
C. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
• Creating of an intellectual property in the project /research unit
• Planning the intellectual property protection process and building a portfolio
• Taking advantage of intellectual property.
12.5.1.3 Data Steward School
The preparations for the Data Steward training took place in the end of reported period. The training
will begin in September and will consist of a 6-day course followed by mentoring course lasting 8
months including 2-3 meetings. Data Steward School is a comprehensive training program
implemented by Visnea Ltd. in the cooperation with GO–FAIR Initiative. The GO-FAIR organization
sets standards for scientific data management and implements them worldwide. Visnea Ltd. is the
official partner of GO–FAIR Initiative in Poland and is responsible for the implementation of data
management standards in accordance with the guidelines of this organization. Participation in the
Data Steward School (DSS) will allow CENTERA members to gain new professional qualifications Data Steward - and unique competences in the field of scientific data management. According to the
recommendations of expert committees of the European Commission, the professionalization of the
data stewards is the necessary direction in which the development of European science should
follow. The DSS training system includes the following: a week of intensive study, participation in
workshops deepening the knowledge of specific issues, and many months of mentoring of
participants led by experts from GO-FAIR. [https://www.go-fair.org/] Research projects create a lot
of data. Although these data should remain available, in practice data often get lost. To address this
problem the GO-FAIR Foundation advocates the FAIR principles. Research data should be Findable,
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Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable in an automated way. FAIR Data Stewards work with
researchers to help them make their research data FAIR. In this course you will get an introduction
to the knowledge and skills required to work as a data steward. Two participants from IHPP PAS were
registered to the Data Steward School (Fig. 55).
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Fig. 55: Delegates of IHPP PAS at the Data Steward School 2020 in Warsaw

12.5.2 Seminars
During the reported period CENTERA team members took part in the following seminars:
2019.09.10. - Dr Konrad Puźniak’s thesis presentation.
2020.09.24. - Current state of WP4 research- dr Piotr Drozdz.
2019.10.08. - Compact solid-state picosecond-domain/sub-THs imagers – prof. Sergey
Vaynshtein.
2019.10.11. - Solid State Physics Polarność azotowa GaN – podejście materiałowe i geometryczne
dr H. Turski.
2019.11.28 - Research equipment- tenders procedures- IHPP PAS Department of Purchases and
Procurement.
2019.11.26. - Preparation of high-quality thick AlN layer on patterned sapphire substrates with
sputter-deposited annealed AlN film by hydride vapor-phase epitaxy- dr Shiyu Xiao.
2020.01.28 - The Modulation of Electrical and Noise Characteristics of Single Wall Carbon Nano
Tubes- Adil Rehman.
2020.02.07. - Manipulation of topological defects - prof. Samo Kralj.

2020.02.11. - Heterogeneous integrated photonic circuits combining III/V and silicon (nitride).
Recent results on integrated mode-locked lasers. - dr Bart Kuyken.
2020.02.18. - Influence of hydrogen on InGaN growth- dr Robert Czernecki.
2020.02.28. - Industrial and engineering history of high pressure in Japan and in China including
latest development of high pressure applications- dr Masatada Araki
2020.04.03. - Wpływ orientacji krystalograficznej germanu na właściwości strukturalne oraz
geometrię domen grafenu wytworzonego metodą CVD- MSc eng. Jakub Site.
2020.04.24. - Bright and dark excitons in transition metal dichalcogenides and their
heterostructures- dr Clement Faugeras.
2020.05.15. - Auger scattering and cyclotron emission of Landau-quantized massless electrons- dr
Milan Orlita.
2020.05.29. - Epitaksja dichalkogenków na eksfoliowanym hBN - dr hab. Wojciech Pacuski.
2020.06.05. - Where are hybrid perovskite semiconductors right now? dr Krzysztof Gałkowski.
2020.06.09. - Innovative energy harvesting ideas /WP5 Project proposal for Opus Programme prof. Thomas Skotnicki.
2020.06.19. - Kinetics of oxidative etching and Mo oxides produced during oxidation of single
microscale 2H MoS2 flakes in air and high relative humidity- Robert Szoszkiewicz, PhD, Habil.,
Assoc. Prof. of Physical Chemistry.
2020.06.23. - Antenna's properties modulation with the coupled resonant structures - Aleksandr
Cherniadev.
2020.06.23. - Rola pierwiastków atmosferycznych w półprzewodnikach- dr Rafał Jakieła.
2020.06.23. - Vertical and lateral transport in graphene/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures- prof.
Grzegorz Cywinski
2020.06.30. - III Nitride heterostructures for travelling wave amplification (WP 4 Proposal for Opus
Programme) – dr Piotr Drozdz.
2020.06.30 - Pauli’ Cristals - Aleksander Wittlin.
2020.07.07. - Coupled tuneable metasurfaces for near-field label-free spectroscopy of biological
materials/WP3 proposal for Opus Project – prof. Alvydas Lisauskas.
2020.07.28. - Cost Programme

12.6 LIST OF PUBLICATIONS AFFILIATED WITH CENTERA.
12.6.1 CENTERA-affiliated papers published in the reporting period
1. Low-frequency electronic noise in superlattice and random-packed thin films of colloidal quantum
dots
Adane Geremew, Caroline Qian, Alex Abelson, Sergey Rumyantsev, Fariborz Kargar, Matt Law, and
Alexander A. Balandin
Nanoscale, 2019,11, 8380-8386; IF 6.97
Published: 07 October 2019
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2019/nr/c9nr06899f;
https://doi.org/10.1039/C9NR06899F
2. 3D Fourier imaging based on 2D heterodyne detection at THz frequencies
Hui Yuan, Daniel Voß, Alvydas Lisauskas, David Mundy, and Hartmut G. Roskos
APL Photon. 4, 106108 (2019); IF 4.383
Published: 14 October 2019
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https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.5116553
3. Pulse mode of operation – A new booster of TEG, improving power up to X2.7 – to better fit IoT
requirements
M. Haras, M. Markiewicz, S. Monfray, and T. Skotnicki
Nano Energy, p. 104204, Oct. 2019; IF 16.602
Published: 16 October 2019
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2211285519309115;
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nanoen.2019.104204
4. Low frequency noise and trap density in GaN/AlGaN field effect transistors
P. Sai, J. Jorudas, M. Dub, M. Sakowicz, V. Jakštas, D. B. But, P. Prystawko, G. Cywinski, I. Kašalynas,
W. Knap and S. Rumyantsev
Appl. Phys. Lett. 115, 183501 (2019); IF 3.521
Published: 29 October 2019
https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.5119227
5. Asymmetry of nonlocal dissipation: From drift-diffusion to hydrodynamics
KS Tikhonov, IV Gornyi, VY Kachorovskii, AD Mirlin, AD
Physical Review B 100, 20, 205430 (2019); IF 3.736
Published: 27 November 2019
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.100.205430
6. Production and processing of graphene and related materials
Claudia Backes et al.
2D Materials 7, 022001 (2020); IF 7.343
Published: 29 January 2020
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/2053-1583/ab1e0a
7. Pulse mode of operation – A new booster of TEG, improving power up to X2.7 – to better fit IoT
requirements
Maciej Haras, Michał Markiewicz, Stephane Monfray, Thomas Skotnicki
Nano Energy 68, 104204 (2020); IF 15.548
Published: 12 February 2020
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2211285519309115?via%3Dihub
8. Software Controlled Low Cost Thermoelectric Energy Harvester for Ultra-Low Power Wireless
Sensor Nodes
Michał Markiewicz, Piotr Dziurdzia, Tomasz Konieczny, Marek Skomorowski, Liliana Kowalczyk,
Thomas Skotnicki, Pascal Urard
IEEE Access, pp. 38920-38930, vol. 8 2020; IF 3.742
Published: 20 February 2020
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9004512
9. Polarization of magnetoplasmons in grating metamaterials based on CdTe/CdMgTe quantum
wells
Dmitriy Yavorskiy, Maria Szoła, Krzysztof Karpierz, Rafał Bożek, Rafał Rudniewski, Grzegorz
Karczewski, Tomasz Wojtowicz, Jerzy Wróbel and Jerzy Łusakowski
Materials 134, 973–977 (2020); IF 2.972
Published: 11 April 2020
https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1944/13/8/1811/htm
10.Terahertz Magnetospectroscopy of Cyclotron Resonances from Topological Surface States in Thick
Films of CdxHg1‐xTeCdHgTe
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Maximilian Otteneder, Daniel Sacré, Ivan Yahniuk, Grigory V. Budkin, Kilian Diendorfer, Dmitry A.
Kozlov, Ivan A. Dmitriev, Nikolay N. Mikhailov, Sergey A. Dvoretsky, Vasily V. Bel'kov, Wojciech
Knap, Sergey D. Ganichev
Phys. Status Solidi B 2020, 2000023; IF 1.454
Published: 18 April 2020
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/pssb.202000023
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/339392469_Software_controlled_low_cost_thermoelec
tric_energy_harvester_for_ultra-low_power_wireless_sensor_nodes
11.Grating metamaterials based on CdTe/CdMgTe quantum wells as resonant plasmonic detectors
for high magnetic ﬁeld applications
Dmitriy Yavorskiy, Maria Szoła, Krzysztof Karpierz, Rafał Bożek, Rafał Rudniewski, Grzegorz
Karczewski, Tomasz Wojtowicz, Jerzy Wróbel and Jerzy Łusakowski
Applied Sciences 18(12), 4341 (2020); IF 2.474
Published: 18 April 2020
https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/10/8/2807
12.High-frequency current oscillations in charge-density-wave 1T-TaS2 devices: Revisiting the
“narrow band noise” concept
Adane K. Geremew, Sergey Rumyantsev, Bishwajit Debnath, Roger K. Lake, and Alexander A.
Balandin
Appl. Phys. Lett. 116, 163101 (2020); IF 3.521
Published: 20 April 2020
https://aip.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/5.0007043?journalCode=apl&
13.Symmetry breaking and circular photogalvanic effect in epitaxial CdxHg1-xTe films
S. Hubmann, G.V. Budkin, M. Otteneder, D. But, D. Sacre, I. Yahniuk, K. Diendorfer, V.V. Bel'kov,
D.A. Kozlov, N.N. Mikhailov, S.A. Dvoretsky, V.S. Varavin, V.G. Remesnik, S.A. Tarasenko, W. Knap,
S.D. Ganichev
Phys. Rev. Materials 4, 043607 (2020); IF 2.926
Published: 28 April 2020
https://journals.aps.org/prmaterials/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.4.043607
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.4.043607
14.Terahertz Photoconductivity in Graphene in a Magnetic Field
Yu. B. Vasiliev, S. N. Novikov, S. N. Danilov, and S. D. Ganichev
Semiconductors 54, 465 (2020); IF 0.691
Published: 28 April 2020
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340972782_Terahertz_Photoconductivity_in_Graphene
_in_a_Magnetic_Field
15.Enhanced Sub-wavelength Focusing by Double-Sided Lens with Phase Correction in THz Range
M. Rachon, K. Liebert, D. B. But, P. Zagrajek, A. Siemion, A. Kolodziejczyk, M. Sypek, J. Suszek
Journal of infrared, millimeter and terahertz waves (2020); IF 2.140
Published: 13 May 2020
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10762-020-00696-0
16.Disorder-induced phase transition in Dirac systems beyond the linear approximation
Sergey S. Krishtopenko, Mauro Antezza, and Frédéric Teppe
Phys. Rev. B, vol. 101, 205424, 2020; IF 3.736
Published: 22 May 2020
https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.101.205424
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17.Graphene Epoxy-Based Composites as Efficient Electromagnetic Absorbers in the Extremely HighFrequency Band
Zahra Barani, Fariborz Kargar, Konrad Godziszewski, Adil Rehman, Yevhen Yashchyshyn, Sergey
Rumyantsev, Grzegorz Cywiński, Wojciech Knap, and Alexander A. Balandin
ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 12, 25, 28635–28644 (2020); IF 8.456
Published online 1 June 2020
https://doi.org/10.1021/acsami.0c06729
18.Modeling the Current–Voltage Characteristics of Ge1−xSnx Electron–Hole Bilayer TFET With
Various Compositions
Piotr Wiśniewski and Bogdan Majkusiak
IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices 67, 7, 2738 – 2744 (2020); IF 2.704
Published: 2 June 2020
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9106788
DOI: 10.1109/TED.2020.2993817
19.Observation of anomalously strong penetration of terahertz electric field through terahertzopaque gold films into a GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well
S. D. Ganichev, S. N. Danilov, M. Kronseder, D. Schuh, I. Gronwald, D. Bougeard, E. L. Ivchenko, and
A. Ya. Shul'man
J. Infrared, Millimeter, Terahertz Waves 41, 957–978 (2020); IF 1.765
Published: 26 June 2020
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10762-020-00717-y
20.Room Temperature Amplification of Terahertz Radiation by Grating-Gate Graphene Structures
Stephane Boubanga-Tombet, Wojciech Knap, Deepika Yadav, Akira Satou, Dmytro B. But,
Vyacheslav V. Popov, Ilya V. Gorbenko, Valentin Kachorovskii, and Taiichi Otsuji
Phys. Rev. X (2020); IF 6.711
Published: 6 July 2020
https://journals.aps.org/prx/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevX.10.031004
21.Observation of terahertz-induced magnetooscillations in graphene
E. Mönch, D. A. Bandurin, I. A. Dmitriev, I.Y. Phinney, I. Yahniuk, T. Taniguchi, K. Watanabe, P.
Jarillo-Herrero, and S. D. Ganichev
Nano Lett. 20, 8, 5943–5950 (2020); IF 11.238
Published: 22 July 2020
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.nanolett.0c01918
22.Passive Detection and Imaging of Human Body Radiation Using an Uncooled Field-Effect
Transistor-Based THz Detector
Dovile Cibiraite-Lukenskiene, Ke˛stutis Ikamas, Tautvydas Lisauskas, Viktor Krozer, Hartmut G.
Roskos and Alvydas Lisauskas
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23.Giant ratchet magneto-photocurrent in graphene lateral superlattices
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25.Quantum Hall states in inverted HgTe quantum wells probed by transconductance fluctuations
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12.6.2 CENTERA-affiliated papers submitted till 31st of August 2020
1. Hyperspectral terahertz imaging with electro-optic dual combs and a FET-based detector
Pedro Martín-Mateos, Dovilė Čibiraitė-Lukenskienė, Roberto Barreiro, Cristina de Dios, Alvydas
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Kopyev
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6. Helicity sensitive plasmonic teraherts interferometer
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7. Effect of lengths, diameters, and density of silver nanowire layers on terahertz conductivity
A. Przewłoka, S. Smirnov, I. Nefedova, A. Krajewska, I.S. Nefedov, P.S. Demchenko, D.V. Zykov, V.S.
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Lioubtchenko
Submitted to Nanoscale; IF 6.895

12.7 LIST OF CONFERENCES ATTENDED BY CENTERA RESEARCHERS.
1. Dielectric rod antenna array for photonic-based sub-terahertz beamforming
S. Smirnov, A. Morales, C. Okonkwo, I. Tafur Monroy, D.V Lioubtchenko, J. Oberhammer
44th International Conference on Infrared, Millimeter, and Terahertz Waves (IRMMW-THz), pp 1-2,
1 – 6 Sept. 2019, Paris, France
http://www.irmmw-thz2019.org/index.php/technical-program/2-uncategorised/55-sessionswednesday
2. Chemically-functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes for terahertz applications
Dmitry Lioubtchenko
30th International Conference on Diamond and Carbon Materials
8 – 12 September 2019, Seville, Spain
https://www.materialstoday.com/carbon/events/30th-international-conference-2019/
3. Circuit-Based Hydrodynamic Modeling of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
F. Ludwig, M. Bauer, A. Lisauskas, and H. G. Roskos
49th European Solid-State Device research Conference ESSDERC 2019
23-26 September 2019, Cracow, Poland
https://esscirc-essderc2019.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/DERC2019-GuideBook-Ver3.pdf
4. Electrical and Noise Characteristics of Fin-Shaped GaN/lGaN Devices for High Frequency
Operation
P. Sai, D. But, M. Dub, M. Sakowicz, B. Grzywacz, P. Prystawko, G. Cywiński, W. Knap, S.
Rumyantsev
49th European Solid-State Device research Conference ESSDERC 2019
23-26 September 2019, Cracow, Poland (oral presentation)
https://esscirc-essderc2019.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/DERC2019-GuideBook-Ver3.pdf
5. Negative Photoconductivity and low frequency noise in HgTe Quantum Wells
S. Rumyantsev, I. Yahniuk, D. B. But, G. Cywinski, N. N. Mikhailov, S. A. Dvoretsky, J. Łusakowski, W.
Knap
CENTERA THz Days: French-Polish Science & Technology Meeting
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland (oral presentation)
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
6. Landau levels terahertzemission from HgCdTe bulk films
D. B. But, C. Consejo, S. S. Krishtopenko, N. Dyakonova, N. N. Michailov, S. A. Dvoretskii,
V. I. Gavrilenko, F. Teppe, W. Knap
CENTERA THz Days: French-Polish Science & Technology Meeting
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
7. THz Detectors Based on GaN/AlGaN LateralSchottky Barrier Diodes
G. Cywiński, P. Sai, M. Dub, M. Sakowicz, D. B. But, P. Prystawko, W. Knap, S. Rumyantsev
CENTERA THz Days: French-Polish Science & Technology Meeting
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland (oral presentation)
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http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
8. Noise Characterization of GaN/AlGaN HighElectron Mobility Transistors
P. Sai, J. Jorudas, M. Dub, M. Sakowicz, D. B. But, P. Prystawko, G. Cywinski, I. Kašalynas,
W. Knap, S. Rumyantsev
CENTERA THz Days: French-Polish Science & Technology Meeting
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland (oral presentation)
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
9. Reconfigurable Antennas based on S-PIN diodes
Y. Yashchyshyn
CENTERA THz Days: French-Polish Science & Technology Meeting
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
10.Active THz devices
A. Lisauskas
CENTERA THz Days: French-Polish Science & Technology Meeting
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
11.Overview on Spin Photogalvanics Induced by Terahertz Radiation
S. D. Ganichev
CENTERA THz Days: Annual Workshop of International Research Project (IRP) – TERAMIR
15 -16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
12.High-performance THz detectors in CMOS technologies
K. Ikamas, D. Čibiraitė, A. Solovjovas, D. But, A. Lisauskas
CENTERA THz Days: Annual Workshop of International Research Project (IRP) – TERAMIR
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
13.AlGaN/GaN Heterostructures for Plasma Wave Detection and Emission in THz Regime
M.Sakowicz, P. Sai, D. B. But, G. Cywiński, M. Dub, I. Kasalynas, P. Prystawko, S.Rumyantsev, W.
Knap
CENTERA THz Days: Annual Workshop of International Research Project (IRP) – TERAMIR
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland (oral presentation)
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
14.Topological phase transition in HgTe quantum wells induced by hydrostatic pressure
I. Yahniuk, S. S. Krishtopenko, M. Majewicz, T. Dietl, S. A. Dvoretsky, N. N. Mikhailov, G.Cywiński, V.
I. Gavrilenko, G. Grabecki, J. Wróbel, A. Kazakov, F. Teppe, J. Przybytek, W. Knap
CENTERA THz Days: Annual Workshop of International Research Project (IRP) – TERAMIR
15-16 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
15.Current-driven optical response of plasmonic crystal: From dissipation to amplification
I. V. Gorbenko, V. Yu. Kachorovskii, W. Knap
CENTERA THz Days: Annual Workshop of International Research Project (IRP) – TERAMIR
17-19 October 2019, Warsaw, Poland (invited)
http://pirbinstytut.pl/prezentacje/centera/booklet_2019-10-18_11;56.pdf
16.Tunable Carbon Nanomaterials for THz Beam Steering Applications
Dmitry Lioubtchenko
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Antenna Design and Measurement International Conference 2019
16 – 18 October 2019, St. Petersburg, Russia
http://antennaconf.com/invinted
17.Promieniowanie z zakresu terahertzowego w zastosowaniach przemysłowych, medycznych,
bezpieczeństwa i obronności.
Tomasz Skotnicki, Wojciech Knap
V Konferencja Optoelektroniki
14 November 2019, Jachranka, Poland
https://optoelektroniczna.pl/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Program-V-KonferencjiOptoelektronicznej.pdf
18.Sub-terahertz detection by fin-shaped GaN/AlGaN transistors
P. Sai, D. B. But, G. Cywinski, M. Dub, M. Sakowicz, P. Prystawko, S. Rumyantsev, W. Knap
Photonics
1 - 6 February 2020, West San Francisco, California, United States,
https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/11279/1127905/Sub-terahertzdetection-by-fin-shaped-GaNAlGaN-transistors/10.1117/12.2547298.short
19.Homodyne Spectroscopy with Broadband Terahertz Power Detector based on 90-nm Silicon CMOS
Transistor
Alvydas Lisauskas
9th International Workshop on Terahertz Technology and Applications,
3 – 4 March, 2020, Germany, Kaiserslautern (poster)
https://www.itwm.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/itwm/de/documents/VeranstaltungsPDF/2020/202
0_03_3-4_Programm_THz-Workshop_MC.pdf
20.Current-driven optical response of plasmonic crystal: From dissipation to amplification
I.V. Gorbenko, V.Yu. Kachorovskii, W. Knap
International Symposium “Nanophysics & Nanoelectronics”
10-13 March 2020, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
http://nanosymp.ru/en/index
21.Terahertz gain and amplification in current-driven metasurfaces of graphene Dirac plasmons
Boubanga-Tombet, S., Yadav, D., Satou, A., Knap, W., Popov, V., et al.
Proceedings Volume 11348, Terahertz Photonics; 113480P (30 March 2020)
https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/11348/2559504/Terahertzgain-and-amplification-in-current-driven-metasurfaces-ofgraphene/10.1117/12.2559504.short?SSO=1
22.The application of superfast GaAs switch for nanosecond pumping of a semiconductor laser
M.G. Verkholetov, V.V. Kopyev, V.L. Oleinik, I.A. Prudaev, Wojciech Knap, S.N. Vainshtein
Saint Petersburg OPEN 2020 7th International School and Conference on Optoelectronics,
Photonics, Engineering and Nanostructures,
26-30 April, 2020 Saint Petersburg
https://spbopen.spbau.com/PDF/EN/SPBOPEN2020.pdf
23.Tunneling and Resonant Tunneling Effects in the Metal-Ultrathin Oxide-(n+)Silicon Structures
P. Wiśniewski, B. Majkusiak, B. Stonio
EUROSOI’ULIS 2020,
Caen, France (due to Covid-19 becomes virtual conference)
https://eurosoiulis2020.sciencesconf.org/program
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NOTE that due to COVID-19 the participation in conferences in 2020 is limited.

12.8 RESEARCH PROPOSALS
12.8.1 Granted proposals
12.8.1.1 Setup for the THz excitations of new states of matter controlled by magnetic field and high
hydrostatic pressure
Grant MAB/2018/9-AS/2 from FNP to prof. Wojciech Knap.
Setup for the THz excitations of new states of matter controlled by magnetic field and high
hydrostatic pressure.
12.8.1.2 Terahertz plasma resonance in the grating gate and fin-shaped channel AlGaN/GaN structures.
Granted in the PRELUDIUM 19 Programme by National Science Centre.
PI: Pavlo Sai
Abstract
Research project objectives/Research hypotheses The general scientific objective of this project is to
study the terahertz (THz) frequency range plasma excitations of charge carriers (plasmons) in the
grating-gate and fin-shaped AlGaN/GaN structures with high mobility two-dimensional electron gas
(2DEG) channel. The gated two-dimensional plasmons have a linear dispersion ωp = s·k, where ωp is
the plasmon frequency, k is the wave vector, and s is the velocity of plasma waves. In turn, the
velocity of plasmons is proportional to the square root of electron density in a 2DEG layer. Therefore,
a transistor structure based on a material system with a high electron density in a layer of a 2DEG
will be characterized by a high adjustable frequency in the THz range. In this view the plasma
resonance in AlGaN/GaN heterostructures looks promising for applications in THz detectors due to
the high 2DEG density that reaches 1013 cm–2. Thus, the resonant plasmon frequency can be tuned
over a wide range due to changing the concentration of electrons by applying a voltage to the gate.
Although AlGaN/GaN transistors were already studied at THz frequencies in several publications,
they always suffer from the problems with electromagnetic coupling and oblique plasma waves
modes. This project is a basic research project, where the scientific objective is to investigate the
plasma resonance phenomena in the AlGaN/GaN structures of new design: with the grating-gate and
with fin-shaped channel. The main goal of this project is to study the effects that are responsible for
effective coupling between the short-wave gated plasmon oscillations and the relatively longwavelength THz radiation and suppression the oblique excitation modes of plasma waves in
AlGaN/GaN grating-gate and fin-shaped transistor structures. The main hypotheses related to this
aim are: i) possibility to achieve high quality plasma waves resonance in THz frequency range; ii)
minimization of oblique modes effect on broadening resonance frequency in grating gate and finshaped AlGaN/GaN structures; iii) improved THz coupling efficiency with grating-gate structures and
fin-shaped channel FETs equipped with special antennas.
12.8.1.3 System of gas detection by two-dimensional materials
Granted in the OPUS 19 Programme by National Science Centre.
PI prof. dr hab. eng Janusz Marek Smulko (Gdansk University of Technology), with cooperation of
CENTERA senior researcher – prof. Sergey Rumiantsev .

Abstract
Scientific goal of the project The project aims to develop a gas detection system utilising fluctuations
(low-frequency noise – 1/f noise) generated in gas sensors made of two-dimensional materials
(2DMs) (e.g., graphene, MoS2, and other transition metal dechalcogenides). The set-up will record
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the low-frequency noise induced by random adsorption-desorption events of gas molecules, present
in the ambient atmosphere. It will estimate the statistical parameters of the recorded noise to
determine the composition of the selected gas mixtures (e.g., ethanol, acetone, formaldehyde, NO2,
etc.). The gas sensors will be modulated by some physical parameters (operating temperature,
pressure, UV light, gate voltage) to enhance the information contained in the recorded random time
series. We will apply a nonlinear algorithm (e.g., support vector machine – SVM) to optimise the
detection process. Graphene and MoS2 have effectively been used for gas sensing applications to
detect selected chemical vapours by measuring flicker noise in a back-gated device by independent
researchers. Another 2DM, 1TTaS2, exhibits the exotic phenomena called charge density waves
(CDW), which induces an additional 1/f noise component. This effect can increase its potential for
gas sensing when the 1/f noise changes rapidly at phase transitions, at elevated temperatures. It is
an open question if 1/f noise at the transition temperatures can be modulated by the ambient
atmosphere. The project should point out the most promising 2DMs from the considered set for gas
sensing applications by using a fluctuation enhanced sensing (FES) method, based on 1/f noise
measurements. We expect to confirm the thesis that gas sensors made of 2DMs and utilising the FES
method when working under modulated conditions (operating temperature, pressure, UV light, gate
voltage) will be able to determine the concentrations of the components of ambient gas mixtures.
We plan to make FET gas sensors using the selected 2DMs. These sensors should be susceptible to
selected gases at low concentrations. Gas sensors made of 1T-TaS2 will be investigated at selected
temperatures and elevated pressures to observe CDW generating additional low-frequency noise
components. We hope that the observed profound change of noise intensity at phase transitions due
to the CDW phenomenon can be utilised for gas sensing applications.

12.8.2 Proposals under evaluation
12.8.2.1 HiLITE (High Capacity Wireless LInks with TErahertz Transceivers)
Submitted 2020.06.17. to ICT-52-2020: 5G PPP – Smart Connectivity beyond 5G
Leader: Professor Edward Wasige, University of Glasgow.
CENTERA is one of 19 consortium members, leads taks WP2.4 High sensitivity detectors/receivers.
Abstract
HiLITE targets the development of a set of compact THz technologies which can provide a platform
required to support B5G use case scenarios. Specifically, it addresses the development and
demonstration of technologies which deliver up to 100 Gb/s data rates in the short term and up to 1
Tb/s in the longer term for point to point and point to multipoint fronthaul/backhaul wireless links
with ranges of up to 100m; data centre wireless links, and short range applications such as inter- or
intra-device communications as illustrated earlier in Figure 1 and articulated in the recent IEEE
802.15.3d-2017 [2]. Further, HiLITE aims to demonstrate optical/wireless interfaces which enable a
seamless interface to the fibre-optic supported base-stations.
In HILITE - CENTERA will be responsible of 300 GHz communication receivers. The key technology for
the implementation of receivers will be a mixed digital/RF complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) technology (i.e., 65 nm and 130 nm CMOS technology). We will employ a
novel detection principle which utilizes plasma-wave excitations occurring in the channel of field
effect transistor (FET) and enabling effective rectification at frequencies which exceed standard cutoff frequencies (for example a 65 nm CMOS technology fT/fmax = 170/230 GHz). This is an approach
pioneered by CENTERA researchers [47]. Besides the detector, the receiver chain will include a
broadband on chip antenna supported with state-of-the-art silicon photonics solutions and a
broadband baseband amplifier. Activities aim to demonstrate effective successful Wi-Fi
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communication with the novel technology achieving data rates what are comparable to the fibre
communication networks. After achieving the best performances of a single detector, further
improvement of this type of 300 GHz communication receiver will be explored through the use of
lines or arrays of detectors. Multi-detector receivers can be considered as providing better use of the
incoming beam power (relaxed geometrical focusing conditions) or as receiver for multichannel
communication (simultaneous detection of signals coded on different carrier frequencies)
12.8.2.2 Coupled tuneable metasurfaces for near-field label-free spectroscopy of biological materials.
Submitted to the OPUS 19 Programme to the National Science Centre.
Prof. IHPP PAS Alvydas Lisauskas-.
Abstract
Proposed project is focused on a development of a new type of near-field sensor based on a coupled
THz resonator and a metamaterial (metasurface) for spectroscopy in the lower THz frequency range
(300 GHz – 2 THz). Particularly, we plan to investigate the feasibility of such sensors for near-field
spectroscopy of low volume biology-relevant materials and substances. Metamaterial-based
approach has already proved to demonstrate enhanced sensitivity to the change of the dielectric
constant in thin films, however until now it does not provide solutions for high frequency resolution
spectroscopy. In order to achieve this goal, we propose to create a multi-layer coupled THz
metasurface and a THz resonator (composed of a resonant antenna and/or photonic crystal)
structure. An important building block – metasurface - can be tailored for high quality factors
exploiting various analogues to quantum coupling (or its equivalents) and is considered a pathway
towards the sensitivity enhancement regarding the dielectric properties of low-volume samples. We
would like to elaborate the concept by (i) extending it to a multi-layer configuration which integrates
both the metamaterial surface and the THz resonator in a close proximity, and (ii) by integrating a
sensor locally (i.e., directly into the coupled resonator structure) which allows the near-field sensing
modality. The implementation will be based on a mainstream semiconductor technology: silicon
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) enabling the cost-effective utilization in a wide
range of cross-field applications. This project proposes a disruptive sensor technology, unparalleled
by any traditional near-field sensing implementation. The technology is based on the unification of
(i) the recent advances in the development of the field-effect transistor-based detectors above their
respective cut-off frequencies and (ii) the developments in understanding of the strong coupling
between the metasurface (or densely packed resonators) and photonic structures. Moreover, a high
spectral and lateral resolution homodyne-based technique with these field-effect transistor-based
detectors will be developed in this project. A combination of all those concepts is suitable for creating
a novel near-field sensor arrays to cover frequencies up to 2 THz and allows a fast, label-free
determination of small amounts of biological material down to molecular aggregates or even single
molecules. Within the activities of this project, we are planning to perform near-field spectroscopy
of biomedical materials such as cells, proteins, mRNA etc., devoted to a label-free identification. The
scientific significance of the proposed activities is twofold: one is related to the study of physics in
strongly coupled systems based on the stacks of metasurfaces which is not possible to address using
planar lithography techniques and still remains unexplored. Second is the development of a THzbased label-free identification technique which can be applied to single molecules.

12.8.2.3 Vertical and lateral transport in graphene/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures
Submitted to the OPUS 19 Programme to the Polish Science Centre.
PI: Prof. IHPP PAS dr hab. eng. Grzegorz Cywiński,
Abstract
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The scientific goal of the project is to study the properties and new physical phenomena in
graphene/AlGaN/GaN heterostructures for possible development of new types of devices which will
demonstrate new functionality with the characteristics outperforming existing semiconductor
devices. In order to achieve this goal, we will concentrate on the following three directions of the
research: Coulomb interactions between massless electrons in graphene and 2D electrons in GaN for
terahertz applications. This kind of devices was proposed and studied theoretically, but never have
been realized experimentally. Gas, bacteria, and viruses sensing. It is well known that graphene
possesses a high potential for different kinds of sensing. It was shown recently that graphene
transistors can detect the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Using graphene as a gate to AlGaN/GaN
transistors and applying the noise spectroscopy method should increase the sensitivity, selectivity
and add more functionality of graphene/AlGaN/GaN sensor. Since graphene is transparent in a wide
spectral band and all components of graphene/AlGaN/GaN heterostructure are high temperature
materials, we will study a new class of high temperature optoelectronic devices. Although these
directions represent different fields of the research, the same or at least similar
graphene/AlGaN/GaN structures can be used for all studies. The team has an experience in
fabrication and analysis of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, graphene transistors, gas sensing using graphene,
noise spectroscopy, device and materials characterization at terahertz frequencies. The main
scientific problems to be solved are: what are the properties of Coulomb interactions between
massless electrons in graphene and 2D electrons in GaN; what are the properties of vertical electron
and hole transport in graphene which forms either Schottky barrier or Ohmic contacts to GaN and
AlGaN; how promising these structures are for terahertz, gas and biological sensing, and for high
temperature optoelectronic applications. We will investigate the conditions required to form reliable
graphene contacts to AlGaN and their properties. We will study how these kind of structures can
outperform existing devices and what kinds of new functionality they can add. The main research
hypotheses are: graphene/AlGaN heterostructure is a unique and unexplored system to study the
Coulomb interactions and two-stream instability in the terahertz frequency band; graphene/AlGaN
heterostructure is a promising system for the gas and biological sensing; noise spectroscopy can
enhance the selectivity of graphene/AlGaN/GaN gas and biological sensor; depending on deposition
technology, graphene can form either Schottky or Ohmic high temperature and low noise contacts.
The impact of the project results on the development of the research field and scientific discipline
will be in gaining understanding of new fundamental physics of vertical transport in graphene and
properties of graphene/AlGaN/GaN structures at DC and high fequency, including the terahertz
frequency band.
12.8.2.4 Functionalization of the carbon-based nanomaterials for innovative optoeletronic components.
Submitted to the PRELUDIUM 19 Programme to the National Science Centre.
M.Sc eng. Aleksandra Anna Przewłoka
Abstract
Research project objectives/Research hypotheses The main scientific objective of this project is to
modify carbon-based nanomaterials and to develop novel multifunctional components with tunable
optoelectronic properties. It will be accomplished by combining carbon nanomaterials (CNMs),
namely carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene, with various chemical components. This type of
hybrid systems will exhibit completely novel properties that may potentially be useful in several
applications. Principally, it is expected that the proposed modifications will allow tuning the
optoelectronic properties in CNMs by increasing their photosensitivity. Research will also consider
the influence of a number of material features, such as CNT length, diameter, purity, light beam size,
density of CNM layers and others on the performance of chemical modification to obtain a novel
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functional nanocomposite with the best properties. The processes of chemical functionalization are
planned to study in terms of enabling improvement of light–matter interactions and to their spectral
selectivity in a wide range from the ultraviolet to the infrared region and they will be optimized for
rich best performance. The main activities related to this topic are:
a) Development of recipes for CNMs chemical modification, taking into account various material
parameters; b) Development and optimization of photo-sensitization methods; c) Optical absorption
measurements; d) Measurements of resistivity and capacity of chemically modified CNMs under light
illumination.
12.8.2.5 III - N heterostructures for mm and sub-mm travelling wave amplification.
Submitted to the OPUS 19 Programme to the National Science Centre.
Prof. IHPP PAS Dmytry Lyubchenko.
Abstract
The problem of active waveguide is considered in science since the invention of the tunnel diode by
Esaki et al. in 1958. The tunnel diode is a p - n structure with degenerated electron gas, that offers
negative slope of current - voltage characteristic (dI/dV < 0) what means the presence of negative
differential resistance in certain voltage range. Mentioned active waveguides would work as
analogue to the tunnel diode, but the negative resistance would refer to electromagnetic wave
(EMW) instead of current. There are two ideas considered in this matter. The first one is bulk negative
resistance (BNR) that refer mostly to microstrip waveguides. If the size of such device in the direction
of the wave propagation is comparable with the wavelength, it can be considered not as a discrete
device but as an active waveguide. The idea is very intriguing but it had no chances until now to be
realized in microwaves because of high current density (j > 103A/cm2) in the devices known up-todate that makes impossible continuous wave operation and due to that fact that the discrete devices
adequately cover all the practical needs in the frequency range below 40 GHz. In the millimeter wave
range the wavelength in the microstrip waveguide, filled with semiconductor, is small enough,
therefore distributed amplification of the traveling electromagnetic wave turns to be practically
possible. The research proposed in this project will be devoted mostly to the second idea of active
waveguides, what means the investigation of travelling wave amplification mechanism (TWA). The
mechanism of TWA relies on the energy transfer between the current and EM wave. If the
electromagnetic wave (EMW) propagating through the medium with conducting sheet has the phase
velocity that is comparable with the drift velocity of carriers in current flux, such transfer may appear.
The realization of special structure is proposed that should allow the observation of TWA. The
structure consists of bottom layer of dielectric material, namely, the waveguide for EM wave, the
upper dielectric material layer in which corrugated structure is etched in order to make the spectrum
component of proper phase velocity to appear and the conducting sheet between those two
dielectric layers. Such structures were analysed in many materials such as InSb, Ge or GaAs. However,
effective amplification was not presented yet due to some problems such as e. g. the attenuation of
EMW in arsenide structures due to presence of n - GaAs layers. In this project, III - nitride material
system is proposed for effective realization of this idea. Since the sapphire is most commonly used
material for GaN - based material epitaxial growth, it is proposed as a material to make Dielectric
Rod Waveguide (DRW). Realisation of the conducting sheet may be done by growing the structure
similar in concept to GaN/AlGaN HEMT structure with two dimensional electron gas. The epitaxial
structures proposed in the project can be grown by MOCVD technique in IHPP PAS. During the
project, the structures with corrugated structures and conducting sheets will be made, as well as
sapphire and GaN - base DRWs. The samples will be characterised optically and electrically. The S matrix components will be measured with vector network analyser. The amplification gain will be
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calculated, and it will be compared with the results of characterization in order to see which
parameters of the structure are optimal from the point of view of TWA. The results of our research
will improve the present state of knowledge about various effects of interaction of electromagnetic
waves (mainly GHz and THz frequency range) with materials mentioned above. It will open the gate
to further research in the field, that can be then used to improve the known telecommunication
techniques in the future. The duration time of the project is 4 years.

12.8.2.6 SPUB for maintenance of CENTERA Laboratories
Submitted to the Ministry of Science and Higher Education.
Prof. IHPP PAS dr hab. eng. Grzegorz Cywinski.Proposal for 24 months, 1 703 800 PLN.
Abstract
This proposal for CENTERA Laboratories for consumables, maintenance costs like liquid helium, and
salaries for 2 technical staff. The expected in 2021 equipment is over 12 MPLN, and we expect also
additional support for their servicing and calibration. Due to already established Laboratory, with
significant critical mass in sense of number of researchers and purchased equipment, we are planning
intensive laboratory development. The proposed costs are for complementary support for ongoing
projects.

12.8.2.7 Always-delivering, Diffused and OmNIpresent energy Sources (ADONIS).
Submitted to the OPUS 19 Programme to the National Science Centre.
PI/Leader: Prof. Thomas Skotnicki.
Proposal submitted in cooperation with Warsaw University of Technology.
Abstract
The IoT (Internet of Things) idea gains so much attention that currently number of Things
outnumbers X7 human population! Such a huge number of devices is a real challenge especially
regarding power supply. Wire supply is costly, cumbersome, and difficult to modify, whereas
batteries have negative impact on the natural environment, and require periodic
maintenance/replacement. The latter is difficult to satisfy since Things are often located in hard to
reach locations, in harsh industrial environment. Therefore, extensive scientific effort is dedicated to
self-supplied or energy autonomous Things. This vital property is expected to unlock the further
expansion of the IoT on the market. Many micro-generators have been proposed and are able to
produce useful energy from losses or free dispersed energy (e.g. vibrations, heat, air/liquid flow,
electromagnetic waves, sunlight, wind, etc.). Those initiatives are commonly known as Energy
Harvesting (EH). The common drawback of all known energy harvesters resides in a fact that they
have to be installed in a specific way to be in a direct contact with the source of energy or at least to
be oriented on the energy source. This is the case of Seebeck and vibrational generators that must
be attached to the source, but also of photovoltaic and RF harvesters that have to be oriented in the
direction of the source. An additional drawback resides in the intermittence of the energy delivery
by known sources. The sunlight is available only in the day, vibrations of machines are limited to the
periods of their operation, heat is also related to the periods of operation of the source, e.g. machine,
car, cooking device, etc. This may sound like a dream, but in this project, we will try to spark progress
aiming at exploitation of the natural pressure tides to produce electric energy in an unprecedented
microgenerator. Such a generator will produce energy everywhere on Earth regardless of its
positioning, without need for any installation or orientation – it can be thrown carelessly everywhere
and will continue working. The MAGIC of the atmospheric pressure tides resides in that they are
Always-delivering, Diffused and OmNIpresent an energy Source (ADONIS). Consequently, the
relevant harvesting device (ADONIS harvester) will be naturally immerged within this kind of source,
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and thus always ready to generate energy, everywhere on Earth, with no installation or preparation,
nor orientation. According to the literature and our reconnaissance, the atmospheric pressure
exhibits 4 peaks per day also called pressure tides. The average magnitude of those peaks depends
on the geographical location being higher for places near the sea. There, the peaks exhibit no more
than 0.5hPa, whereas in interior locations can go up to 20hPa. The first calculations revealed that
each of the pressure tide can deliver ~50 µJ/peak (~200 µJ daily) of energy for the worst case
(0.5hPa), or reach close to 2mW/peak (8mW/day) for 20hPa pressure variations. This are extremely
small energies but quite sufficient to power e.g. wireless sensors or the nodes of Internet of Things.
Transformation of this idea into real device requires complete construction chain starting from multiphysical modelling and simulation, through topology design, and fabrication, ending with a
characterization. The goal is to use industrially compatible technologies which will significantly
reduce the risk of failure, but also will moderate fabrication cost, since known and common machines
and materials will be used. Consequently, we will use Silicon MEMS technologies for
experimentation. Nevertheless, many scientific and experimental challenges will have to be
undertaken. The atmospheric pressure variations are extremely slow which will require a different
than electronic storage of the harvested energy. This to avoid quicker discharge (by electronic
leakages) than filling of the storage element. Cutting edge mechanical energy storage unit will have
to be developed. In contrast with electrical storage (capacitor, battery), the mechanical one is
intrinsically immune to losses. Still another challenge will go with a necessity of matrix connection of
a number of individual harvesters. This is dictated by the necessity of magnification of the actuation
amplitude due to the very small pressure variations, and also by the necessity of cumulation of the
very small energy portions in order to rise them up to an exploitable level.

12.8.3 Unfinished proposals
12.8.3.1 Functional carbon-based metamaterials for THz wave applications.
Proposal had been developed towards M-ERA.Net2020 Flex THz Programme.
PI/Leader: Prof. IHPP PAS Dmitry Lyubchenko.
Not submitted due to Covid-19-related problems within the consortium.

12.8.4 Planned proposals
• Miniatura 4 (for Dr Ewelina Karpierz) on the scientific mission to THz Centre in Regensburg
(Germany) under the supervision of prof. Sergey Ganichev.
• Miniatura 4 (for Dr Piotr Dróżdż) research within the field of nanotubes stretching.
• DAINA 2 research in the field of carbon-based nanomaterials.

12.9 PROJECT PROMOTION
The Management Board of CENTERA worked out the strategy of project promotion. It was divided
into two main stages, for which we planned different activities. The second annual report regarding
the time from 01.09.2019 till 31.08.2020 covers the first, initial period which is supposed to be
focused on information and PR activities aimed to build recognition, primarily in the scientific and
research environment. Its main objective is to start contact with potential partners and establishing
cooperation in the area of joint projects and research. The goal has been supported by an intense
publishing in various branch journals including the most prestigious in the world such: The Nature
Photonics and PRX, as well as by participation in the industry meetings, scientific conferences,
thematic workshops and organization of the international event CENTERA THz Days under the
patronage of French Institute.
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Moreover, thanks to the close cooperation with the Department of Promotion of the Foundation for
Polish Science - CENTERA was invited to participate in two interdisciplinary conferences and the
research achievements on FNP’ website and in its social media were regularly promoted. Some of
the planned scientific activities were cancelled due to Covid-19. The 3rd Interdisciplinary FNP
conference has been postponed till April 2021. CENTERA was supposed to be represented at this very
important scientific event by prof. Wojciech Knap, Prof. Thomas Skotnicki and WP leaders: Prof.
Alvydas Lisauskas, and Prof. Dmytry Lyubchenko.
Additionally CENTERA actively participated in the preparation of a special publication of IRAP
participants. It was supposed to be issued in the beginning of Spring 2020. This initiative has been
postponed. Many important national and international conferences were cancelled due to the
pandemic, thus CENTERA’ promotional activities were focused on creation of the new website
www.centera.eu, LinkedIn profile, contact with media and search for partners (mostly via Katarzyna
Kolys’ LinkedIn profile and her network).
The second annual report covers participation in various scientific events (described in individual
reports and collective reports on young researchers foreign trainings) that are closely aligned with
promotional activities, 2 great publications, organization of CENTERA THz Days, new CENTERA
website, 2 radio interviews, 2 awards and development of the most promising relations with
industrial partners e.g.: Orlen, Efferta, SensDx, PDI. The Business Development most effective
activities have been described in section 5 of CENTERA annual report –they concern - STM, GasLux
and Orteh, Terakalis and others. Below there is a summary of main promotional activities and events
of CENTERA.

12.9.1 Most prestigious publications – leading to Press Releases
12.9.1.1 Nature Photonics
Nature Photonics paper was published in August 2019 – but related press release and CENTERA
promotion following this publication appeared in current reporting period.
Professor Wojciech Knap and Dr. Dmytro But from CENTERA and their colleagues from France, Russia
and Germany have made the discovery that gives a chance to build the new sources of THz radiation.
Their research was published in the prestigious magazine Nature Photonics. Their paper was
promoted by varioius media as well as the website and in social media of the Foundation for Polish
Science.

Official Press Release on HZDR page:
[https://www.hzdr.de/db/Cms?pOid=59198&pNid=3438]
The abstract of press release of August 16th, 2019.
A laser for penetrating waves.
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Research team develops a new principle to generate terahertz radiation.
The "Landau-level laser" is an
exciting concept for an unusual
radiation source. It has the
potential
to
efficiently
generate so-called terahertz
waves, which can be used to
penetrate materials as well as
for future data transmission. So
far, however, nearly all
attempts to make such a laser
reality have failed. An
international
team
of
researchers has now taken an
important step in the right
direction: In the journal Nature
Photonics (DOI: 10.1038/s41566-019-0496-1), they describe a material that generates terahertz
waves by simply applying an electric current. Physicists from the German research center HelmholtzZentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) played a significant role in this project [Foto: HZDR / Juniks].
An international research team has been able to show that it is relatively easy to generate terahertz
waves with an alloy of mercury, cadmium and tellurium. To examine the behavior of the electrons in
the material, the physicists use the free-electron laser FELBE at HZDR. Circularly polarized terahertz
pulses (orange spiral) excite the electrons (red) from the lowest to the next higher energy level
(parabolic shell). The energy gap of these so-called Landau levels can be adjusted with the help of a
magnetic field.
Publication:
D. B. But, M. Mittendorff, C. Consejo, F. Teppe, N.N. Mikhailov, S.A. Dvoretskii, C. Faugeras, S.
Winnerl, M. Helm, W. Knap, M. Potemski, M. Orlita: Suppressed Auger scattering and tunable light
emission of Landau-quantized massless Kane electrons, in Nature Photonics, 2019
(DOI: 10.1038/s41566-019-0496-1)
Further links to promotional actions
• https://www.facebook.com/FundacjanarzeczNaukiPolskiej/posts/2687719111252368
• https://twitter.com/FNP_org_pl/status/1172436288156254208
• http://laboratoria.net/aktualnosci/29206.html
• https://www.wykop.pl/link/5134237/nowe-zrodla-promieniowania-terahercowego-szansedaja-m-in-polskie-badania/
• https://forumakademickie.pl/news/w-poszukiwaniu-nowych-zrodel-promieniowaniaterahercowego/
• http://naukawpolsce.pap.pl/tag/promieniowanie-terahercowe
12.9.1.2 Physical Review X
The second very important publication covered in this report was published on 6th July 2020 in a very
prestigious journal Physical Review X. The paper described a breakthrough discovery on
amplification of THz radiation at the room temperature by graphene nanostructures of Prof.
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Wojciech Knap, prof. Valentin Kachorovski and Dr Dmytro But, and their colleagues from Tohoku
University.
Official description:
The enormous potential carried by both the basic science and applications identified and already
partially exploited in the THz field during the last 20 years, has established a Terahertz radiation
related science and technology as an important scientific axis, bridging the optronics and electronics
and unifying efforts of a large scientific community, similarly to Spintronics. Along with enormous
opportunities there exist many challenges. Particularly, compact and high output power amplifiers
and sources that can operate at THz band are needed.
More than forty years ago active experimental studies of plasma oscillations in two-dimensional
electron systems began. The main idea was using oscillations of plasmons, excited by a current for
creation of solid-state Terahertz radiation amplifiers and sources. However, numerous experimental
attempts to realize such amplifiers or emitters have failed: the intensity of radiation turned out to be
too small, plasma resonances too broad, or observed only at cryogenic temperatures. Arriving of
Graphene based systems with its promise of high room temperature carrier mobility made this
subject worth to be revisited.
In this work, we explore THz light-plasmon coupling, light absorption and amplification by graphene
grating gate structures focusing on current-driven effects. We demonstrate that, in such structures,
gate-voltage controlled resonant plasmons are excited by THz radiation and show current-driven
amplification of this radiation.
All results were obtained at room temperature. Therefore, they pave the way towards a THz
plasmonic technology with a new generation of all-electronic, resonant, voltage- controlled THz
amplifiers. The results were interpreted using plasmonics crystal model. It captures main trends and
basic physics of the amplification phenomena, but it does not provide the quantitative description of
observed facts. Therefore, our results show a clear need for further, more advanced theory of
plasmonic crystals and supporting/verifying it experiments.
Official press release:
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Fig. 56:The title page of our highly ranked paper on room temperature THz generation.

12.9.2 Prestigious scientific event organized by CENTERA
In October 2019 CENTERA team organized a prestigious event entitled CENTERA THz Days resulting
in the increased recognition of the project in the international R&D environment. CENTERA THz Days
took place under the patronage of the French Institute in Poland. This meeting of the scientists from
several European countries (including more than a dozen from the most important research centers
in France), US and China was honored as “The official event of the Polish-French Science Year”.
The guest of honor was Christophe Paoli, Attaché for University and Scientific Cooperation at the
French Ministry for EU and Foreign Affairs. Among the guests were: Dr. Anna Plater-Zyberk, Director

of the Office of International Cooperation at Polish Academy of Sciences; Professor Niels Keller,
Director of the CNRS; Professor Maciej Żylicz (Fig. 58), President of the Foundation for Polish Science,
Prof. Izabella Grzegory Director of the IHPP PAS and Dr. Frédéric Teppe (Fig. 57), Director of the
French section of LIA TERAMIR program.
The event was hosted by prof. Wojciech Knap (Fig. 57) and prof. Thomas Skotnicki who presented
the most important R&D objectives of CENTERA. The program of CENTERA THz Days included
presentations of various R&D units, their achievements, and scientific programs as well as the visit
of CENTERA THz laboratories. During several thematic sessions our researchers presented their
scientific achievements obtained within the first year of the project realization. The event was
promoted on the partner’s website (Fig. 59) and in social media.
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Fig. 57: Prof. Wojciech Knap and Frederick Teppe at CENTERA THz Days. Photo. Lech Trzeciak.

Fig. 58: Prof. Maciej Żylicz, The President of Foundation for Polish Science, at CENTERA THz Days. Photo. Lech Trzeciak

Fig. 59: CENTERA THz Days conference coverage on our own web page, www.centera.eu.

Additional coverage:
• https://www.fnp.org.pl/konferencja-centera-thz-days/
• http://www.celta-itn.eu/dissemination/invited-and-plenary-talks.html
• https://twitter.com/cpaoli/status/1184387475843801088
• http://pirbinstytut.pl/index.php/centera-thz-days
• https://www.unipress.waw.pl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1999%3A
centera-thz-days-&catid=18%3Aunipress-highlights&Itemid=19&lang=en

12.9.3 CENTERA Project promotion via media
• https://www.fnp.org.pl/en/centera-the-centre-for-terahertz-technology-research-andapplications/
• https://www.natureindex.com/institution-outputs/poland/center-for-terahertz-technologyresearch-and-applications-centera-unipress-pas/5d54d7905bc6e20cbc5f6c01
• https://unipress.waw.pl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1604:
centera&catid=82:teragan&Itemid=146&lang=pl
• https://www.unipress.waw.pl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1604:
centera&catid=82:teragan&Itemid=146&lang=en
• https://www.fnp.org.pl/centera-czyli-centrum-badan-i-zastosowan-technologiiterahercowych/
• http://pirbinstytut.pl/index.php/centera-thz-days
• https://sites.google.com/view/what-is-centera/home
• https://www.facebook.com/FundacjanarzeczNaukiPolskiej/posts/2687719111252368
• http://en.kpk.gov.pl/fnp-the-international-research-agendas-competition-no-82017resolved/
•

https://youtu.be/0oceNSG4pBM

• https://www.facebook.com/FundacjanarzeczNaukiPolskiej/posts/3409094675781471
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• https://www.polskieradio.pl/397/7838/Artykul/2550380,Summa-Techologiae%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B5%D0%BE%D1%82%D0%BA%D1%80%D1%8B%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%B5%D1%83%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%8B%D1%85-%D0%B8%D0%B7-CENTERA
• https://www.polskieradio.pl/7/5098/Artykul/2557373,Cel-naukowcow-Wykorzystac-faleterahercowe

12.9.4 CENTERA broadcasted interviews
The reports covers 2 radio interviews.
12.9.4.1 Summa Technologiae
The first one was organized in cooperation with the journalist Irina Zawisza who works for the
International Section of the Polish Radio (Fig. 60, Fig. 61).
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Fig. 60: Summa Technologiae as represented on the Polish Radio web page.

The interview with prof. Wojciech Knap and prof. Tomasz Skotnicki was broadcasted on 15th July
2020 in the radio programme with Russian translation - Summa Techologiae. Prof. Knap was talking
about the THz radiation and the breakthrough Polish-Japanese research described in the article
"Room Temperature Amplification of Terahertz Radiation by Grating-Gate Graphene Structures"
published on 6th July 2020 in the renowned journal Physical Review X of the American Physical
Society (APS). Prof. Tomasz Skotnicki was sharing with the listeners his knowledge about the practical
use of terahertz waves and his experience in collaborating across science and business.

Fig. 61: Summa Technologiae on Polskie Radio web page.

12.9.4.2 The People of Science
The second interview was organized with cooperation with one of the best scientific journalist in
Poland. Mr. Krzysztof Michalski who works for the Polish Radio – Program 1. This radio program is
called “The people of science” (Fig. 62). The interview covered different aspects of THz research and
applications. The programme was broadcasted on 3rd August 2020.
https://www.polskieradio.pl/7/5098/Artykul/2557373,Cel-naukowcow-Wykorzystac-faleterahercowe

Fig. 62: Web page of “Eureka” (science magazine of Polish Radio Program 1) with CENTERA presentation.

Below there is the official trailer of the interview:
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“The latest results of the researchers from CENTERA (established under the International Research
Agendas program of the Foundation for Polish Science) were published in the prestigious scientific
journal "Physical Review X" - American Physical Society. Prof. Knap and his colleagues discovered the
possibility of amplifying terahertz waves by graphene nanostructures at room temperature. This
discovery opens the way to the development of a variety of innovative technologies that use
precisely terahertz radiation. The guest of the program will be professor Wojciech Knap - one of the
winners of IRAP (the competition of the Foundation for Polish Science) - an outstanding Polish
physicist (graduate from the University of Warsaw) working for many years in France, who together
with Professor Thomas Skotnicki decided to recall the forgotten band of electromagnetic radiation otherwise known as the terahertz gap. Prof. Knap and prof. Skotnicki created CENTERA Labs at the
Institute of High Pressure Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Warsaw.
What is this forgotten band, what are terahertz technologies and how can we benefit from them,
this is what I will be talking about with Professor.”

12.9.5 Own website www.centera.eu.
The key visuals for CENTERA communication were designed by the art agency. The logotype, the
graphic elements and the fonts are the main motives used in the templates of presentation and
poster, on the website www.centera.eu, and CENTERA paper with watermark. The key visuals create
consistency and improve the project recognition.
The new website was designed by art agency. Its template contains elements of key visuals of
CENTERA. It is modern and light in its form. The clean, fresh design brings attention both to Polishspeaking and English-speaking observers. The website is divided into sections:
• Home is the invitation to find out more about CENTERA projects and its founders: prof.
Wojciech Knap (Fig. 63) and prof. Tomasz Skotnicki.

Fig. 63: Home section of CENTERA web page.

• About contains the most crucial information regarding the short introduction to THz radiation,
motivation behind the project, mission, vision, history, goals, structure (CENTERA division into
5 groups), research equipment, THz fields within CENTERA interest and partners.
Home and about sections are the core of our website.
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• Our team presents people aligned with CENTERA (Fig. 64)

Fig. 64: Our team section of CENTERA web page.

• Research is the heart of the website.
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Fig. 65: Research section of CENTERA web site.

Here we add news (Fig. 66), links, media, information about the most important promotional
activities, most prestigious publications and our awards (Fig. 65).

Fig. 66: Research news presentation on CENTERA web page

• Join us is a tool for presenting job offers and encouragement for the research interested in
CENTERA.
• Contact facilitates people to find us in the CENTERA Labs and in the project office.
The website has two versions - in Polish and English languages (Fig. 67). It is aligned with CENTERA
profile of LinkedIn. LinkedIn profile contains the most crucial information about CENTERA and
promotes its scientific activities. It is also a tool for searching contact in Business Development area.

Fig. 67: Contact section of CENTERA web site.
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13 CHANGES TO THE PROJECT PROPOSED BY THE LAUREATE –
if applicable

14 PROPOSED BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS – IF APPLICABLE
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I hereby confirm that the information contained in this report are true. I am aware of the legal
consequences of stating false information in legally binding document, as stated in article 271 of the
Penal Code.
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